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PART II

CANADIAN NATIONAL PARKS
REPORT OF THE COMMISSIONER, J. B. HARKIN
The past year saw a substantial increase in the traffic to the Canadian
National parks, indicating that both Canadians themselves and people from
other countries are corning more and more to realize the wonderful opportunities for healthful recreation and exceptional enjoyment they afford. The tourist
figures for 1923-24 totalled 250,026, or nearly 60,000 more than recorded the
previous year. The figures are:—
Hooky Mountains park
Jasper park
Yoho park
Glacier park
Hevelstoke park (estimated)
Waterton Lakes park
Buffalo park
Elk Island park
Point Pelee park
St. Lawrence Island parks
Fort Anne park

1924
94,930
10,072
1,891
4,176
3,500
16,695
5,650
7,812
49,300
45,000
II, 000

Total

250,026

For the first time Jasper National park was able to offer extensive modern
hotel accommodation and its immediate success as a tourist centre was one of
the outstanding features of the year. The artistic and restful bungalow hotel,
"Jasper Park Lodge," built by the Canadian National Railways, met with
instant favour from the travelling public and was crowded to capacity practically throughout the season. The great success of its initial season has
led the railway to undertake the construction of additional buildings which
will nearly double the accommodation.
Banff and Lake Louise showed a combined advance of 15,000 visitors, due
in part to the increase in motor travel resulting from the completion of the
Banff-Windermere highway. The growing use of the St. Lawrence Island parks,
Waterton Lakes and Point Pelee parks is considered a matter for congratulation in view of the democratic service these areas are rendering to Canadian
people. Visitors to the last two are largely family parties travelling in their
own motor cars who are thus enabled to enjoy healthful outing at slight
expense.
The most important feature of the year's work was the completion of the
Banff-Windermere highway, which was officially opened for traffic on June 30,
1923. The formal ceremonies took place at' Kootenay Crossing, B.C., in the
presence of distinguished representatives of the Dominion, Provincial and
United States Governments, the Canadian Pacific Railway and other organizations. At nine o'clock in the morning cars left Banff and Windermere, arriving
at the scene of the opening about noon. Hon. Dr. J. H. King, Federal Minister
of Public Works, representing the Dominion Government, presided at the
simple but impressive ceremony and at its conclusion the Hon. Dr. R. H.
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Brett, Lieutenant-Governor of Alberta, and the Hon. Walter Nichol, Lieutenant-Governor of British Columbia, severed the ribbons barring the highway
and the first motor way across the Central Rockies was declared open to the
motorists of the world. Among those present were: Hon. J. H. King, M.D.,
Minister of Public Works; Hon. R. H. Brett, M.D., Lieutenant-Governor of
Alberta; Hon. Walter Nichol, Lieutenant-Governor of British Columbia; Hon.
Herbert Greenfield, Premier of Alberta; Hon. John Oliver, Premier of British
Columbia; Hon. W. J. Bowser, Leader of the Opposition in the British Columbia
Legislature; Harvey M. Toy, of San Francisco, representing the Governor of
California; J. Ross Eakins, representing the United States National Parks
Service and the Department of the Interior, Washington, U.S.A.; D. C. Coleman, Vice-President of the Canadian Pacific Railway; Don Doig, Manager of
the Automobile Club, of Southern California; A. 0. Wheeler, Director of the
Alpine Club of Canada; Jas. W. Davidson, President, Calgary Good Roads
Association; R. Randolph Bruce, Invermere, B.C., one of the originators of the
Banff-Windermere highway project. Writers and journalists were present from
Canada, the United States and Europe. Most of the chief Canadian cities
had newspaper men in attendance while special representatives secured an
account of the proceedings for Boston, Pittsburg, New York, Chicago, Portland, Tacoma, Seattle, Minneapolis, Los Angeles, and San Francisco journals.
In addition, syndicates and magazines obtained particulars of the occasion
through special correspondents.
The wet season and the poor condition of some of the connecting roads
militat'ed against a large travel, but in spite of this fact over 8,000 cars went
over the road.
Motor Travel.—The motor campsite at the junction of the Bow and Spray
rivers at Banff was extended and completed and is now one of the most modern
and best equipped in the West. It provides accommodation for the increasing
number of motor tourists. The number of permits issued to camping parties
there last year totalled 1,693, or more than three times that of the previous
year.
The development of a townsite at lake Louise with tea rooms, stores, etc.,
has also met the need of many motorists and numbers availed themselves last
year of the opportunity of staying over at this beautiful resort.
Mount Revelstoke park was brought within reach of the outside motoring
world by the opening up of the motor highway from the Okanagan valley to
Revelstoke.
TIMBER PROTECTION

The fire patrol system was improved during the year in numerous details
and no serious losses from fire occurred. The trail and forest telephone mileage was increased and a number of additional wardens' cabins were built.
Forest fire warnings of a more permanent nature were established and automotive patrols added along the highways.
Fires in Canadian National Parks
Timber- burned
Grass burned
Cost of extinguishing
Number of

fires

3,313 acres
938 "
$4,705
41

The wardens' patrols totalled 225,102 miles. Sixty-five miles of new trails
were laid in Jasper and Revelstoke parks and 36 miles of telephone line erected
in Jasper and Waterton Lakes parks. The cost of wardens' cabins totalled
$5,074; the cost of trail construction $15,050 and the cost of telephone installation $4,001.
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Cars for use of the wardens in patrolling Kootenay park were purchased
and a tractor and gang-plough were installed at Buffalo park for rapid ploughing of the fireguard areas. Fireguards were ploughed around the new area at
Elk Island park. In preparation for aeroplane patrols several landing places
were located and construction was begun in Rocky Mountains park and Kootenay park. An experiment in spring broadcast burning was made on Georgina
island, one of the Thousand Islands of the St. Lawrence, with satisfactory
results.
A working arrangement was made with the forestry officers of British
Columbia by which a two-mile zone along the boundaries common to the parks
and the province was placed under co-operative fire control. Ten new highpressure portable pumps and a large capacity trailer pump for Kootenay and
an automobile fire-truck for Banff were added to the equipment.
A conference of all the chief provincial and federal officers engaged in
fire protection was called in Ottawa by the Minister of the Interior and the
main problems on forest fire protection were discussed. The Canadian National
Railways operating department also held a conference on the same topic at
which .many of the provincial and federal fire protection officers were present.
PUBLICITY

As the general public becomes more familiar with the attractions of the
National parks, the demand for literature, information and general data relative to these reserves becomes heavier. Over 72,700 pamphlets were distributed
during the year. So heavy was the demand that it was found necessary to
authorize the publication of second editions of " Through the Heart of the
Rockies and Selkjrks " and " Guide to Banff and District," and a third edition
of the " Banff-Windermere Highway." In addition the available supply of
" The Nakimu Caves " and " Classified Guide to Fish and their Habitat in
Rocky Mountains Park " has been completely exhausted, as well as the English
editions of the Historic Sites pamphlets " Fort Chambly" and " Fort Ste.
Marie II."
Through the itineraries carried out by the director of publicity, the official
lecturer, and the motion picture operator, a total of 74,375 persons was reached.
Lectures were delivered to 277 audiences and 753 films were shown. These
educational lectures were given in Ontario, Quebec, Alberta, British Columbia
and fourteen Middle West, Western, and Pacific States. The lectures in the
United States were for the purpose of promoting tourist travel to Canada's
National parks during the year. The opening of the Banff-Windermere highway
entailed the promotion of an extensive publicity campaign, of which the lectures
were an important part, and which was supplemented by the distribution of pamphlets and special articles. The results of this campaign were manifest in the
success which' attended the opening of the highway and the traffic that followed
throughout the season.
A special publicity campaign was also carried on in connection with the
sale of buffalo meat. As this is a new article of food it was necessary to interest
the public in its merits before placing the meat on the market. Returns
received show that the information supplied reached a wide field both in
Canada and the United States.
Requests for material from several European publications were also dealt
with, chief among these being illustrated articles on National parks, prepared for journals in Paris and Milan.
This work entailed a considerable amount of correspondence, 3,699 letters
having been received in the division and 6,139 despatched in reply or direct
association therewith.
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ANIMAL LIFE AND FARMING OPERATIONS

All wild life in the various parks continues to thrive and multiply, responding favourably to the sanctuary afforded.
Buffalo.—A census of the buffalo herds taken on the 31st of March, 1924,
resulted as follows: Buffalo park, 6,655; Elk Island park, 316; Rocky Mountains park, 21.
The size of the government buffalo herd has outgrown the grazing capacity
of the park.at Wainwright, in consequence of which some 2,000 of the surplus
buffalo, mostly bulls, were slaughtered for commercial purposes during the
fall and winter of 1923.
Numerous requests from Zoological Gardens throughout the world for the
donation or loan of animals from the parks are still being received. In continuation of the spirit of co-operation previously shown in the conservation
of wild life, and in view of the benefits derived by Canada from the advertising these donations receive, these requests are granted whenever possible. All
expense incurred in connection with these transactions is borne by the consignees.
Farming Operations.—These operations mean a considerable annual saving
to the department. In Buffalo park the total area of farms is 725 acres, of
which 525 acres were under crop and 200 acres summer-fallowed. The crops
harvested were 23,143 bushels of oats, 450 tons of straw, 1,000 tons of hay, and
137 tons of green feed. In Waterton Lakes park the total area farmed is 300
acres. The greater part of this area was sown to timothy and brome, and rye
grasses. Thirty-five acres were sown to oats. It is of considerable advantage
to this park to be able to provide its own forage owing to its distance from
the railway, which makes the purchase of fodder practically prohibitive, on
account of transportation charges.
Elk.—The 300 elk obtained from Yellowstone park some four years ago
and placed in Jasper and Rocky Mountains Parks have progressed favourably
and now number approximately 1,450. In addition to these there are approximately 350 within the fenced enclosure of Buffalo park and 220 in Elk Island
park.
Antelope.—The preservation of animals outside the parks in danger of
extermination, particularly the few remaining bands of antelope, has received
careful study- The antelope in Nemiskarn park are responding favourably to
the protection afforded and now number 180, an increase of 40 over last year.
An effort is being made to procure other areas as sanctuary for the few small
scattered bands of these animals still existing in the provinces of Saskatchewan
and Alberta.
Census.—An approximate census of all wild life within the confines of the
parks and all fenced enclosures is now being made.
Cross-breeding.—During the year the specific results of new experiments
in the cross-breeding of domestic cattle and yak, carried on at Buffalo park in
co-operation with the Department of Agriculture, have resulted in the birth of
three heifer calves and one male. Some of the experiments which will be based
upon these new arrivals will naturally not be completed for several years.
TOWN PLANNING

Building plans for a large number of new buildings have been prepared
during the year and many new sites planned. In connection with this work
visits were made in the summer to Jasper, Banff, Radium Hot Springs and
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Waterton Lakes. Plans of private buildings in the various parks have been
submitted to the architect of the town planning division as in previous years
and in many cases necessary changes have been advised and frequently new
plans made in order to bring parks buildings to a standard worthy of their
exceptional environment. Plans were made for a new subdivision at Radium
Hot Springs and for the layout of the station grounds at Jasper; for automobile
camping grounds and a new subdivision at Waterton Lakes park; a subdivision
for summer cottages at lake Edith, Jasper park, the proposed layout of the
grounds at Fort Howe, St. John, N.B.; Banff avenue boulevard and automobile
parking place at Banff; preliminary drawings of the proposed police quarters
and entrance gateway at Waterton Lakes; fort Chambly layout for cemetery
grounds and central memorial.
The publicity and educational work included numerous articles for the
Town Planning Journal and other magazines and newspapers; the composition
of'a Choric Ode for the opening of the Banff-Windermere highway and correspondence with town planning promoters in many parts of the Dominion.
Plans of Canadian town planning schemes were sent to the Empire exhibition
at Wembley.
PROTECTION OF MIGRATORY BIRDS

In the summer of 1923 amendments were made to the regulations under
the Migratory Birds Convention Act which brought into effect certain changes
in open seasons and altered slightly the restrictions placed upon certain methods
for capturing these birds. A special amendment to the regulations was prepared respecting damage to crops in the Prairie Provinces, allowing ducks
causing damage to be shot. Relief to farmers suffering damage was afforded
by this new regulation. Special amendments to the regulations were also
prepared respecting the killing of great black-backed gulls, loons and mergansers under certain conditions in portions of the province of Quebec.
The permanent organization for the enforcement of the Act throughout
Canada has been kept at approximately the same strength and, in addition
to the enforcement of the Act, the staff has engaged through lectures, publicity,
and in other ways in extending information concerning the value of birds and
the need for their protection. In carrying on this work the staff has enjoyed
the fullest co-operation with the provincial game departments. Except in
provinces where the provincial law does not conform to the treaty the actual
enforcement of bird protection measures has been left largely in the hands of
the provincial authorities.
The Royal Canadian Mounted Police are now ex-officio officers operating
under the Migratory Birds Convention Act, bringing the number of honorary
game officers to a total of 1,602.
During the summer Mr. H. F. Lewis and four assistants spent three months
on the Canadian Labrador investigating bird conditions there and protecting
breeding birds in this important waterfowl area, Special protection was given
to the breeding birds at Bare island, off Sidney, in Haro strait, British Columbia, and Pilgrim islands, St. Lawrence river, about 100 miles below Quebec,
during the breeding season, as well.as to ducks at Buffalo lake, Saskatchewan.
Special steps were taken to protect the whistling swan wherever flocks were
found. Forty-eight offenders were prosecuted and fines were imposed amounting to $655. Four cases were dismissed, and one case withdrawn. It is the
policy of the branch to refrain from taking action in the police court for
trivial offences when a well directed talk will serve in bringing the offender
to see the error of his ways, but it is regretted that many serious infractions
are committed which leave the department no alternative but prosecution.
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Educational.—Further editions of previous leaflets on bird protection were
published. The total distribution of pamphlets of all kinds amounted to 112,304.
Publicity concerning the shooting seasons and other bird protection matters
was obtained through the distribution of 44,432 posters, 17,911 Acts and 7,890
abstracts of the regulations thereunder. Posters concerning the Migratory
Birds Convention Act for Indians were translated into Cree and published in
the Cree Review.
A new pamphlet, " Hints for Hunters," was prepared and printed. "Attracting Birds with Food and Water," a pamphlet on this subject, was published in
both French and English. " No Spring Shooting" was reprinted, July, 1923, in
West Virginia Wild Life.
Two hundred and fifty-eight lectures on bird protection were given by
members of the permanent staff and lanterns slides and other material were furnished to honorary game officers and others for lecture purposes. In all 2,260
slides were loaned for lecture purposes. These slides are lent free of charge
to responsible persons. Motion picture films of bird life were also distributed
and proved an excellent publicity medium. The slide library of this division
now comprises 679 views representing 196 different species of birds.
The Supervisor of Wild Life Protection attended different Boy Scout
Camps during the summer and gave instructions and lectures on birds. He also
acted as leader on several naturalists' excursions. Many articles in connection
with bird protection were written by the supervisor, game, officers and honorary
game officers. School essay competitions were conducted throughout the western and Maritime Provinces. Copies of the late Dr- Hewitt's book " The Conservation of the Wild Life of Canada " were distributed to Boy Scouts and
Girl Guides who passed tests for their naturalist's badge. Competitions in bird
house building were organized by officers of the branch and other interested
parties.
Arrangements were made so that flight officers of the Air Board may report
upon bird life to this branch.
Every effort has been made to keep the public welt informed regarding
the game laws and game conditions as they change from time to time. Copies
of game acts, posters and synopses of regulations under this Act were sent to a
large number of sportsmen and others who are interested. The Government
Radio Broadcasting Station co-operated with the branch in wild life protection
publicity.
Bird Sanctuaries.—Six new bird sanctuaries were created by Order in
Council during the past year, namely:—
1. Seal, Flat, Round, Mud and Noddy islands, situated in the province of
Nova Scotia, lying approximately eighteen miles west of Cape Sable island.
2. Rideau island, situated within the city of Calgary, Alberta. The Boy
Scouts of that city are interested in the welfare of the wild life on this reserve.
3. Vaseaux lake, B.C., and a certain specified area surrounding it.
4. The Gorge and Victoria Arm, Vancouver island, created a sanctuary
by the Government of British Columbia and the Dominion Government.
5. Indian Head and Sutherland federal forest nursery stations, in the province of Saskatchewan.
Public Shooting Grounds.—An inspection was made of all the lands which
were suggested by the province of Alberta, as being suitable for shooting ground
purposes. •
Permits and Licenses.—One hundred and seventy-three permits were issued
allowing the holders to take birds for scientific purposes and seventy permits
allowing the capture of birds for banding purposes. Through bird banding it
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is hoped that much new and important information will be secured concerning
Canada's valuable insectivorous and game birds. The branch is working in full
co-operation with the. United States Biological Survey in tracing and recording
migration of birds in this way. Nearly all the work is done by voluntary cooperators. The official records for Canada of bird banding returns, which
concern Canada, are kept in this branch. During the past fiscal year 5,804
records of banded birds were received, and 1,366 repeats and returns on banded
birds came to hand. Sixty-nine taxidermists' licenses were issued during the
past year.
Advisory Board on Wild Life Protection.—During the year this board
held eight meetings and many, important items were discussed.
Conference.—A conference of provincial and federal game officials was
held in Ottawa on February 6, 7, and 8, 1924.
The conference was opened by an address of welcome, which was delivered
by the Hon. Charles Stewart, Minister of the Interior. Mr. Stewart referred
to the great need of protective measures to conserve the country's valuable
wild life, including fur-bearing animals, game animals, and birds, and to the
fact that the fur-bearing animals formed the chief means' of support of Canadian
Indians, lacking which the Indians would become a much heavier charge upon
the Dominion. The trapping of fur as affording a very valuable revenue to the
country was also noted.
The resolutions dealt with many important matters, such as: jurisdiction
of provincial game officers; the amendment of the Customs and Export Act
with respect to the export of game; a reconnaissance concerning species of birds
other than those protected by the Migratory Birds. Convention Act; the licensing
and registration of trappers and hunters; the leasing of Crown lands; the adoption of measures for the suppression of the dumping of oil into navigable
waters; and the shortening of the open season for woodcock.
Investigations on food habits of birds have been carried out by J. A.
Munro, chief officer for Western Canada under the Migratory Birds Act.
HISTORIC AND PREHISTORIC SITES

Satisfactory progress was made during the past year in regard to the
acquisition, preservation, restoration and marking of historic sites of national
importance throughout Canada. To date over eight hundred sites, many of
which are not considered of sufficient importance to receive attention, have
been reviewed, from which one hundred and twenty-six have been selected for
commemoration. The control of sixty- one of these has been acquired by
transfer from other Departments, deed of gift or lease of occupation.
In connection with this work the policy adopted is to proceed for the
present only with the actual work required to prevent deterioration of existing
ruins, or the erection of memorials of an inexpensive nature. On sites where
there are no historic remains to be restored or preserved, but historic occurrences
need to be recorded, a memorial in the form of a cairn or boulder is erected to
carry a standard bronze tablet. This tablet is of a highly artistic character.
Into its frame phases of Canadian history have been symbolically and artistically worked, while the centre panel bears the inscription setting out the historic data connected with the site. Local societies and organizations are according their co-operation, and sentiment is growing strong in connection with this
national work.
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Sites Marked
The following twenty-one historic sites have been marked by the erection
of memorials and in most instances the unveiling ceremonies have been carried
out:—
Fort Cumberland, N.B., formerly old French Fort Beausejour, erected
in the middle of the seventeenth century, near Beaubassin, one of the most
important Acadian settlements.
Fort Monckton, one and a half miles from Port Elgin, N.B., formerly old
Fort Gaspereaux, erected in 1750 by the French at Bay Verte, to command the
defence of the isthmus of Chignecto, and captured in 1755 by the British.
St. John, N.B., erected on a site provided by the city, to commemorate the
landing of the United Empire Loyalists.
Fort Lawrence, three miles from Amherst, N.S., erected in 1750 at Misagouche by Major Charles Lawrence.
Shelburne, N.S., a large boulder and tablet erected on a site, provided by
the town, commemorating it as the Loyalist town of Nova Scotia.
St. Maurice Forges, near Three Rivers, P.Q., on the St. Maurice river
about seven miles from the city of Three Rivers, to commemorate the forges
established there in 1730.
Three Rivers, P.Q., commemorating the military operations which took
place there during the American invasion of 1776.
Laprairie, P.Q., erected on the site of the old fort built by de Catalogne
in the fall of 1687, which afforded refuge for the settlers during a quarter of a
century of wars 1687-1713.
Second Battle of Laprairie, " La Bataille," four miles from Laprairie,
P.Q., commemorating the defeat of the forces under Major Peter Schuyler,
August 11, 1691.
Kingston, Ont., tablet was placed on the walls of the building occupied
by the Whig Publishing Company, which stands on the site of the old St.
George's Anglican Church, where on July 8, 1792, Governor Simcoe held his
first meeting of the Executive Council of the province of Upper Canada.
Glengarry House, four miles east of Cornwall, Ont., commemorating the
services of Colonel the Honourable John Macdonell, who was a leading pioneer
in the settlement and organization of the present province of Ontario.
Battle of the Windmill, near Prescott, Ont., commemorating the victory
over an invading force of filibusters on November 13, 1838, during the Rebellion.
Battle of Chrysler's Farm, near Morrisburg, commemorating the victory
over the invading Americans at the battle which took place there on November
11, 1813.
Fort' Ste. Marie II, Christian island, near Penetanguishene, Ont., commemorating the Jesuit fort, Ste. Marie II, built in 1649-50 for the protection
of the missionaries, and the remnants of the Huron nation, as a last stand
against the Iroquois.
Mission of St. Ignace, near Midland, Ont., the most probable site of the
martyrdom of the Jesuit missionaries, Fathers Breboeuf and Lalement.
Port Dover, Ont., " Cliff Site," an artificial stone cross, to commemorate
the taking possession of the lands of the Lake Erie region in the name of
King Louis XIV of France, by the Sulpician priests, Dollier and de Galinee on
March 23, 1670.
Port Dover, Ont., " Wintering Site," commemorating the site of the wintering place of Dollier and de Galinee.
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Battlefield of Chippawa, near Chippawa, Ont., tablet was erected on a
monument provided by the Queen Victoria Niagara Falls Park Commission
adjacent to their boulevard to commemorate the Battle of Chippawa or Street's
Creek, July 5, 1814.
Battlefield of Frenchman's Creek, near Bridgeburg, Opt., tablet erected on
a monument provided by the Queen Victoria Niagara Falls Park Commission
to commemorate the action at Frenchman's Creek, November 28, 1812.
Battle of Cook's Mills, near Welland, Ont., commemorating the Battle of
Cook's Mills, October 19, 1814.
Battlefield of Fort George, Niagara-on-the-Lake, Ont., commemorating the
Battle of Fort George, May 27, 1813.
Battlefield of Beechwoods or Beaver Dams, near Thorold, Ont., commemorating the final phase of the Battle of Beechwoods, or Beaver Dams, June
24, 1813.
Sault Ste. Marie, Ont,, commemorating the first Sault She. Marie canal,
surveyed by the Northwest Company in 1797.
Arrangements for Acquisition of Other Sites
Arrangements have also been made for the acquisition of other historic
properties, as well as various monuments and other structures of national
interest. Action in this respect was taken at the following sites and various
improvements made:—
Maritime Provinces.—Louisburg, Cape Breton; Battle of Grand Pre, near
Grand Pre, N.S.; Champlain's "Habitation," Port Royal, N.S.; Fort Charnisay, St. John, N.B.; Martello Tower and Blockhouse, St. John, N.B.;
Charlottetown, P.E.I.
Quebec.—Fort Chambly, Chambly; Fort Lennox, Ile-aux-Noix; Fort
Crevier, Notre Dame de Pierreville; Battlefield of Lacolle; Madeleine de
Vercheres, Vercheres; Fort St. Jean, St. Johns; Fort Ste. Therese, near St.
Johns; Three Rivers Fort and Platon, Three Rivers; Fort Coteau du Lac,
Coteau du Lac; Battlefield of Odelltown, Odelltown; Logan Memorial Park,
Perce.
Ontario.—Glengarry Cairn, Monument Island, near South Lancaster; Fort
Wellington, Prescott; Point au Baril, Maitland; Fort de Levis and Batteries,
at Adams Point, near Cardinal; Fort Cataraqui or Frontenac, Kingston; Martello Shoal Tower, Kingston; Port Arthur; Port Dover; Point de Meuron,
near Fort William; Welland Ship Canal, St. Catharines.
Western Canada.—Battlefield of Seven Oaks, Winnipeg, Man.; Fort
Livingstone, Sask.; Nootka Sound, Friendly Cove, B.C.; Prince George, B.C.;
Yale, B.C.; Prospect Point, Vancouver, B.C.
Work for Future
The following historic sites, which have been recommended for action by
the Historic Sites and Monuments Board will be suitably marked in due
course:—
Maritime Provinces.—Fort Edward, Windsor, N.S.; Fort Meductic,N.B.;
Fort. La Tour, St. John, N.B.; Campbellton, N.B.
Quebec.—Hochelaga, Montreal; Gaspe (Landing Place of Jacques
Cartier); Fort Remy; Fort Sorel, Sorel; Fort Gentilly; Fort Cuillerier; Fort
Rolland; Fort Verdun; Fort Senneville; Battlefield of Chateauguay, Chateau-
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guay; Fort Longueuil, Fort Charlesbourg Royal; Cap Rouge; Arbre-a-la-Croix;
Cap Madeleine; Tadoussac; Lachine Massacre, Lachine; Lachenaie near Terrebonne; Riviere des Prairies; Coulee Groulx; Battlefield of Cedres above
Montreal.
Ontario.—Ernestown Shipyard, near Bath; Southwold Earthworks, near
St. Thomas; Mission of Ste. Marie I, near Midland; Vrooman's Battery, near
Queenstown; Site of Tete du Pont Battery, near Chippawa; Weishuhn's Redoubt,
near Willoughby; Navy Island Shipyard; Fort William; Fort Nott'awasaga,
near Stayner; Port Stanley; Point Pelee; Fort Norfolk, Turkey Point; Sandwich; Glengarry Landing, near Edenvale.
Western Canada.—Frog Lake Massacre, Alberta; Fort Macleod, Alberta;
Battlefield of Fish Creek, Sask.; Duck Lake Battlefield, Sask.; Batoche.
Sask.; Cut Knife Battlefield, Sask.; Battleford, Sask.; Fort Langley, B.C.

NATIONAL PARKS

A brief summary of the tourist and other activities and of the improvement work carried on in the national parks is given below.
Rocky Mountains Park
Tourist Traffic.—A considerable increase in the tourist figures is a marked
feature of the year's record. Against a total of 79,742 for 1922-23, the figures
for 1923-24 amounted to 94,930. The following is a summarized statement:—
Banff Springs Hotel
,
Chateau Lake Louise
King Edward Hotel
Mount Royal Hotel
Hotel Bretton Hall
Homestead Hotel
Cascade Hotel
Brett Hospital
Hot Springs Hotel
Larch Valley Camp (Alpine Club)
Cottagers, week-end excursionists
1,693 camping permits, i\ persons each
8,485 autos, 4 persons each, less eampers, as stated

17,876
22,367
3,998
3,618
3,545
2,153
1,483
601
259
132
4,000
.7,618
27,280
94,930

1922-23 visitors—79,742.

The hotel registration numbered 54,617, as against 51,226 for the previous
season, and of this total 12,309 were Canadians, 36,639 Americans, 3,837 British
and other nationalities and 1,832 conducted parties.
Government Baths.—There was a successful season at the Cave and Basin
bathhouse. One thousand two hundred and forty-eight bathers were admitted
to the baths on July 2, the largest number on record for any single day. The
total number of bathers amounted to 46,778, At the Upper Hot Springs the
flow, which showed signs of diminishing last year, finally ceased on March 12
and remained dry until May 11, when it started again and soon reached normal
strength. The total number of bathers at these baths was 17,949, a decrease
as compared with last year, which is explained by the cessation of the flow
during two months of the season.
Motor Traffic.—A large increase in motor traffic is recorded, doubtless
owing to the opening of the Banff-Windermere highway, and the excellent
conditions of most of the park roads. The total number of motor licenses issued
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in Rocky Mountains and Kootenay parks was 6,263, representing an increase
of 2,050 visiting cars over the preceding season. One thousand seven hundred
and thirty-five (1,735) American and 6,587 Canadian cars conveyed 33,460
visitors into the park, an increase of 14,501 motor visitors over the previous
year. A single day record was established at the Eastern Entrance on July 1,
when 277 cars entered the park, while a week-end record was registered on
September 1, 2 and 3 at the same entrance, 936 cars passing east and west
through Kananaskis gateway. Thirty-seven different states were represented
among the visiting American motor cars.
Power-house.—The most important engineering work of the year was the
construction of a new power-house plant for Banff townsite, necessitated by
the closing of the coal mines at Bankhead. Previously Bankhead Mines Cornpany had operated the power plant from which the town of Banff secured
power and light, but, with the notification by the company that the electric
light supply would be discontinued, it became necessary to construct a Government plant to supply the needs of the town. The work was commenced in
February, 1923, and the plant was put into operation during .February, 1924.
The works included steel pen-stock, tunnel through rock, steel penstock crossing the Cascade river, woodstave pipe and steel distributing pipes. Two units
and generators with accessories were installed, a concrete power-house was
built and provision made for a third unit. The steel surge tank erected near
the power-house is 14 feet in diameter and 67 feet high. A transmission line
was constructed from the power-house to Bankhead. The equipment of the
Canadian Pacific Railway Company's distributing system in Banff was taken
over and new street lights installed.
Government Townsite.—A total length of 315 feet of new sewer was laid
at Banff. A fence was placed around the new Bow bridge approaches and steps
installed to allow visitor's to reach the lower levels, and considerable work was
done on the road approaches to the bridge.
An extensive sanitary campaign was conducted during the year. Inspections were made of all dairy premises and in a number of cases cow barns were
condemned and closed. The annual tuberculosis tests among cattle were
taken and one animal, only, was slaughtered. At Canmore the electric lighting system was extended from the townsite to a point near the station.
Camping.—The new camping grounds at mount Rundle were laid out,
streets cleared and graded and buildings erected. These include a caretaker's
cottage,- service buildings and nineteen shelters. The town electrical system
was extended to the camp grounds and to the golf club, and water and sewerage
systems were installed. The work was completed in good time for the tourist
season. The popularity of the camp is shown by the fact that while permits
in 1917-18 were only 73 the number issued during the past season amounted
to 1,693.
Golf Course.—The golf course was patronized beyond all precedent. Round
tickets issued numbered 5,286 and 332 tickets for more extended use were taken
out. Seventeen holes were available for play. Systematic top dressing of the
greens was carried out to keep them in good shape.
Mosquito Control.—Excellent work was again accomplished by Mr. Hearle,
of the Entomological Branch of the Department of Agriculture, in the elimination of mosquitoes. Two thousand four hundred and ten (2,410) gallons of
oil were spread and a considerable amount of permanent work was done,
although the wet season added to the number of breeding places and considerably augmented difficulties.
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Roads.—Three crews were maintained during the season on the roads
throughout the park in addition to the sectionmen. Two of the gangs were
scarifying and surfacing between Lake Louise and Banff, and one gang was
engaged between Banff and the eastern boundary of the park. A total of nine
and one-half miles of surfacing was done between Banff and Lake Louise and
this road is now one of the best in the park. Six miles between Banff and the
eastern boundary were also surfaced, which put the road into excellent shape.
Zoo—One golden eagle and four bear cubs were added to the zoo, which
maintained its reputation as one of the important attractions at Banff. The
polar bear is particularly popular and appears to enjoy the attention he receives.
Thousands of tourists visited the animal paddock, mainly to see the buffalo,
which are a source of perpetual interest. Animals in the paddocks total: 21
buffalo, 20 elk, 1 cow moose, 7 yak, I Persian ewe, 10 angora goats, 9 Rocky
Mountain sheep, 15 Rocky Mountain goats, 24 four-horned sheep.
Game.—The elk appear to be increasing with great rapidity and have now
spread from the vicinity of Banff to outlying regions. Moose are becoming
more plentiful, and large numbers are seen at the Spray lakes, up Brewster
creek and at Bow lakes. Rocky Mountain sheep may be seen in large flocks
along the eastern slopes of Sawback range. Rocky Mountain goats are also
increasing, and in some cases are now occupying former sheep ranges. Deer
may be seen wandering through the townsites at any time of the year, and
visitors are greatly delighted at being able to approach and feed these beautiful
creatures. Birds seem to be greatly on the increase. There were destroyed
35 coyotes, 13 lynx, 12 wolverine and one mountain lion as predatory animals.
Fires.—Seven small general fires were reported and of these four were
caused by campers leaving their fires burning. The total cost of these fires was
only $124 and of this amount $113 was expended in combating one fire at the
foot of Stony Squaw mountain. There were also eight railway fires, but the
cost of extinguishing these was nominal and no damage resulted.
Clearing of slash, brush and scrub along the roadside between the eastern
boundary and lake Louise as a fire protective measure was carried out, and the
debris was burned during the early spring.
The only new trail work was the construction of 12 miles from the Bow
valley to Red Deer summit, a trail that will be very useful from the fire and
game protective point of view as well as for the tourists.
Fishing.—A very successful fishing season in the lakes and streams was
reported. Restocking was carried on as usual by the Government hatchery,
which liberated the following fry and fingerlings:—
Salmon trout in lake Minnewanka.
Atlantic salmon
Cutthroat trout in Spray lakes.
In other streams and lakes in park

84,119
102,333
168,311
240,458

Sports.—The thirty-third annual celebration of Indian Day held in the
park on July 25 and 26 was the most successful yet held. In addition to the
usual races and contests the Indians themselves arranged pageants depicting
life in the early forties, which they carried out with a dramatic seriousness
and attention to detail that greatly delighted spectators.
The other chief sporting events, the annual regatta on Bow river, May
24, and the Winter Carnival, were both carried out with enthusiasm. The carnival is each year attracting a larger number of visitors, many of whom come
from long distances. A thirty-mile dog race on a five-mile course was one
of the most interesting features this season.
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Kootenay Park
Development in this park has consisted chiefly in the opening up of camps
and townsites along the Banff-Windermere highway. During the summer
months of 1922 an area was set aside for a townsite in the vicinity of Marble
canyon, and in the spring of 1923 the lots were thrown open to entry. A townsite was also laid out at Radium Hot Springs and a number of applications
for lots was received. A large tea room and rest house were erected there by
the Canadian Pacific Railway Company, which provided excellent accommodation for the tourists during the season, and a small hotel under private
management was also built.
A new gateway entrance to the park, containing rest room for visitors
and quarters for the local warden, constructed from plans by the town planning division, was erected just west of the Hot Springs, and presents a very
pleasing appearance.
Radium Hot Springs Bathhouse, Sinclair Canyon.—A very successful season was reported at this bathhouse. The total number of bathers was 5,955.
Permits.—Three hundred and ninety-six camping permits and 1,716 transient auto licenses were.issued.
Motor Traffic.—Of the total number of motor cars entering through the
western gate 1,410 were Canadian and 683 were from the United States, carrying
a total of 9,415 persons. Two thousand four hundred and forty-one cars left
the park, passing out through the western gate.
Traffic on the Banff-Windermere highway continued intermittently until
November 27, when a heavy snowfall rendered the road impassable. Up to this
date it was in good condition.
Game.—Although game protection measures have been in operation only
a comparatively short .time in this park, wild life is noticeably increasing.
Larger numbers of sheep are observed in the vicinity of Radium Hot Springs
as well as moose, elk, and deer throughout the park, indicating once more
the rapid and beneficial effects of sanctuary conditions.
In connection with forest fire and game protection, work was begun on
the construction of a landing place for aeroplanes at Macleod meadows. The
ground was grubbed and levelled and other work done in order that the site
may be in condition for use next year.
Yoho Park
The usual clean-up in the townsite of Field was undertaken as soon as
the frost was out of the ground. This involved resurfacing of roads, planting of new trees in the boulevard, and laying new sidewalks to the extent of
1,500 feet at a standard width of six feet. The Emerald Lake road was maintained in excellent condition throughout the season. Repairs were undertaken on Ottertail road and some minor repairs on the Hector grade.
The trails between Field and Emerald Lake chalet and the Twin falls
were cleaned out and widened and new bridges were constructed over the
Little Yoho river and at Twin falls. A new truss bridge over Kickinghorse
river on the Yoho road was the most important piece of construction. It consists of two spans, one 91^ feet and the other 62^ feet long on rock-filled piers.
This bridge will eventually be on the main motor highway from Banff to Field.
Game is increasing rapidly, especially moose, deer, goat, and bear. On
the Ottertail flats moose can be seen at almost any time of the day and are
becoming very tame. Beaver also are thrivingTo maintain the fishing 13,800 rainbow trout fry were placed in Emerald
lake.
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There were no forest fires of any consequence. One railway fire and one
general fire were reported but the total amount spent for fire-fighting was only
eight dollars. It is believed this gratifying condition is very largely due to the
educational methods carried out in regard to fire prevention.
Glacier Park
The road from the station to the Glacier trail was put in good condition
as soon as weather permitted and the Nakimu Caves and Rogers Pass roads
opened up.and repaired.
• The trail work was chiefly devoted to the Great Glacier and Asulkan
trails which are the two most frequented in the park. One bridge was replaced
at the foot of Great Glacier. A number of washouts on both these trails gave
a considerable amount of trouble and caused, a larger expense than usual. Other
trails received the necessary attention. Rustic boundary signs were erected a t
both ends of the park along the railway line.
At the Nakimu caves further exploration was undertaken and good progress was made in opening up these wonderful caverns. During the season
700 persons from many parts of the world visited the caves.
Four fires, one railway fire and the other three caused by lightning were
reported but the damage was inconsiderable.
Revelstoke Park
The early spring permitted the beginning of repair work towards the end
of April. The improvement of roadbeds, clearing of ditches and culverts
proceeded to the extent of seven miles. Approximately one mile of new road
was opened up and it is hoped to get this road through to the top during the
coming season.
A small grant to the ski club to improve the landing hill permitted thiswork to be done and some 600 yards of material were used for this purposeTrails through the park received the usual spring repairs following the
slides and washouts resulting from the heavy snowfall and large volumes of
snow water coming down the mountain slopes. A new trail was cut out and
graded from Clach-na-Coodin creek to the valley of Silver creek, a distance
of approximately 10 miles. Later this trail was extended to the ,eas«tern
boundary and will now permit the passage of fire-fighting machinery all along
the slope of the mountain.
There were three forest fires started by lightning all at an elevation of
more than 3,000 feet. One of the fires was at an elevation of 5,300 feet and
800 yards of hose had to be used in extinguishing it. The fourth fire required
nearly a mile of hose. In all cases however the portable engine and other
equipment justified itself and saved the park from serious damage.
The number of visitors to the park totalled 8,958. as against 3,500 for the
previous year.
Jasper Park
Visitors.—From hotel registrations and a careful estimate of unregistered
visitors it is concluded that the tourist figures for Jasper park reached the satisfactory total of 10,072.
New Buildings.—-There was a considerable growth in the town during the
year. The decision to make Jasper a permanent divisional point led the Canadian National Railways to build fifteen new bungalows of a very attractive
character. In addition the local residents have been building attractive bungalows' and the vacant lots near the centre of the town are being gradually
filled up. Several new stores have been added on the front business street. The
estimated cost of the new buildings is §132,120, as compared with $69,500 of
the previous year.
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Roads.—The principal new construction undertaken was the conversion of
a portion of the abandoned railway grade from Jasper to Snaring into a motor
highway. A new highway bridge was built over the Snaring river. The usual
maintenance work was carried on over the existing roads of the park.
Cabins.—Two new warden's cabins were built on the Smoky river in the
northwest part of the park. This area abounds in the larger game animals
such as moose, caribou, mountain sheep, goat and grizzly bear and was in
need of the protection which the warden service is now in a position to give.
Wild Life.—All the game animals in the park are rapidly increasing. Mule
deer are found in almost all the valleys of the park and are particularly numerous
in the Athabaska valley. Around Jasper they have grown very tame and can
be seen in the neighbourhood of the townsite almost daily. Caribou appear to
be increasing throughout the northern portion of the park especially in the
Smoky River and Twin Tree Lake districts. Several have also been seen at
Dominion prairie, 14 miles west of Jasper. Moose are becoming plentiful in
the northern part of the park and on the west fork of the Macleod river and
Grizzly creek. They are also beginning to come into the Maligne area from
the south and have been seen at Maligne canyon and at the golf links. Fine
specimens were also encountered lately on the Snake Indian river. The elk or
wapiti are becoming numerous and quite tame. A herd of fifteen to thirty
can be seen almost daily within a mile of Jasper on the sidehills along Cabin
creek. There are also large herds on the Pyramid plains near Cottonwood
creek and at Buffalo prairie. In the southern part of the park around Brazeau
lake and Isaac creek there is a herd of about 100 which comes down to Maligne
lake, crosses Evelyn pass and winters at Buffalo prairie. All calves seen are
in excellent condition. The sidehills to the east of the Athabaska from Pocahontas to Athabaska falls show flocks of from ten to twenty mountain sheep
almost daily and on Buffalo prairie in the spring were exceptionally numerous.
They are also coming into the Jacques Creek and Swiftwater Creek districts
and are increasing very rapidly south of Brazeau lake. Goat are also becoming
numerous and are found on the shale banks on the Snake Indian river and- on
mount Kerkeslin, near Athabaska falls, in the Snaring valley and along the
Colin range. Bear are also increasing, and around Jasper black and cinnamon
bear can be seen almost daily. Grizzlies are found in the Snake Indian, Rocky,
and Smoky River valleys. Marten, fisher and mink, and particularly beaver
are also noticeably more numerous.
Trails.—The most important new trail extension was that opening up the
northwest portion of the park. Heretofore very little has been known of this
rather inaccessible area but the construction of a standard trail from Deer
creek along the valley to the Snake Indian river will permit the penetration
and patrol of this section more easily. Twenty-three miles of excellent standard
trail were constructed as far as Cache camp- There are now 640 miles of trails
in the park, 280 miles of which are of standard construction, 282 ordinary
trails and seventy-eight old Indian trails.
After several reconnaissance parties had been out to find the best route
for a trail to Tonquin valley it was eventually decided to locate it up the
Meadow Creek valley, using the west side of the creek. The first five miles
of this trail proved to be exceedingly difficult with very steep sidehill work,
some rock work and large timber in places. The trail was eventually completed satisfactorily, and is in length a distance of 13 miles from Geikie to
Amethyst lakes. This has opened up, within one day's trip from Jasper, a picturesque and wonderful piece of country that hitherto had been very difficult
of access for the average visitor.
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The first eight miles of a trail from Maligne lake to Poboktan valley wa3
completed in 1922 and this summer work was continued following the upper
Maligne River valley to the summit and then taking the Maligne Creek valley
to Poboktan creek. The distance constructed this year was 16 miles.
A piece of trail three and a half miles long from Athabaska falls to Cabin
No. 10, Whirlpool river, was also constructed by the trail gang after finishing
to Poboktan valley. This trail will be used mainly for fire and game protection.
Connaught drive in Jasper townsite was extended and a considerable amount
of work done in extending the boulevard system.
Golf Course.—The construction of a nine-hole golf course was commenced
about a quarter of a mile southeast of Jasper Lodge and a small temporary
course provided. A professional was on duty to serve the needs of players.
Fires.—There were eight railway fires covering 144 acres which were extinguished at a cost of $269. There were also two general fires, probably caused
by smokers' carelessness- These covered 1,105 acres and cost $250 to extinguish.
Waterton Lakes Park
This park is advancing steadily in popular favour particularly as a resort
for family parties, a large number of whom, as well as golfers and anglers, spend
the summer at the lake. Its possibilities for trail riders are also great, as it
offers excellent trails and a variety of trips that comprise a maximum of scenery
in a minimum of distance.
"Visitors.—More attention was given to the registration of tourists and
although the figures are far from complete, owing to late arrivals after the close
of the office, 12,521 persons were registered, of whom 11,813 were Canadians,
683 from the United States and 25 from Britain and other countries. To this
may safely be added 25 per cent for visitors who were not registered, making
a total of approximately 16,695.
Roads and Bridges.—The spring floods did great damage to roads and
bridges and necessitated numerous repairs. On account of this heavy maintenance few new works were undertaken. Approximately one mile of the Cardston
road was gravelled. A new survey of the townsite was commenced and all new
streets and avenues were opened, graded and gravelled. Approximately all
the surveyed lots had been applied for, hence the necessity for the new survey.
Trails.—New trail construction consists of three miles on the Mount Lineham trail, three miles Indian trail and two miles on the Twin Lakes trail.
Several old trails were also repaired and brought up to standard.
Water Supply.—The need for a water supply to the townsite has been manifest for a number of years. During the fall sufficient pipe was purchased for
the purpose and 500 feet laid from Cameron creek covering the most difficult
part of the construction.
Buffalo Park
Stock.—The annual increase in buffalo for the year has been 1,823 and the
total decrease, including those slaughtered, 1,948. The animals now in the park
are as follows: Buffalo, 6,655; moose, 29; elk, 258; mule deer (estimated),
1,194; antelope, 4; cattalo, 14; yak, 21; domestic cattalo (cattalo experiment),
13; hybrid yak-domestic, 6; hybrid yak-buffalo, 1; total 8,195.
The total capacity of the park for the maintenance of buffalo is estimated at
5,000. The records show that from and including the 700 buffalo imported in
1907 up to March 31, 1924, there have been 9,394 buffalo in the park. The
decrease of these from various causes has been 2,739, leaving a total of 6,655.
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Visitors.—The majority of visitors to this park come by motor. The records
show that 5,650 persons visited the park during the season. Since there are no
camping sites, boating or fishing, it is manifest that a lively interest in the
animals is the main stimulus in attracting visitors to the park.
Farming Operations.—Farming operations were confined to growing oats,
except some minor experiments with sunflower and white clover. Approximately
525 acres were under crop. Eighty-five acres of the total oat crop were cut
for green feed and from the remainder, 23,143 bushels of oats were threshed.
Approximately 15,000 bushels of this stock will be shipped to other parks
and still leave feed for Buffalo park and seed for the coming year.
Two acres of light land were selected for the sunflower experiment, from
which 20 tons of feed were cut and fed to the buffalo, which seemed to relish
this kind of feed. The experiment in white clover was judged to be successful;
1,000 tons of first-class hay were cut and stacked.
Fire Protection.—The ploughing of 155 miles of fireguard along the main
fence on the southeast and north boundaries was done by the park outfit, while
the ploughing of fireguard along the west boundary was done by hired teams.
There was only one fire in the park, which was started by a lighted cigarette.
Fortunately it was extinguished without doing any damage.
Fences.—The repair work this year was exceptionally heavy. Approximately
90 miles of high fence and six miles of meadow fence were gone over and placed
in safe condition.
New Buildings.—The largest item in the building programme was the completion of the slaughtering plant in winter quarters of which part was erected
last year. The plant is equipped with steam heat and power, is lighted by electricity, has a complete drainage and sewerage system and an incinerator. A
building to provide sleeping accommodation for the men employed in the slaughtering plant and an addition to the boarding house at this point were also constructed.
Animals.—The improved pasture conditions made a considerable difference
in the appearance of the buffalo and the elk, and the mild weather was also
in their favour. The quantity of feed, particularly hay, given the buffalo during
the winter has been small in comparison with other years and the herd is in
better- condition. The demand for live buffalo for city parks is steadily increasing. Eleven have been sent to various Canadian parks, three to Auckland, New
Zealand, and two to Louisville, Kentucky.
Marketing Buffalo.—In view of the large increase in the buffalo herd and
the limited pasture, a large number of aged buffalo had to be slaughtered- These
operations were carried out during the fall and early winter when the animals
were in good flesh and the fur prime. The buffalo meat, for which there was
a ready demand, was marketed through various packing houses in Canada. The
total number slaughtered was 1,847 of which 94 per cent were males. This is
about three times the number of the herd originally brought into the park.
Breeding Experiments.—The progress made this year in connection with
.buffalo-yak-domestic cross-breeding experiments carried on by the Department of Agriculture at this park is very encouraging. Calves from the buffalodomestic, yak-domestic and yak-buffalo crosses were obtained.
Elk Island Park
The number of visitors to the park during the year totalled 7,812, which
is an increase over the preceding year of more than 2,000. The most important
work of the year was the fencing of Cooking Lake forest reserve, extending
83305—12—e
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the area from 16 to 51 square miles. The fence is of woven wire eight feet
high, and incloses thirty-four sections of the reserve. The work included the
ploughing of a fireguard 10 feet wide the entire length of the fence but this was
not completed owing to the lateness of the season. The animals were admitted
to the park on December 5 and are thriving on the new pasture. A warden's
cabin and stable were erected at the extreme south end of the park.
Improvements were made to the picnic grounds, which have become a
great boon to the public. A road was cut to Sandy beach, a distance of about
two and one-half miles. About 400 tons of hay were stacked. The old fireguards received the usual ploughing and discing.
The animals are in excellent condition. There are now 320 buffalo, 223
elk, 101 moose and 158 deer (estimated) in the park. Sixteen coyotes were
destroyed.
Point Pelee Park, Ontario
There was a remarkable increase in visitors to the park during the year.
While the number for 1922-23 was estimated at 7,000 a careful estimate for the
past year places the number at 49,000. These figures show that this most
southerly of the parks is becoming better appreciated not only for its great beauty
and mild climate but also as a bird paradise. It extends frotn the mainland in
Essex county eight miles south into lake Erie. Nature has made an admirable
wild life resort within the park comprising an area of 3,500 acres in lakes, fiats,
and ponds. During the year 12,000 automobiles were admitted to the park,
which is an increase of at least 50 per cent on the previous year, and 300 campers'
permits were issued. There was a marked increase of visitors from the United
States.
In view of this rapid development of traffic the roads have required special
and continuous attention. The trees and shrubberies of the park were also
tended carefully and no violation of parks' regulations have> been manifest.
Several raccoons have found habitation within the park and the black
squirrels that were introduced early in the year are multiplying. The English
ringnecked pheasants are very interesting to visitors as they frequent the roadsides and walks through the park. Quail have greatly increased as a result of
the protection afforded and because they are fed in winter.
Since the creation of this park as a bird sanctuary cottontail rabbits
increased in such numbers that they had become a nuisance as they destroyed
the small fruit trees of neighbouring settlers. The drive of last winter destroyed
large numbers and this year in two drives only thirteen rabbits were taken.
Open water wildfowl, such as scaup, redheads, and canvas backs were not
so plentiful as in 1922. The shoal feeding ducks, mallards, blacks, and baldpates, were about the same as last year. Teal and wood ducks were less
numerous.
The lowering of the water levels has resulted in a decrease in the plant life
which forms the food of muskrats and in consequence these animals have not
increased this season.
As usual thousands of birds visited the park during the spring and fall
migrations. Swans, black and mallard ducks arrived about the 20th of March
and Canada geese somewhat earlier. The lakes of the park were still covered
with ice but the birds subsisted on gleanings from nearby cornfields. Owing to
the mild winter, the waters of lake Erie remained open east of the point and
hundreds of mergansers and coweens could be seen fishing for fry in these waters.
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Fort Anne Park, Nova Scotia
Fort Anne park attracted about 11,000 visitors this year, 5,400 of whom
entered their names in the register. These figures surpass all previous records.
The notable events of the year were visits of Governor Channing Cox, of the
State of Massachusetts, and his party, on July 21, and His Excellency the
Governor General, Lord Bj ng of Vimy, Lady Byng and suite, on August 3.
There have been some interesting additions to the museum and library during
the year, including a curious document signed by and bearing the seal of the
Duke of Marlborough as " Master General of the Ordnance " in the " First
year of His Majesty's Reign" (i.e., Geo. I, 1714) appointing a " Mattross "
(gunner's assistant) to serve in " His Majesty's Train of Artillery at Annapolis
Royal"
St. Lawrence Island Parks, Ontario
The estimated number of visitors to the charming island National parks
among the Thousand islands of the St. Lawrence river is 45,000, as against
42,000 for the previous year. These reservations provide inexpensive and
wholesome holiday grounds for campers and picnickers in the southern partcjf
the Dominion. The parks are provided with stoves, pavilions and other conveniences and are patronized by girl guides, boy scouts, school parties and
similar organizations which require holiday facilities, including swimming and
boating, at small expense.
Revenue
Statement of revenue collected within Canadian National parks for the
fiscal year ending March 31, 1924, as compared with the previous year:—
Park

Rocky Mountains
Jasper
Buffalo
;
Antelope
Glacier
Waterton Lakes
FortAnne
Yoho
Kootenay
PointPelee
Brereton Lakes
Elk Island
Vidal's Point
FortEdward
Moose Mountain.
Miscellaneous

1923-24

1922-23

566,756 06
6,266 43
30,747 24
28 00
390 18
4,49148
35 00
2,377 33
3,832 20
28 00
20 00
74 50
18 00
25 00

$62,975 25
5,708 SO
130 00
572 80
405 32
3,472 83
3100
1,669 54
88 20
3 00

74 00

98 50
27 00
55 20
67 15

.Net
Increase
$3,780 81
557 63
30,017 24
1,018
4
707
3,744
25
20

65
00
79
00
00
00

25 00

Decrease

544 80
15 14

24 00
9 00
56 20
6 85

$115,163 42$ 75,304 59$ .39,858 83

The Alpine Q u b of Canada
T H E BANFF CLUB HOUSE

(Report Prepared by the Secretary)
The club house season was a very quiet one. The first guests did not arrive
until the latter part of June and while at times the building was well filled, the
visits were of unusually short duration. I t was stated in the town of Banff—not
on Government authority—that out of fourteen week-ends during the summer
eleven had been wet. The usual number of visitors came from the hotels to
gather facts about the mountain country. Quite a number of interesting expeditions were made during the summer.
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Abatements

Interior: Salaries at Ottawa

Salary

Bonus

Fondsde
retraite

Interleur: Traltements a Ottawa

Traitements

Boni

$

cts.

Civil Government Salaries—Continued—Traitements du
Qouvernemenl civil—Suite

Dominion Astronomical Observatory—Observatoire astronomique
- de l'Etat—
E. C. Arbogast, astronomical computer, 12 m
A. Barks, instrument maker, grade 2, 6 m. at $1,620, 6 m. at
$1,680
99 00
R. Callander, senior engineering clerk, 12 m
99 00
L. P. Christensen, instrument maker foreman, grade 3, 6 m. at
$1,920, 6 m. at $2,040
159 00
R. E. de Lury, research astronomer, 12 m
105 00
W. W. Doxsee, assistant seismologist, 12 m
53 19
F. J. Dunn, carpenter, 12 m. at 75c. per h
96 75
J. F. Fredette, sen. engineering clerk, 9 m. at $1,920, 3 m. at
$1,980
144 00
C. A. French, magnetician, 12 m
120 00
A. W. Grant, editor, grade 1, 12 m
:
10 00
E. C. Hamel, jun. clerk-stenographer, 4 m. to Mar. 31 at $600...
144 00
W, C. Jaques, astronomical computer, 12 m
t
O. Klotz, director of astronomical observatory, 9 m. to Dec. 31
at $5,100 (deceased)
120 00
J. H. L'Abbe, librarian, 12 m
144 00
R . J . McDiarmid, astronomer, 12 m
144 00
R. M. Motherwell, astronomer, 12 m
136 50
A. H. Miller, gravity specialist, 3 m. at $2,640, 9 m. at $2,760....
144 00
D. B. Nugent, astronomer, 12 m
101 25
D. Robertson, longitude exchange operator, 9 m. at $2,000, 3 m.
at $2,100
84 00
O. Sills, senior clerk, 12 m
141 00
C. C. Smith, astronomer, 6 m. at $2,760, 6 m. at $2,880
96 25
A. Steadworthy, sen. photographer, 11 m. to Feb. 29 at $2,100,
less half pay 66 d
185 00
R. M. Stewart: assistant director of astronomical observatory,
10 m. at $3,540; director, 2 m. at $4,500
114 00
A. H. Swinburn, assistant astronomer, 12 m
Dominion Parks Branch—Division de pares de l'Etat—
80 00
G. Arbic, file clerk, 12 m
45 00
E. Balmer, junior clerk, 12 m
78 00
D.M.Barber, sen. account clerk, 12 m. at $1,560, less half pay 5 d.
65 00
F. B. Beatty, clerk-stenographer, 12 m
60 00
W. Blenkarn, clerk, 12 m
60 00
J. P. Brown, clerk-stenographer, 12 m
114 00
G. W. Bryan, principal clerk, 12 m
48 00
W. G. Calderhead, junior draughtsman, 12 m
54 00
C. M. Casey, clerk-stenographer, 12 m
80 00
J. B. Corcoran, file clerk, 12 m
50 00
F. Corp, messenger-clerk, 12 m
114 00
W. H. Courtice, principal account clerk, 12 m
60 00
E. M. Crown, clerk-stenographer, 12 m
54 00
M. Currie, clerk-stenographer, 12 m
8100
E . J . Ebbs, senior clerk, 9 m. at $1,600, 3 m. at $1,680
39 00
J. H. Edwards, messenger-clerk, 12 m
20 00
A. J. Fortier, clerk-stenographer, 12 m. at $960, less Aug. 30 to
Feb. 14
34 50
B. W. Gorr, junior clerk-stenographer, 6 m. at $660, 6 m. at S720.
65 00
E. A. Grant, clerk-stenographer, 12 m
105 00
S. E. Hand, senior file clerk, 12 m
240 00
J. B . Harkin, commissioner of Dominion Parks, 12 m
63 00
L. Hawkins, clerk-stenographer, 12 m
114 00
T. S. Heaslip, principal clerk, 12 m
9 15
B. Herscovitz, jun. clerk-stenographer, Dec. 11 p.m. to Mar. 31
at $600
84 00
D . E . H i l l , sen. file clerk, 12 m. at $1,680, less half pay 10J d —
50 00
W. F. Hoad, junior clerk, 12 m
89 00
F. D. Jacob: sen. clerk, 2 m. at $1,680; prin. clerk, 10 m. at
$1,800
8000'
A. Kniewasser, file clerk, 12 m
60 00
M. Lafranchise, clerk-stenographer, 12 m
75 00
M. Lennan, senior account clerk, 12 m
78 00
G. A. Love, senior clerk-stenographer, 12 m
45 00 1 K. McCarthy, clerk, April 1 to Feb. 9 at $1,200
144 00
82 50

S

cts.

$

cts.

2,880 00
1,650 00
1,980 00
1,980
3,180
2,100
1,060

00
00
00
18

1,935
2,880
2,400
200
2,880

00
00
00
00
00

3,82.5
2,400
2,880
2,880
2,730
2,880

00
00
00
00
00
00

156 00
63 00
61 50
60 00
262 50
63 00
60 00
105 00

60 00

2,025 00
1,680 00
2,820 00

62 25
150 00

1,737 98

48 87

3,700 00
2,280 00

60 00

1,600 00
900 00
1,549 38
1,300 00
1,200 00
1,200 00
2,280 00
960 00
1,080 00
1,600 00
1,000 00
2,280 00
1,200 00
1,080 00
1,620 00
780 00

162 00
94 50
297 00
60 00
60 00
315 00
315 00
162 00
315 00
60 00
60 00
72 00
159 00
57 50

516 22
690 00
1,300 00
2,100 00
4,800 00
1,260 00
2,280 00

44 71
68 92
297 00
60 00

183 06
1,656 29
1,000 00

17 14
147 88
83 25

1,780 00
1,600 00
1,200 00
1,500 00
1,560 00
1,03103

124 10
162 00
60 00

60 00
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Abatements
Fonds de
retraite
$

cts.

65 00
78 00
63 25
65 00
9 50
84 00
114 00
60 00
48 75
89 16
*79 20
60 00
78 00
54 75
56 25
84 00
114 00
132 00
78 00
60 00
102 00
120 00
168 00
105 00
63 00
60 00
33 00
78 00
46 75
35
*57
t
57
84
78
60
54
60

00
60
00
00
00
00
75
63

87 00
105 00
13 50
70 50
63 00
30 00
52 00
48
114
78
66
81
48
59

75
00
00
00
00
00
62

84
100
90
44

00
50
00
38

99 00
78 00

Interior: Salaries at Ottawa

Salary

Bonus

Interleur: Traitements a Ottawa

Traitements

Boni

Civil Government Salaries-Continued—2Yai(eme»(s du
gouvernement cirii-Suite
Dominion Parks Branch—ConchnfeKDivision des parcsde l'Etat—Fin
M. B. Macdonald, clerk-stenographer, 12 m
K. A. McEIroy, senior file clerk, 12 m
H. P. McGahey, clerk-stenographer, 3 m. at $1,020, 9 m. at
81,080
,
M. McGuire, clerk-stenographer, 12 m
I. W. Markell, account clerk, 3 m. to June 30 at $1,140
A. J. Murphy, senior file clerk, 12 m
C.E.Nagle, principal clerk, 12 m
K. Nevins, clerk-stenographer, 12 m
A. O'Brien, clerk-stenographer, 9 m. at $960, 3 m. at $1,020
C. Parkinson, principal clerk, 1 m. at $1,600,11 m. at $1,800
A. A. Pinard, head clerk, 12 m
A. Proulx, clerk-stenographer, 12 m
M. F. Sogers, senior clerk-stenographer, 12m
V. J. Scharfe, clerk-stenographer, 9 m. at $1,080, 3 m. at $1,140.,
E. Scott, clerk-stenographer, 3 m. at $1,080, 9 m. at $1,140
J. J. Shea, senior clerk, 12 m
J. E. Spero, law clerk, 12 m
R, S. Stronach, park superintendent, grade 4, 12 m
F. Von Charles, senior clerk-stenographer, 12 m
E. M. Ward, clerk-stenographer, 12 m
E. R. Williams, senior draughtsman, 12 m...'.
M. B. Williams, publicity agent, 12 m
F. H. H. Williamson, deputy commissioner of Dominion Parks,
12 m
J. A. Wood, park superintendent, grade 3, 12 m
Forestry Branch—Division forestiere—
J. A. Archambault, clerk, 12 m
A. Bastien, clerk-stenographer, 12 m
J. Belliveau, junior clerk-stenographer, 12 m
I. B. Blackburn, departmental librarian, 12 m
B. O. Brown: jun. clerk-stenographer, 1 m. at $660; clerkstenographer, 11 m. at $960
J. Bryan, file clerk, 7 m. to Oct. 31 at $1,200 (deceased)
F. H. Byshe, head clerk, 12 m
R. H. Campbell, director of forestry, 12 m
L. C. Courtenay, clerk, 12 m
G. Duscet, senior clerk-stenographer, 12 m
,
R. K. Edey, senior file clerk, 12 m
,....
V. A. Esdale, clerk-typist, 12 m
M. P. Evans, clerk-stenographer, 9 m. at $1,080, 3 m. at $1,140..
K. M. Gillespie, clerk-stenographer, 9 m. at $1,200, 3 m. at
$1,250
W.C.Harnett, senior clerk-bookkeeper, 12 m
F. W. H. Jacombe, bibliographer, 12 m
A. J. Johnston, clerk-typist, 3 m. to Mar. 31 at $1,080
I. M. McCann, sen. clerk-stenographer, 6 m. at $1,380, 6 m. at
$1,440
M. A. Macdonald, clerk-stenographer, 12m
M. L. McGillis, junior clerk-stenographer, 12 m
J. P. McJanet, senior clerk-stenographer, 11 m. to Feb. 29 at
$1,560
M. A. Maley, clerk-stenographer, 9 m. at $960, 3 m. at $1,020....
M. H. Martin, principal account clerk, 12 m
G. R. L. Potter, senior clerk, 12 m
W. L Roberts, clerk-bookkeeper, 12 m
A.M. Robinson, senior clerk, 12 m
H. V. Simpson, clerk-stenographer, 12 m
M. A. Thompson, statistical clerk, 11 m. to Feb. 29 at $1,300,
less half pay 36j d
A. A. Traversy, senior account clerk, 12 m. at $1,680, less 46 d...
C. J. Tulley, principal clerk, 3 m. at $1,920, 9 m. a t $2,040
E. E. Turton, jr., principal clerk, 12 m
M, Woodburn, junior clerk-stenographer, 3 m. at $850, 9 m. at
$900
J. G. Wright, assistant office engineer, 12 m
A. J. Young, senior clerk-stenographer, 12 m

'

S

ots.

$

Cts.

1,300 00
1,500 00
1,065 00
1,300 00
285 00
1,680 00
2,280 00
1,200 00
975 00
1,783 33
2,640 00
1,200 00
1,560 00
1,095 00
1,125 00
1,680 00
2.280 00
2,640 00
1,560 00
1,200 00
2,040 00
2,400 00
3,360 00
2,100 00
1,260
1,200
660
1,560

00
00
00
00

935 00
700 00
2,880 00
4,500 00
1,140 00
1,680 00
1,560 00
1,200 00
1,095 00
1,212 50
1,740 00
2,10000
270 00
1,410 00 .
1,260 00
600 00

74 79
18 00
150 00
60 00
60 00
179 76
297 00
72
72
150
60

00
00
00
00

202 00
60 00
60 00

60 00
60 00
94 50
202 00
58 95
173 25
72 00
202 00
60 00
72 00
119 25
150 00
60 00

330 24

1,43000
975 00
2,280 00
1,560 00
1,320 00
1,620 00
960 00

15147
83 25
60 00
202 00

1,127
1,466
2,010
1,800

257
130
60
119

19
07
00
00

887 50
1,980 00
1,560 00

76 41
53
97
75
00

315 00
63 00

INTERIOR

DEPARTMENT:

EXPENDITURE

Canadian National Parks—Pares nalionaux canadiens

K—67
S

cts.

General Expenses—Depenses generales
Services at Ottawa
....(Page K—23)
Dept. of Public Printing & Stationery: printing, stationery, etc
Guinn, W. J. & Sons, Edmonton, tanning buffalo hides, 103
Kingston Penitentiary: canvas tanks, 4 at S16; tents, 71, S3.132.96; tepees, 6 at
818.50; small items, S90.13; total, 53,398.09, leas $2,974.76, cost of material
paid for by Parks Branch
St. Vincent de Paul Penitentiary: handles for tools, 866.92; pack saddles, 22,
8432; freight, $54.44; small items, $19.95
Turner (J. Spencer) Co., Hamilton, duck, 7,80Si yd
Vilas (W. F.) Co., Cowansville, enamel signs, 508 at $1.60
_
Wolfe & Hine, Edmonton: mounting animals and heads, $3,290; crating, etc.,
$314.50
Freight and express: American Railway Express Co., $685.91; Canadian
National Express Co., $1,402.33; Canadian National Railways, $370.06;
Canadian Pacific Railway Co., $362.39; Dominion Express Co., $894.64....
Travelling expenses: T. Adams, $70.26; W. D. Cromarty, $440.90; T. S.
Mills, $23.95; R. A. Shaver, $172.90; N. C. Spairks, $46.58
•
Telegrams: Canadian National Telegraph Co., $1,524.88; Canadian Pacific
Railway Co.'s Telegraph, $915.54
Payments under $500: badges, $211.95; brass plate's and tags, $217.50; engine
repairs and accessories, $125.12; freight and cartage, $120.11; hose nozzles,
$77; lithographed signs, $275.40; lumber, $54.02; motor license plates, $64;
mounting buffalo head, $60; packing engines, $86.04; premium on bonds,
8444.96; wilting special article, $200; tent cloth, $105.28; tanning buffalo
hides, $61; union jacks, $688.60; items under $50, $618.23
Publicity—Publicite
Travelling expenses: J. C. Campbell, $1,760.23, less $292.28 paid in 1922-23;
W. D. Cromarty, $42; F. G. Forster, $1,510.63, less $254.38 paid in 1922-23;
J. Rigby, $1,826.36, less $254.38 paid in 1922-23; T. T. Shields, $279.20
Associated Screen News of Canada, Montreal: motion picture films, 7,
8466.73, small items, $106.59
:*•••-.
Brewster, F., Jasper, hire of horses and equipment for motion picture party.,,.
Dept. of Trade & Commerce: printing films, 38,091 ft., 82,556.87; small items,
85.35
Oliver, W. J., Calgary: negatives of various parks, highways, etc., 341, $2,003;
services at buffalo killing, and hire of movie camera, 8308.50
Payments under $500: advertising in Ackerman's "Sportsmen's Guide," 2 pages,
$167.85; attractoscope, $225; boxes, 135, $234.10; enlargements, 90, $202.50;
maps and booklets, 1,200, $300; repairs to motion picture projector, $97.60;
items under $50, $198.64

49,910 56
15,004 87
1,230 00
423 33
573 31
3,636 83
812 80
3,604 50
3,715 33
754 59
2,440 42

3,409 21

4,617 38
573 32

1,059 50
2,562 22
2,311 50

1,425 69

Historic Sites and Monuments—Sites et monuments historiqu'es
Blanches, L. J., Fort Chambly: 12 m., $1,080; bonus, $315
Bransconnier, V., Fish Creek, April 15 to Mar. 31 at $50
Bryson, J. D., Fort Chateauguay, 12 m
Craig, R. J., Glengarry House, Oct. 1 to Mar. 31 at $25...'
Desmarais, M., Madeleine de Vercheres, May 29 to Mar. 31 at $25
Johnston, G. A., Fort Wellington, Sept. 1-30 at $120, Oct. 1 to Dec. 31 at
$300
McDonald, L. W., Fort Edward, 12 m
MacPherson, D. J., Glengarry Cairn, 12 m
Marchand, E., Les Vieilles Forges, Nov. 1 to Mar. 31 at $25
Matthews, R., Cook's Mills, Sept. 22 to Mar. 31 at $25
Michelin, W., Three Ravers, Aug. 25 to Mar. 31 at $25
Norton, F., Jesuit Mission at St. Marie, Christian Island, Sept. 1 to 'Mar. 31
at $25
Papineau, C. A., Fort Lennox: April 1 to Sept. 30 at $960, Oct. 1 to Mar. 31
at $1,020, $990; bonus, $315
Reid, R., Fort George, Feb. 1 to Mar. 31 at $25
Shriner, J. W., Beaver Dams, Oct. 1 to Mar. 31 at $25
Townshend, C. B., Fort Cumberland, June 18 to Mar. 31 at $50
Van Allen, W. A., Chrysler's Farm, 12 m
i—51K

1,395
48
25
12
21

00
05
00
50
03

85 00
180 00
25 00
10 42
13 12
15 05
14 58
1,305
4
12
39
25

00
17
50
31
00
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CANADIAN NATIONAL PARKS
.REPORT OF T H E COMMISSIONER, J. B. HARKIN
Developments in connection with National parks during the past year
emphasized the fact that the parks are assuming a more important place
among our national possessions and are rendering a larger service to the
Dominion both sociologically and economically. Their reputation is not only
steadily increasing abroad but Canadians themselves are more and more coming
to appreciate, and to take pride in, these magnificent public reservations as
well as to avail themselves of the opportunities for rest and recuperation which
they offer. As knowledge of the National parks themselves and the aims behind
their establishment grows the world over, recognition of the value and importance of such reservations in the preservation of wild life and original conditions
generally, will increase and build up a strong national park sentiment. Those
more intimately associated with the work see, each year, wider opportunities of
service, and possibilities of development undreamed of a few years ago. The
automobile has brought about a wider and more domocratic use of the parks.
The preservation of the wilderness spirit, of untouched and unspoiled conditions
generally, is not easy, but it is of first importance—a fundamental necessity to
which all other considerations are subordinated.
The work of fire and game protection, the building and maintenance of
modern motor highways, the operation of townsites, the provision of campsites, trails and recreational facilities generally involve increasing thought and
labour but in all these matters a steady improvement is noticeable and a high
standard is being maintained. At present there are only two of the National
parks, Glacier park, B.C., and Jasper park, Alta., which have not been made
accessible to motor travel from the outside. The position of Glacier park is
isolated. It lies at the summit of the Selkirks and the building of a through
highway to the park would be a difficult and expensive undertaking.
The opening up of Jasper park to motor travel from the outside will be
only a question of time. The Government of Alberta has already projected
and partly constructed a highway from Edmonton to the foot-hills which will
enter the park by way of the Athabaska valley. To meet the needs of the
thousands who will undoubtedly wish to continue their journey to Jasper the
Department has constructed a highway from Jasper townsite east towards the
park boundary. The road follows the ancient Athabaska trail of the fur traders
and affords magnificent views of the eastern ranges and of the peaks flanking
the Athabaska.
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Tourist Travel,—Increase in tourist travel during the year was general in
practically all of the parks, a record total of 333,397 being reached or 61,401
more visitors than in the preceding year of 1924-25. The figures according to
parks are as follows:—
Antelooe (Nemiskam) park
Buffalo park
Elk Island park
Fort Anne park
Glacier park
Jasper park
Kootenay park
Point Pelee park
Bevelstoke park
Rocky Mountains park
St. Lawrence Islands park
Waterton Lakes park
Yoho park
Total

.'

71
8,500
7,610
14,000
3,956
15,765
46,340
45,800
11,320
124,749
40,000
9,041
6,245
333,397

Rocky Mountains park again had the highest figures for tourist traffic.
The fact that this park is connected with the outside world by motorways from
both east and west is the main reason for the great influx of visitors. Nearly
half of the visitors to Rocky Mountains park were motorists. A total of 18,882
cars carrying approximately 50.000 persons was checked in through the eastern
entrance at Kananaskis and the western gateway at Radium Hot Springs in
Kootenay park.
The Canadian travel to this park was also much higher than to any other,
about 56 per cent of the total visitors being Canadians. Thirty-eight per cent
were from the United States, and 6 per cent were of transoceanic domicile.
The popularity of the Mount Rundle motor camp at Banff, which is one of the
best equipped in Western Canada, continues to increase. Approximately 15,000
campers registered during the season and the number of permits issued has
increased from 73 in 1917 to 3,439 in 1925.
The establishment of bungalow camps, rest camps, tea houses and motor
campsites has done much to encourage tourist travel by meeting the needs of
the increasing number who prefer a comparatively simple form of accommodation.
An important development of the year was the completion of the Lake
Louise-Field highway, the eastern section of the proposed Kicking Horse trail.
This road crosses the Divide by the famous Kicking Horse pass and opens Yoho
park to motor travel from the outside for the first time. It accordingly offers an
extremely interesting extension for motor visitors to Banff and Lake Louise
and adds to the districts already within their reach, the spectacular Yoho valley
with its Takakkaw falls, as well as beautiful Emerald lake. The new road
will also be a boon to permanent residents in Yoho park, since it will give them
access to outside points on the east.
The Highway Engineering division of the parks has also been at work on
a further extension from Field west which the coming year will see completed
to the west boundary of Yoho park. There the road will link up with the
new provincial highway, from Golden east to the park boundary, now under
construction by the province of British Columbia. Golden is already accessible
from Windermere, the terminus of the Banff-Windermere highway, by a road
along the east side of the Columbia valley, and with the completion of the new
link connecting Field and Golden, there will be opened to the motorist another
great scenic loop, with the Banff-Windermere highway as its southern arm.
The northern arm—from Castle to Golden—will be known as the Kicking Horse
trail. Together these highways will make available a trip of over 275 miles
through one of the richest scenic regions in the Rockies.
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The region to the immediate south of Jasper park, where the Canadian
Rockies reach their culmination in the great Columbia icefield, is each year
attracting more attention. The organized annual Steel-to-Steel trail trip, from
Jasper on the Canadian National railway south to Field on the Canadian Pacific
and return, which passes through the Columbia icefield region and along the
backbone of the continent, has been taken advantage of by a considerable
number of mountain lovers, who have welcomed the opportunity it affords of
exploring a region of supreme interest hitherto extremely difficult of access.
In response to popular demand the name of Ghost glacier on mount Edith
Cavell, in Jasper park, was changed to the more appropriate "Angel" glacier.
The first annual memorial service was conducted at the base of the mountain
on August 9, by the Rev. H. A. Edwards, of Jasper.
As usual Jasper was the centre of a good deal of climbing activity and
several parties outfitted for attempts on unclimbed peaks. Mount Alberta
(11,874 feet), to the immediate south of the park, was successfully scaled by a
party of Japanese climbers.
The Alpine Club of Canada continued its valuable support and encouragement of mountain climbing and through its annual meet enabled many amateurs
to gain experience of the Canadian peaks at moderate expense. Last year's
meet was held at Lake O'Hara in Yo'ho park and arrangements were made to
hold the 1926 meeting in the Tonquin valley, Jasper park.
Yoho park was also chosen for the " Annual Ride and Pow-Wow " of the
Trail Riders of the Canadian Rockies. Although only in its second year, this
organization is already a highly flourishing one, numbering several hundred
members, including distinguished writers, artists, climbers, and explorers. Last
year's ride began at Marble canyon on the Banff-Windermere highway, Kootenay park, and followed the new trail over Wolverine pass to the Goodsir plateau, thence to lake O'Hara, where the Alpine Club camp was visited, and then
on to lake Wapta where the pow-wow was held. One hundred and four members took part in the ride. An interesting feature of the pow-wow was the
arrival of the Steel-to-Steel trail party which had just completed its 2CX)-mile
three weeks' trip from Jasper to Field.
In Kootenay park exploration work was begun on the laying out of a trail
system, which will not only facilitate the work of fire and game protection but
will open up further this little-known region to those who prefer to travel by
pony-back.
Work was continued in Waterton Lakes park on the construction of the
Akamina highway which will provide another crossing of the Great Divide
and eventually form part of another through route from the prairies to the
coast. This park has developed rapidly within the past few years and is justly
assuming each season a more important place among the National parks.
Last year's season in Jasper park was most successful. Despite enlarged
hotel accommodation, the Lodge was taxed to capacity on many occasions and
further extensions are planned by the Canadian National Railway management to meet the increasing demand. The travel to this park shows a very
heavy percentage of visitors from the United States and transoceanic countries.
Almost forty-two per cent of the travel was from the United States, fiftythree per cent from Canada, and nearly five per cent from abroad.
The opening of the eighteen-hole golf course, recently constructed by the
Canadian National Railway management at Jasper, the location of which is
considered to be one of the finest on the continent, is expected to be a great
incentive to tourist traffic. Arrangements are being made to have the Canadian open championship held on the course in 1927.
Their Excellencies, the Governor General and Lady Byng of Vimy, visited
the western parks in the course of their tour in the summer: Sir Douglas Haig
and party also visited Jasper park and enjoyed a game of golf over the links
there.
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The establishment of motor connection with the outside world through the
Okanagan valley has been a boon to Revelstoke park and a vigorous publicity
campaign conducted by the local municipal organizations has been instrumental
in promoting the popularity of the district.
PUBLICITY.

The increase in publicity work has been proportional to the growth in
tourist travel. The travelling public is rapidly coming to realize the recreational opportunities offered by the National parks and the demands for literature and general information in connection with the parks and historic sites
grows greater each year. This has necessitated the reprinting of a number of
pamphlets, the supply of which was exhausted.
" The Banff-Windermere Highway " pamphlet was reprinted to the number
of 25,000; " Through the Heart of the Rockies and Selkirks," to the extent of
10,000; and a revision and reprint was made of the "Livery and Automobile
Tariffs " for the various parks.
A small pamphlet on the conservation of the buffalo was printed under
the title of "Bringing Back the Buffalo," while a booklet entitled "Canada"
was prepared for distribution at the New Zealand exhibition, 27,000 copies
being printed.
French and English reprints of the " Guide to Fort Lennox " and "Guide
to Fort Chambly " were issued to the total of 19,000, and a new historic sites
publication was edited and printed. The latter pamphlet, "Sir Alexander
Mackenzie's Rock," deals with the completion of the noted explorer's first
overland journey to the Pacific ocean.
The director of publicity again attended the British Empire Exhibition
at Wembley and continued the effective publicity work which he had carried on
the previous year. Forty-eight lectures were delivered, and 123,555 publications distributed in England, while the loan of lecture notes, lantern slides and
motion picture films, together with the release of prepared articles assisted in
making known the opportunities that Canada has to offer in the way of tourist
holidaying and permanent settlement.
Publications distributed from head office during the year totalled 209,627.
Photographs of park scenery to the number of 4,200 were distributed in addition
to 300 enlarged pictures. Sixteen sets of lecture notes and lantern slides were
loaned in Great Britain and were used by 113 different organizations. Seventy
similar sets were loaned for use in Canada.
Two hundred and forty-two articles were prepared on the National parks,
animal and plant life, highway construction and other topics connected with
the work and these appeared in newspapers and magazines in Canada, United
States, Great Britain, Australia, New Zealand, France, Italy, Holland,
Germany, Russia, India and Japan.
A total of 254 motion picture films was loaned during the year: 210 in
Canada, 28 in United States, 4 in England, 7 in New Zealand, 2 in Italy, 1 in
Norway, and 2 in South America. Lectures delivered by the official lecturer
numbered one hundred and eighty-five and approximately 50,000 persons
were reached in this manner. The cities of Rochester and Brooklyn, N.Y.;
Philadelphia, McKeesport, and Pittsburgh, Pa.; Newark, N.J.; Providence and
Pawtucket, R.I.; Boston, Mass., and Baltimore, Md., were visited during the
course of itineraries, carried out in the United States. Assistance was rendered
to various organizations, individual journalists and publicity bureaus in the
compilation of information and statistics.
Prepared exhibits were displayed at the Central Canada Exhibition at
Ottawa and the Canadian National Exhibition at Toronto. At Ottawa a motion
picture display was organized in conjunction with the still exhibit. At both
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exhibitions displays of buffalo products were shown while material was loaned
for a few smaller exhibitions held by responsible organizations.
TIMBER PROTECTION DIVISION

The very diy spring and summer of 1925 in Western Canada was the
cause of many serious fires in the mountain parks. These were of a greater
extent than in any year since the parks were established, and only the prompt
and determined use of the present extensive protective forces and equipment
prevented much greater losses.
Valuable assistance was rendered by officers of the Forest Service in the
case of the dangerous Panther River fire in Rocky Mountains park, where both
men and equipment were freely loaned.
Fires in Canadian National Parks, 1925-2&:—
Timber burned
Grass burned
Young reproduction burned
Cost of extinguishing
Number of

fires

30,464£ acres
89s; "
8,808 "
$ 25,827 86
Ill

Improvements.—The following new work was completed:—
Trails.—Eight and one-quarter miles at a cost of $384.
Telephone lines.—Eighteen and three-quarters miles new construction at
a cost of $3,016.04. Seventeen and three-quarters miles rebuilt at a • cost of
$1,819.18.
. Cabins.—Four which cost $3,463.89, An addition to a cabin at Elk Island
park was made at a cost of $597.05.
In addition, heavy maintenance work was done to keep the trails and telephone lines already constructed in as good condition as possible, the wardens
being assisted where necessary by small extra gangs.
Experiments conducted in the use of the standard portable forest fire engines
resulted in multiple streams of water being utilized, as many as eight streams
having been secured from one engine. This increases the value of the engines as
it permits the control of a much larger area than can be covered by the use of
a single stream of water.
Trials were conducted with a very small fire engine, under fifty pounds in
weight, and it is proposed to add a number of these to the present supply of
equipment. Their light weight is an important, item where transportation is
necessary over a considerable distance or to higher altitudes.
TOWN PLANNING AND ARCHITECTURAL DIVISION

An increased number of plans of privately owned buildings proposed to
be erected within the parks has been received for examination. To about eightyfive per cent of these revisions in elevations were made in order to improve
their appearance. Drawings showing suggestions for such revision, which would
add as little as possible to the cost, were in all cases prepared.
Designs, including working drawings, were prepared for a group of three
buildings for the Royal Canadian Mounted Police detachment at Jasper and
for a new entrance gate-house for Rocky Mountains park at Kananaskis, Alta.
Detailed drawings were prepared for making the necessary furniture for
the visitors' rest room at the entrance gateway to Kootenay park, at Radium
Hot Spingsv
Plans of an extension to the Mount Rundle automobile camping grounds
near Banff were prepared.
A national collection of photographs of Canadian buildings and structures
of historical and architectural interest, which was initiated by the Prime Min-
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ister and which it is proposed to place in the Public Archives, has been undertaken by this division. Considerable progress was made during the year with
the collection. A photographic survey, by automobile, covering a route 2,254
miles long throughout southern Ontario, was arranged and carried out with
very satisfactory results. During this survey 400 photographs of selected buildings, typical of various styles and periods of architecture, were taken. A large
number of photographs from other sources has also been collected, titled and
tabulated and information has also been gained relative to the procuring of other
material for this collection.
Much assistance has been given to the Town Planning Institute of Canada
in connection with their journal entitled Town Planning. Many articles have
been contributed to other journals on town planning subjects and a considerable
body of correspondence has been conducted with inquirers, throughout the
Dominion. Lectures have been delivered at McGill University by a member
of the staff and the lantern slide service has been maintained as in past years.
WILD LIFE PRESERVATION

Encouraging reports have been received in connection with the efforts that
are being made towards wild life preservation. The increase in the buffalo' herd
in Buffalo National park is an example of the success that has attended operations in this direction.
The Antelope reserve, Nemiskam National park, is another outstanding
example of this work. Slightly more than forty animals were in the original
herd in this sanctuary and their numbers have now increased to 309.
Reports received from the warden service in every park indicate that game
is on the increase. Bear, deer, moose, sheep, goat, elk, beaver, marten, fisher,
and mink are some of the species among which outstanding increases have been
noted, while caribou are also making favourable progress.
As the protection is extended the animals continue to grow more trustful
and their appearance in close proximity to the inhabited areas of the parks is a
source of wonder and delight to visitors.
A total of ninety animals, comprising buffalo, elk, Rocky Mountain sheep,
Rocky Mountain goat, Angora goat, black bear, mule deer, beaver, and pika
were shipped from National parks to zoological gardens, city parks, etc.,
in North America, Europe (including Scotland, France, Belgium and Austria),
South Africa, and New Zealand.
Fish.—The general measures annually carried out in restocking parks'
waters were continued. Fry were placed in the waters of Jasper, Rocky Mountains, and Waterton Lakes parks; salmon trout, Loch Leven trout, eastern brook
trout, cut-throat trout and rainbow trout being the species in greatest numbers.
The source of. this supply was chiefly from the Banff hatchery, while a shipment
was received at Waterton Lakes from the United States Glacier National park.
Farming Operations.—Approximately 500 acres were under crop in Buffalo
National park, the harvest yielding 15,000 bushels of oats, 290 tons of straw,
1,175 tons of hay and 25 tons of green feed. There were 8,900 bushels of oats
surplus to the requirements of Buffalo park, which were distributed among
Jasper, Rocky Mountains and Elk Island parks. Three hundred and fifty tons
of hay were harvested at Elk Island for the maintenance of the animals kept
there.
DETAILS OF WORK IN INDIVIDUAL PARKS

A brief summary of the details in connection with the work carried on in
the individual parks is given below.
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Rocky Mountains Park
Tourist Traffic.—A marked feature of the year's work was the outstanding increase in tourist traffic. Since the opening of the Banff-Windermere highway motor travel to Rocky Mountains park has witnessed a steady, annual
increase. Visitors to the park during 1925-26 numbered 124,749, an increase
of 28,819 over the previous year. Over 15,000 persons camped in the park
while 2,000 visitors were cottagers who remained for periods ranging from
two weeks to four months. An analysis of the hotel registrations shows that
over 27,000 people from the United States and more than 6,000 from transoceanic countries visited the park.
Government Baths.—The Cave and Basin bath house had a most successful
season; 55,605 bathers passed through the turnstile, establishing a record for the
fiscal year. This is an increase of 7,015 over 1924-25, the previous record year,
and does not include a total of 1,860 free bathers. The installation of shower
baths at the Cave and Basin was completed. Apart from the bathers, 44,241 visitors signed the register in the Cave. At the Upper Hot Springs there were no'
signs of a diminution in the water supply and a normal flow was maintained
throughout the year. A total of 31,329 bathers used these baths, representing
an increase of 3,462 over the previous record year of 1920-21.
Motor Traffic.—The splendid condition in which park roads are maintained
has doubtlessly been the cause of the remarkable increase in motor traffic. At
the Kananaskis, or eastern gateway to the park, 24,529 motor cars passed through
in both directions, carrying 98,023 persons. Of this number 13,155 cars were
westbound, or entries, with 52,573 passengers. At the Radium Hot Springs gate,
the western entrance to Kootenay park, 5,727 cars entered. Thus from east and
west there were 18,882 entries. Ten thousand, two hundred and thirty-three
transient auto permits were issued in Rocky Mountains park and 129 seasonal
permits. An increase of 9,065 was recorded in the number of motor cars passing
through the Kananaskis gateway in both directions, over the previous record year
of 1924-25. During the month of August alone, 7,207 cars passed through the
Kananaskis gateway in both directions. Registrations of people from the United
States at this entrance totalled 3,083.
Camping.—The popularity of Rundle Mountain automobile camping ground
continues to grow apace and the accommodation was so taxed in 1924-25 that
additions were made last year, in the form of 66 lots with additional shelters
and other facilities for visitors. The camping permits for this camp ground
since 1917 are:—
1917
1918
1919
1920
1921

73
57
77
200
338

1922
1923
1924
1925

509
1,693
2,388
3,439

The total number of permits issued for all camp sites within the park was
4,186. This number of automobiles carried 15,131 passengers, of whom 12,617
were Canadians, 2,495 from the United States, and 19 of transoceanic domicile.
Golf.—The golf course had a very successful season, despite inclement
weather in August, and the attendance exceeded that of previous years. The
following tickets were issued for play: one-round tickets, 6,198; one-day tickets,
79; one-week tickets, 56; one-month tickets, 49; season tickets, 56. Eighteeen
holes are now in play and the course was commended by such well-known players
as Jim Barnes and Jock Hutchinson, professionals; and Chick Evans and Keefe
Carter, amateurs; who played exhibition games over it.
Government Tovmsite.—The usual maintenance work was conducted on
streets and sidewalks in Banff, An experiment is now being carried out with
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Fort McMurray tar sands for paving purposes, and so far has proved successful.
Work was commenced on the remodelling of the Banff electric lighting system.
A number of the better houses in Bankhead, vacant because of the closing of
the Bankhead mines, were moved to Banff, and as a result practically every
available lot in that townsite is now taken up. Necessary decoration and alterations have been carried out on these buildings.
A volunteer fire brigade was organized in Canmore. Street lights have been
installed and there are now 94 electric light connections in the town. •
Dairy inspections and milk analyses were regularly carried out.
Roads.—Considerable maintenance work was carried out on all the various
roads in the park. On the Banff-Kananaskis road 7-| miles of surfacing was
completed. In addition to slightly over 3 miles of surfacing, maintenance work
was done on the road between Banff and Lake Louise, including patching the
road, clearing ditches and work on culverts. The Lake Louise-Field road was
completed, brought up to standard width of 16 feet, and will be open for traffic
in the summer of 1926.
Mosquito Control.—Under the direction of Mr. Eric Hearle, of the Entomological Branch of the Department of Agriculture, excellent work was again
accomplished in the elimination of mosquitoes. Three sprayings of oil were
applied to those areas where larvae were found, the third application being made
necessary as a result of wet weather which occurred soon after the second spraying.
Fish.—During the year the following fry were distributed from the hatchery
at Banff in different waters with a view to restocking: Loch Leven trout, 474,350;
rainbow trout, 365,000; salmon trout, 164,000; cut-throat trout, 154,480; while
291,273 cut-throat trout were distributed from the Spray Lakes hatchery.
Sports.—The thirty-sixth annual Indian Day sports were held from July 22
to July 25, and much interest was aroused among visitors in the various events.
Four or five hundred Indians took part in the daily parades through the Banff
streets to the Banff Springs hotel, this number surpassing the Indian attendance
of any other year. The Winter Carnival of 1925 was the most successful in the
history of this annual event, due, in part, to the support given to the local committee by the city of Calgary, and, in part, to the fine, weather conditions prevailing. Many visitors were attracted by the carnival and excellent sport was
witnessed. The annual bonspiel of the Banff Curling Club was held from
February 8 to 13 inclusive. Despite a short spell of mild weather in the middle
of the bonspiel, the various competitions were well contested. In addition to
the Banff rinks, 15 rinks were entered from outside points.
Museum.-—During the year 15,985 persons signed the register in the Government Museum at Banff. The aboA'e number does not show the total number of
visitors to the museum since a large number do not sign the register.
Permits'.-—Twenty-five permits were issued for buildings of a total estimated value of $250,300. Twenty-eight permits were issued for the cutting of
merchantable dead timber and sixty resident permits to cut dry wood. Fifty-one
grazing permits were also issued covering the grazing of 242 head of horses and
277 head of cattle.
Fires.,—There were nineteen general fires in the park, burning over an area
of 691 acres and costing $816.11 to extinguish. Fifteen of these were attributed
to campers, one to lightning, two to smokers, and one to other causes. Ten railway fires were recorded, but they burned over only two acres and cost but $29.16
to extinguish; three of these were attributed to unknown causes, one to lightning,
one to smokers, and five to other causes.
Game.—Deer are a common sight on the streets of the townsites. Elk are
increasing rapidly and appearing in new localities each year. Moose are increas25911—7
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ing while Rocky Mountain sheep can be seen in several places along the motor
highways. Rocky Mountain goat usually range back from civilization, though
one band is frequently seen along the motor highway near Sawback.
Kootenay

Park

Motor Traffic.—A considerable increase was recorded in the tourist traffic
through Kootenay park during the 1925-26 season. The number of cars and
passengers entering and leaving the park through the western gateway was
11,778 and 46,340 respectively. The following figures show the number of ears
passing through the park for each of the last three years and indicate the
increasing popularity of the Banff-Windermere highway since its opening: 1923,
4,621; 1924, 7,048; 1925, 11,778.
Baths.—The increasing popularity of the Radium Hot Springs pool is shown
by the following number of bathers for the past three fiscal years: 1923-24,
5,783; 1924-25, 7,000; 1925-26, 9,765.
Roads.—The Banff-Windermere highway was opened for traffic on May 31
and was in perfect condition until its close on November 22. The growing
popularity of this wonderful scenic highway is shown by the table of automobile
traffic.
Game.—There has been a decided increase in the number of game animals
within the park, especially with respect to moose, elk, deer, sheep, and bear.
Rocky Mountain sheep in the vicinity of Radium Hot Springs particularly show
a marked increase.
Fires.—Ten forest fires occurred during the year; two caused by campers,
four by lightning and four by smokers. An area of 52 acres was burned over,
costing $1,801.79 to extinguish.
Campsites.—The Radium Hot Springs campsite has been enlarged to three
times its former size to accommodate the growing tourist traffic. Maintenance
and renovation work was carried out at the various other camps within the park
and a total of fourteen camp shelters was erected on the sites.
Yoho Park
Roads.—Construction was carried on of the new motor highway, from Field
west to connect with the motor road built by the Provincial Government of
British Columbia from Golden east, and excellent progress was made. The
entire right of way was cleared, grubbed, and burned, and approximately five
miles of grading was completed. A new truss bridge over the Kicking Horse
river about a mile below the Natural Bridge consisting of two 65-foot spans
was completed on this highway.
The work of widening the Yoho road was continued. . This thoroughfare,
originally constructed for horse traffic is being gradually remodelled into a
modern motor way. The " Switchback" has been widened by work which
entailed the construction of a large amount of log cribbing, and is now perfectly
safe for motors. Three small bridges on this road were replaced by heavier
structures and a new single-span bridge of the arched-truss type, 100 feet in
length, was built over the second crossing of the Kicking Horse river, at the
four-mile post. Maintenance and improvement work was also carried out on the
Emerald Lake road and two bad corners were eliminated.
On the Hector road a large amount of work was done, the old railway grade
from Hector down to the old Monarch mine being widened out to the standard
width and surfaced, and a new piece of highway to connect the old grade with
the Yoho road in the valley below was constructed to replace the temporary
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roadway which had hitherto been used. The latter, on account ,of its steep
grades—some of which reached 18 per cent—was not feasible for inclusion in a
main highway. By the autumn, the entire new highway from Lake Louise to .
Field was completed and will be open for traffic in the summer of 1926. This
road makes Field and Yoho park accessible by motor car to the Prairie Provinces
and is expected to draw many thousands of tourists into Yoho park.
Trails.-.—Extensive maintenance and repair work was carried out on the
various trails in the park. A new trail was constructed from the Lake O'Hara
trail into the campsite of the Alpine Club at the southwest end of the lake.
Construction and Maintenance.—Improvements were made to several builcjings in the park, both in Field and at other points where cabins are located. A
rock wing dam, 10 feet in width and 500 feet in length, was built on the Kicking
Horse river for the protection of the Yoho road at the Three Mile fiats, thus
ensuring the road remaining undamaged by the water, An enchange of land was
effected with the 'Canadian Pacific Railway whereby thirty-six additional lots
were secured for the townsite at Field. Some of the lots were.occupied, and the
remainder were thrown open for entry.
Motor Camp.—With the influx of tourists over the motor highways, motor
camps will be a necessity in the park and steps have already been taken to
establish a camping ground. The site chosen for the camp was near the point
where the old Hector road joins the Yoho road, approximately four miles east
of Field. About two acres have been cleared, two shelters built and as soon
as practicable water will be piped to the campsite from a nearby spring.
Fires.—The season was a hazardous one from a fire standpoint, requiring
the utmost vigilance from the warden staff. The only fire of serious proportions was that started on mount Hunter by lightning, when a total of ten acres'
was burned. The total fires numbered seven, five general and two railway. Of
the former, one was started by campers, two by lightning, and two by smokers-..
The total area burned over was ten acres and the cost of extinguishing, $298.40.
A course of instruction for the warden staff was conducted, with lectures on
various phases of fire prevention and the use of the parks' fire equipment.
Visitors.—The year saw an increase in the number of visitors to the park.
The Trail Riders of the Canadian Rockies again held their annual pow-wow in
the park, terminating a three-day ride at Wapta Lake camp. Approximately
100 riders made the trip from Kootenay park, via the Washmawapta snowfield,
Goodsir creek, and lake O'Hara. Five hundred persons' were present at the
annual pow-wow. The Alpine Club of Canada and the British Columbia
Mountaineering Club held their annual meetings at Lake O'Hara. Considerable private development has taken place in the park as a result of the increased
tourist traffic. The capacity of the Emerald Lake chalet has been doubled, an
attractive new tea room has been constructed near the Natural Bridge and
others at the camps at Lake O'Hara and Yoho.
Glacier Park.
Roads.—The tremendous snowfall which takes place in Glacier park always
necessitates extensive maintenance .each spring on the park roads. The usual
clearing was carried out, landslides causing considerable extra work. A new
trestle bridge was built on the Caves road, and by the employment of an earth
fill, the length was reduced to 52 feet as against 75 feet for the old bridge.
Ft'res.—Ten fires occurred within the park, two general ones being caused
by lightning, while of the eight railway fires, two were attributed to unknown
causes, four to smokers and two to other causes. An area of 2,091| acres was
25911—7{
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burned over and the cost of extinguishing was $1,324.76. Only three of these
fires reached any considerable size, one of which was a railway fire, and two
others caused by lightning. The former burned through an old burn and the
two latter were so high up that, from a scenic standpoint, the damage was
negligible.
Game.—Game and fur bearing, animals in Glacier park continue to increase,
especially the caribou and marten.
Nakimv. Caves.—Continuing development work from the No. 4 tunnel
entrance to the Nakimu caves-, a total length of 842 feet of new cave, or underground water passage was made accessible, some of which is most interesting
and spectacular. A survey of the caves is being" considered, as it is believed
explorations have now been carried to a point almost under the caretaker's
cabin. If this proves to be true it would enable a circle tour to be made instead
of having visitors retrace their journey to the entrance.
Revelstoke Park
Roads.—Road work within the park was hindered during the summer
season by numerous forest fires, occasioned by the exceptionally dry season.
Over one mile of new highway was completed, however, and a considerable distance of right of way cut and cleared beyond that portion which was finished.
Mileage posts, also indicating the altitude, were placed along the road. The
highway is now 16.8 miles in length. The elevation at which this work now
takes place allows a working season of only about two and one-half months.
Fires.—Eight forest fires were reported within the park, all caused by
lightning. They burned over an area of 8,801 acres and entailed a total
extinguishing cost of $9,409.58. Owing to the very dry spring and summer
experienced throughout British Columbia, the forest floor was in a very inflammable condition. Eleotric storms, unaccompanied by rain, were frequent, and
after one particularly severe storm, no less than seven fires were burning in the
park at one time, all in widely separated locations. Some of the fires started
outside the park boundaries but worked into the park area later. The nature
of the territory in which the outbreaks occurred made fire-fighting very difficult,
but fortunately, owing to the prompt and efficient action of the warden staff, no
serious damage to the scenic beauty resulted.
Sports.—The Annual Winter Carnival was held during the week of January
25 to 30, and competitions in curling, skating, hockey, ski-ing and other winter
sports were carried on. The Interior Curling Association took this occasion to
hold their bonspiel and fourteen outside rinks and ten local rinks took part in
the tourney. The Annual Ski Tournament was held on January 27 and 28, and
as usual attracted competitors from all over the continent but no new records
were established.
Game.—Bear and deer, particularly, are increasing in the park, while there
seems to be a very plentiful supply of game birds.
Visitors.—Tourist traffic in Revelstoke park and the adjoining district
showed a decided increase over the previous year. Hotel registrations were
greater while two hundred more automobiles entered the park than in 1924-25.
Jasper Park
Visitors.—Hotel registrations show a total of 15,765 visitors to Jasper park
for the year, representing an increase of 5,659 over 1924-25. The Jasper Park
Lodge was filled throughout the season and several times even the enlarged
accommodation was overtaxed.
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Game.—An exceptionally mild and open fall, with practically no snow, was
a boon to the game within the park, as it provided especially good feeding conditions. Wild life generally is increasing rapidly and all animals seen were in
good condition. From the observations of the warden staff it is estimated that •
there are between 800 and 1,000 elk in the park. Herds numbering as many
as 70 and 100 have been seen in the vicinity of Cabin creek. A very gratifying
increase is noted in Rocky Mountain sheep. They are spreading their range
annually and previously deserted ranges are again being frequented. An estimate places the number of sheep within the park at 10,000. While Rocky
Mountain goat generally keep to the higher altitudes, they are constantly spreading out. There are at present believed to be well over 2,000 goats in the park
and all, including the kids, are in good condition. Signs and tracks seen in the
different areas indicate a considerable increase among the grizzly bear especially
in the region of the Snake Indian, Rocky, and Smoky rivers and Rock lake.
Black bear are also increasing and it is a common sight for tourists to see from
ten to thirteen of these animals in the neighbourhood of Jasper at one time. A
very conservative estimate places the total number of bear within the park at
2,000. Moose are at last coming into the park in large numbers. They have
been seen in practically all areas, and are unusually tame. Eighteen hundred
of these animals are believed to be within the park confines. Deer are leading
all other animals in the matter of increase and the estimate of their
numbers
is placed at 10,000. They are very tame, pay practically no1 attention to
pedestrians or motor cars, and are frequently seen grazing on the townsite. The
increase in caribou is very gratifying. Numerous herds range along the northern
boundary and at the Big Lick on Byng pass 75 to 100 can be seen at almost
any time. There is also a large herd in the Tonquin valley. Their numbers
within the park are placed at 1,000. Guides and hunters report that these
animals are also very numerous north of the park boundary. Almost every
lake and stream in the park contains beaver and they are increasing rapidly.
Buffalo Prairie, at one time one of the finest grazing areas in the park, with a
little stream running through it, is now a series of small lakes and dams which
are occupied by hundreds of beaver. Especially good fishing is procured in
these beaver lakes. Marten are very numerous, while fisher and mink are also
increasing. Keen vigilance is exercised to prevent trapping of these animals.
Wolf, coyote and wolverine are being trapped. There have been no signs of
cougar.
Fish.—Good catches were reported, generally, and the fishing was much
better than in previous seasons. Restocking was carried out in a number of
lakes and streams. Caledonia lake, opened after two close seasons, showed the
results in an abundance of fish.
Fires.—There were twenty-eight railway fires of which twenty-seven were
attributed to locomotives and one was of unknown origin. The total area burned
was 244 acres and the cost of extinguishing was $144.41. Much more serious
damage resulted from the seventeen general fires which took place. Four of
these were attributed to campers, five to smokers, one to lightning, four to other
causes, and three were of unknown origin. The total' area burned was 27,647
acres and the cost of extinguishing the fires was $10,703.49. The greater parts
of the area burned and of the costs incurred were due to two particularly bad
fires, one on the Chaba-Athabaska area and the other at Medicine lake. The fire
on the former was very hard to fight owing to the tremendous amount of brule
and the fact that at the point where the fire raged there was a very wide valley
with the fire coming in from four other valleys to centre tliere. The fire at
Medicine lake was controlled before it got really into the big timber at the
north end of the lake.
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Townsite.—The usual maintenance work was carried out in the townsite
and a number of streets were widened, regraded and surfaced. Building permits
were issued for the construction of buildings in the townsite at an estimated
cost of $301,575. Permits were granted for buildings outside the townsite
valued at $41,100, included in the latter being a $30,000 swimming pool for
Jasper Park Lodge. Construction was commenced on the new scheme for a
permanent water supply for Jasper townsite and the Canadian National Railway
depot. A new concrete dam was erected and a reservoir made on Cabin creek
at an elevation of about 217 feet above the town, thus ensuring a high pressure.
One of the most important undertakings of the season was the construction of
a distribution system of electric light and power, covering practically the whole
of the developed parts of the townsite. The electricity is produced by the
Canadian National Railway system and distributed to consumers by the
Canadian National Parks' Service.
Golf Course.—The eighteen-hole golf course in connection with Jasper Park
Lodge, which has been under construction by the Canadian National Railway
management during the past two years, was practically completed.
Trails.—Trails were kept in excellent shape last year. The Medicine LakeJacques Lake trail and the Miette Hot Springs trail, both difficult trails to maintain, were much improved and considerable work was done on the trail around
Medicine lake and the Meadow Creek trail. A new trail of over one mile was
constructed from the end of the present Cavell highway to the moraine of the
Angel glacier on mount Edith Cavell. The Poboktan trail, via Maligne lake to
the Brazeau, was in excellent condition throughout the year.
A new bridge of 200 feet span, requiring three pile piers and two timber
cribs, was built over the Snake Indian river at Devona. Another bridge with a
span of 29 feet was built over the Smoky river near No. 12 cabin, and trails
were cut from the approaches to connect with the main trail. The-trails on each
side of Maligne canyon were continued and the one on the north bank carried
down to the mouth of the gorge. A new scenic bridge erected across the lower
falls of the canyon affords visitors an excellent view and connects the two trails.
Telephones.—A new telephone line was built from the warden's cabin at
Drennan's mine to the old cabin at the west forks of the McLeod river, a distance of 134; miles!
New construction was effected on the line from Jasper to Devona. On the
first 8 miles the existing line was restrung. From Snaring Junction to Rocky
river the line was attached to the poles of the Canadian National Railway
system and a new line built through the bush from Rocky river to Devona flats.
Memorial Service.—The first annual Edith Cavell memorial service was
held at the foot of Angel glacier on August 9, 1925, and was attended by many
visitors from Jasper. It is the intention to hold this service on the first Sunday
in August each year.
Waterton Lakes Park
Visitors.—The summer was on the whole favourable for visitors, the weather
being fine and the roads in good condition for motoring. The completion of a
registration booth enabled much more accurate check to be kept on the tourist
traffic. Nine thousand and forty-one visitors registered, of which number
8,737 were Canadians and 304 United States citizens; 24 States being represented in the latter registrations.
Townsite.—New streets were constructed and gravelled on the camp grounds
and an experiment was carried out in oiling other sections of park roads.
Several new cottages were erected on the townsite. One of the notable features
of the year was the opening of a school.
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Roads.—Work was proceeded with in the construction of the Akamina
highway and general maintenance work was carried out on the Cardston and
Pincher Creek roads.
Sports.—The tennis courts were improved by filling and the erection of
higher netting, and were well patronized, as was the new bathhouse at Lake
Linnet, and the swimming pool. Several improvements were made to the golf
course, and the links are now in excellent condition. Fishing, which is one of the
principal sports in this park, was good and many good catches were reported.
Restocking was carried out in Cameron lake, Linenam creek, Twin lakes and
Waterton lakes.
Game.—From warden observation it is ascertained that game in general
throughout the park is increasing. Rocky Mountain sheep, deer, bear, elk,
beaver, and mink are very plentiful; Rocky Mountain goat are in substantial
numbers, as are coyote and lynx, but wolf are apparently less numerous than
formerly.
Fires.—Two fires only occurred during the year, one was caused by smokers
and the origin of the other was unknown. Forty acres were burned over, the
cost of extinguishing being $1,086.10.
Buffalo Park
Stock.—Early in the spring the work of rounding-up and segregating the
buffalo to be shipped north to the Wood Buffalo park on Slave river was completed. On June 15 the first shipment went forward and this was followed by
a shipment every week until a total of 1,634 animals had been transferred. The
work of transferring the SI animals to their new range was carried out successfully and with very little.loss. The natural increase in buffalo during the year
was approximately 2,000 and the number now in the park is 8,305. In addition
there are estimated to be' 3* moose, 368 elk, 1,293 mule deer and 8 antelope in
the park. Nineteen yak are kept in the visitor's paddock and the cattalo
enclosure; and in connection with the cross-breeding experiments, 15 domestic
cattle and 29 animals of mixed breeds are also at the cattalo enclosure. Considering the condition of the range and the fact that the herds are increasing
rapidly, the animals came through the winter in good condition. The individual
shipments during the year were as follows: 2 buffalo to Paris, France; 3 buffalo
to Calgary, Alta.; 2 elk to Saskatoon, Sask.; and 1 mule deer to Toronto, Ont.
Cross-breeding Experiments.—Each year brings further and encouraging
advances in connection with the buffalo cross-breeding experiment which is being
carried on by the Department of Agriculture in this park. The public is showing
much interest in the work and it has gained considerable publicity. A number
of inquiries concerning the experiment were received from different parts of
Europe.
Farming Operations.—As in the past, operations were confined to the growing of oats. Approximately 500 acres were put under crop, of which 200 acres
were summer-fallow and the remainder spring ploughing. About 25 tons of green
feed were reserved and from the remainder 15,000 bushels were threshed. During
the year 8,900 bushels of oats were supplied to other National parks leaving
feed and seed for Buffalo park requirements. As has been the custom each year,
i200 acres were summer-fallowed for next season's crop. Temporary dams were
again installed in the drainage ditches in order to flood the Ribstone meadow
and insure sufficient moisture for the hay crop. The result was that one of the
best crops on record was harvested, approximately 1,175 tons of well-seasoned
hay being secured.
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Fencing.—Eighty-five miles of main and cross fence were repaired and 11
miles of new fence built for holding pastures and lane ways.
Fire Protection.—The fireguards along both sides of the main fence on the
north, south, and east boundaries, and 19 miles on the west boundary were
ploughed. There were no fires in the park.
Permits.—During the year permits were issued to settlers, covering the
removal of 1,000 cords of dry wood and 6,000 willow pickets.
Visitors.—Their Excellencies, Lord and Lady Byng of Vimy, again visited
Buffalo park during the year and spent several hours viewing the herd. The
number of registered visitors at the park gate was 8,500, and it is encouraging
to note the very great interest taken in the animals.
Elk Island Park
.Animals.—Owing to the very mild winter the buffalo came through in fine
condition. The animals in the park are increasing and now number as follows:
buffalo, 446; moose, 207; elk, 450; deer, 299 (estimated). Coyote were plentiful
and 64 were destroyed by the wardens.
Visitors.—Visitors to the park numbered 7,610, a marked increase over the
figures for 1924-25.
Haying.—An estimated amount of 350 tons of hay was harvested.
Permits.—Four permits for haying privileges were granted to farmers living
in the vicinity and eleven permits were issued to cut dead timber for fuel. Two
permits for cutting ice, five building permits and eight camping permits were
issued.
Fires.—The park was free from fire. The main fireguard was kept in
condition by the usual ploughing and disking.
Fencing.—Approximately two miles of 8-foot fencing were built to enclose
a horse pasture, and general maintenance was carried out on other sections of
the park fence.
Roads.—Eleven miles of road, 40 feet wide, were cut out, culverts and fills
put in and about 6 miles of light grading done. The existing roads were maintained in good order.
Birds.—Prairie chicken and partridge were not so numerous, doubtless
due to the excessive rains which occurred in the hatching season. The blue
heron is extending its nesting area and increasing, Migratory birds were present
in their usual large numbers.
Nemiskam Antelope

Reserve

Animals.—The past year was a very successful one at Nemiskam Antelope
reserve. There was an increase of approximately 75, making the total number
now in the reserve 309. The herd is free from disease and all deaths have been
due to old age. It is observed that the does live to a greater age than do the
bucks. The greatest drawback to the progress of the herd is the presence of
coyote and despite trapping and poisoning measures it is almost impossible to
keep the park rid of them. In trapping, too, there is always danger to the
antelope. Snow-ploughing was done to break the crust, but very little feeding
was necessary until late in the winter.
Visitors.—Seventy-one

visitors came to the park last year.
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Point Pelee Park, Ontario
Visitors.—Close proximity to Detroit and other centres of population in the
United States as well as Canada has made this small, but attractive park one
of the most popular resorts in Ontario. Eleven thousand, four hundred and fifty
(11,450) motor cars visited the area last year, the total number of visitors being
estimated at 45,800. There were 119 tents of campers on the grounds. Four
troops of Boy Scouts from near-by Ontario communities were under canvas in
the park, including two troops from Windsor, one from Kingsville, and one from
Ford.
Roads.—The heavy automobile traffic in the park necessitated unusually
heavy maintenance work. A considerable quantity of lake gravel was secured
and piled for future use on road work. Road signs have been placed at appropriate points to ensure safety in driving.
Improvements.—A new life-saving station was erected by.the Department
of Marine and Fisheries to replace the old structure, and tracks were laid to
make it possible to launch the boat on either side of the point.
Wild Life.—The park again witnessed a large visitation from migratory
birds, as this is the main gateway of the migration route. Non-migratory birds
have increased in numbers.
Two hundred and ninety-seven permits were countersigned for duck shooting, these permits allowing for four days shooting per week from October 1 to
December 14.
Racoon and rabbit are increasing; black squirrel, an importation of a few
years ago, are making splendid progress, but there is a decrease noted in muskrat.
Fort Anne Park, Nova Scotia
Fort Anne last year attracted approximately 14,000 visitors. A record
number signed the register at the Museum, the figures being 7,378.
Among the outstanding events of the year was the unveiling on the 6th of
May of a tablet, erected by the Baronets of Nova Scotia to mark the threehundredth anniversary of the founding of their Order by Charles 1 in 1625.
The Historical Association of Annapolis Royal took over the DeLancey burial
ground on August 3 for perpetual upkeep. Delegates numbering 125 who were
attending a convention of the Union of Municipalities, visited the park and
Museum on August 20. An interesting old French mortar, arrived and was
placed in position in the fort grounds on August 31. This mortar, 900 pounds
in weight, was obtained from the British Government through the agency of
the Historical Association of Annapolis Royal. It is of brass, bears the French
coat-of-afms, and is of about contemporary date with the fall of Port Royal, 1710.
St. Lawrence Island Parks, Ontario
A real need on the part of the general public is being met by the St. Lawrence
Island parks. It is estimated that 40,000 persons, visited these areas during the
past year. The provision of stoves, pavilions, and other facilities makes these
resorts very popular for campers; and companies of Girl Guides, Boy Scouts
and various associations take advantage of the opportunity to hold their outings
and spend their holidays in these areas.
Vidal Point, Saskatchewan
Six thousand, nine hundred and fifty (6,950) visitors made use of the
recreational facilities maintained at this reservation.
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PROTECTION OF MIGRATORY BIRDS
ENFORCEMENT OF THE MIGRATORY BIRDS CONVENTION ACT

Each year it is customary to refer the existing Regulations under the
Migratory Birds Convention Act to the proper authorities of the various
provinces and secure their suggestions respecting minor changes which would
be advantageous in those provinces. Slight amendments to the Regulations were
made and a new consolidation published and distributed prior to the opening
of the hunting season. There was an amendment to the statute, as well. Under
it, Ontario game officers were given, the authority of game officers under the
Dominion Act. Under the same statute the game officers of other provinces
may be similarly appointed and the province of British Columbia has already
had its officers appointed migratory bird officers. Officers of the provinces of
Manitoba and Alberta also hold appointments nnder the Migratory Birds Convention Act.
The staff which enforces the Migratory Birds Convention Act is at the
same strength as formerly. Full co-operation with provincial game departments has been enjoyed. The enforcement of bird protection measures has been
left almost entirely in the hands of the provincial authorities, in accordance with
the original understanding.
In addition to the provincial officers who are enforcing the law some hundreds of honorary game officers co-operate in this connection and furnish this
office with valuable information respecting bird conditions in their localities.
They are kept informed of the work of other honorary officers through a system
of circular letters. The officers of the Royal Canadian Mounted Police have
co-operated in enforcing the law and in carrying out investigations. The
advantage of this force being available is obvious. All members of the force are
always on the lookout for infractions of the migratory bird law, and they have
helped materially in its administration.
The chief officer for the Maritime Provinces has supervised a staff of
officers in those provinces and, in addition to taking part in educational work,
has taken an active part in the administration of the law.
The chief officer for the provinces of Ontario and Quebec, with a staff of
temporary assistants, has protected the abundant sea-bird life on the north
shore of the gulf of St. Lawrence in Quebec during the summer, and during the
winter he has engaged in educational work in his district.
The chief officer for the western provinces has been occupied in supervising the sanctuaries and public shooting grounds in his district and in educational work. I n view of the extended area of his district and the several
provinces which it includes, an important part of his duties has been to keep
in close contact with provincial departments concerned.
Forty-four offenders were prosecuted by Dominion officers for breaches of
the Migratory Birds Convention Act, and fines imposed totalled $580. Suspended sentences were imposed in fourteen cases. The department has not
detailed information respecting cases brought under this Act by provincial
officers.
The department has worked in conjunction with the Department of Marine
and Fisheries in preventing, in so far as possible, loss of bird life caused by oil
dumped from vessels in navigable waters or reaching navigable waters in other
ways. All masters of vessels leaving the waters of the gulf of St. Lawrence
were advised concerning the oil menace to wild life by the Department of Marine
and Fisheries. Oil dumped on the waters has caused the death of unknown
numbers of water-fowl and is responsible for other serious damage as well.
The Air Service, Department of National Defence, has co-operated in the
enforcement of the law by conveying officers by seaplane.
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Permits and Licenses.—Permits and Licenses were issued as follows:—•
Purpose
Collection of birds for scientific purposes
Possession of birds for propagating purposes
Capture of birds for propagating purposes
Destruction of certain birds when proved to be seriously damaging agricultural or fishery interests
Taking of birds for banding purposes
•.
Practising taxidermy
Shooting of geese and brant in Queens and Shelburne counties,
Nova Scotia, in the open season provided by law
,

No. of Permits
219
413
41
45
96
74
190

Almost one hundred people co-operated with the Canadian National Parks
Branch in studying bird migration and bird life by placing numbered bands on
wild birds. Much is being learned of the distribution, breeding habits and
migratory flight of wild birds through this method. During the year over seven
thousand birds were banded and almost two thousand returns were reported.
• Bird Sanctuaries.—New sanctuaries have been reserved during the year as
follows: Birch Island bird sanctuary, Betchouane, Bradore Bay, and certain
property along the Ottawa river, now known as the Aylmer Road bird sanctuary, in the province of Quebec. The first three sanctuaries are for the protection of the sea birds in the county of Saguenay, province of Quebec.
Public Shooting Grounds.—Pelican lake in the province of Manitoba was
reserved as an additional public shooting ground. There are now fifty-one
public shooting grounds in Canada.
The large number of sanctuaries and public shooting grounds which have
been reserved in Canada encourages further efforts in the United States for
increasing the wintering sanctuaries. This will help to save Canada's breeding
stock of the birds which go to the United States for the winter.
Educational.—Special efforts were made to acquaint Indians with the
need of protecting our migratory birds during the nesting season, and it is
evident from many signs that good results were obtained by this procedure.
Among the replies received was one from an Indian chief which showed, in a
most interesting way, that the spirit of conservation in his breast had been
aroused to action by the efforts put forward. He intimated that he was now
using his influence in every possible way with his people to advance all measures
for the protection of wild life.
Appeals were broadcast from various stations during the heavy storms in
spring asking people to feed the birds.
. .
Boys' camps were visited and the youth of the country instructed, as far as
possible, in natural history and the need for conserving wild life. The camp
fire affords the best opportunity for approaching young people and telling
them about natural history subjects. It is not possible to teach natural history
effectively without a very considerable proportion of field work. Results from
this work have been most gratifying and justify the belief that the rising generation will have an appreciation of wild life which will be of great benefit in
conserving this part of Canada's national resources.
Among the many successful bird-house competitions reported to this office
was the one held by the Kiwanis Club of Edmonton, Alberta. This was their
second annual bird-house contest and 400 models were submitted. It was said
that from a standpoint of novelty, workmanship and general utility the entries
were all worthy of commendation.
The Supervisor assisted Dr. R. E. De Lury, Research Astronomer, Dominion Observatory, of this Department, in arranging for an essay competition
based upon Dr. De Lury's lecture, "Shooting Birds with a Camera," which was
given through radio station CNRO. Twenty-one prizes were awarded to school
children sending in the best essay on this lecture.
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The total distribution of pamphlets of all kinds amounted to 202,129.
Publicity concerning the shooting seasons and other bird protection matters
was obtained through the distribution of 82,296 posters, 23,889 copies of the
Act, and 16,065 abstracts of the Regulations under the Migratory Birds Convention Act.
Numerous lectures on bird protection were given by members of the permanent staff, and lantern slides and other material were furnished to honorary
game officers and others for lecture purposes.
The library now comprises 3,506 slides, showing about 333 different species
of birdsv In all 2,235 slides were lent. These slides are lent free of charge to
responsible persons. Motion picture films of bird life were also distributed
and proved excellent publicity media.
ECONOMIC INVESTIGATIONS AND GENERAL ITEMS

The chief officer for the Maritime Provinces collected a number of mergansers from the waters of the Miramichi, Nashwaak, and Restigouche rivers,
New Brunswick, so that the food habits of these birds might be determined by
stomach analyses. This work was undertaken in order to determine whether
these birds were actually destroying trout and salmon fry to the extent claimed
by a large number of fishermen who are interested in fishing in these waters.
The chief officer for the western provinces carried out investigations
regarding the relations of double-crested cormorants to fishing interests in lake
Manitoba; waterfowl sickness at lake Newell, Alberta; prevalence of perennial sow thistle and Canada thistle on Ministik and Buffalo Lake bird sanctuaries; and prevalence of crows on Ministik Lake sanctuary.
Seven trumpeter swans which died from lead poisoning in British Columbia
were reserved as scientific specimens by the chief officer for the western provinces.
Christmas bird censuses were carried out at many points by members of
the various naturalists' clubs and officers of this branch. At Ottawa thirteen
species were found and four hundred and seventy-one individuals. The temperature on the day on which this census was taken was 18° below zero. There
was an increase in trie number of censuses taken in Canada.
Advisory Board on Wild IAfe Protection.—During the year this board held
thirteen meetings and many important items were discussed.
International
Co-operation.—The Commissioner of Canadian National
Parks and the Supervisor of Wild Life attended the meeting of the International
Association of Game, Fish and Conservation Commissioners, held at Denver,
Colorado, on August 20 and 21. The importance of this conference to Canada
is that all the important wild life organizations considered the subject of bird
refuges in the Southern States, and, consequently, it is expected that rapid
advances will be made in the matter of the establishment of these refuges.
In so far as the bird life of this continent is concerned, one of the greatest needs
of to-day is that there should be ample feeding grounds in the Southern States
to carry the birds through, the winter. The migratory birds breed in Canada and
it is improbable that any scarcity of a summer food supply here will ever arise.
The Supervisor attended the annual meeting of the American Ornithologists' Union held in New York, November 10 to 13. I t is gratifying to learn
that the Union decided to hold its 44th stated meeting at Ottawa in the fall of
1926. This will be the first meeting of the Union ever held outside the United
States.
HISTORIC AND PREHISTORIC SITES

During the fiscal year 1925-26 the work of marking those historic sites
which are considered of national importance by the Historic Sites and Monuments Board and recommended to the department for action, was steadily
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carried on; restoration and preservation work to prevent deterioration was completed on several buildings and other structures previously acquired, and in
addition the control of other sites was obtained on which to erect memorials
from time to time.
The present personnel of the board is: Brigadier-General E. A. Cruikshank, LL.D., F.R.S.C., F.R. Hist. S., Ottawa, Ont., chairman; James H. Coyne,
M.A., LL.D., F.R.S.C., St. Thomas, Ont.; His Honour, F. W. Howay, LL.B.,
F.R.S.C., New Westminster, B.C.; J. Clarence Webster, M.D., D.Sc, LL.D.,
F.R.S.C., Shediac, N.B.; His Honour, Judge W. Crowe, LL.B., K.C., Sydney,
N.S.; J. B. Harkin, Commissioner, Canadian National Parks, Ottawa, Ont.;
Arthur A. Pinard, Chief, Historic Sites Division, Canadian National Parks,
Ottawa, Ont., secretary.
To date, from the several hundred sites brought to the attention of the
department, 182 have been selected as being of national importance. The control of 104 of these has been acquired by transfer from other departments, lease
of occupation, or deed of gift.
On sites considered of national importance, an artistic bronze tablet bearing historic data, is placed. Where no remains exist the tablet is attached to
an inexpensive standard in the form of a large boulder or a cairn constructed
of rubble stone.
In addition to the 42 sites previously dealt with the following sites were
marked during last year:—
Maritime Provinces
Louisbourg, Cape Breton.—Two tablets were placed on the new lighthouse
erected by the Department of Marine and Fisheries. One of these marks
the site of the first lighthouse tower in North America, erected by the French
in 1731, also the site of the batteries erected and utilized by the British
against the French who had built defensive works on the island opposite the
entrance to the harbour of Louisbourg. The other commemorates the valour
and endurance displayed by the French forces which, in 1745, and again in
1758, garrisoned the batteries on the island. A caretaker was appointed.
Fort Edward, Windsor, N.8.—A cairn and tablet were erected to mark the
site of Fort Edward, erected in 1750 by Major Charles Lawrence for the protection of Piziquid and the surrounding district and as an evidence of British
sovereignity in Nova Scotia. The fort was of special importance during the
war with France 1755-62 and the American Wars of 1776-82 and 1812-15. It
was also closely associated -with the deportation of the Acadians in 1755. Repairs
were made to the old blockhouse which stands on the site.
Fort Cumberland, near Amherst, N.S.—A tablet bearing an inscription in
French was attached to the memorial erected during 1924.
Fort Meductic, near Woodstockl N.B.—A caim and tablet were erected
adjacent to the highway about 4 miles from Woodstock to mark the site of
Fort Meductic, chief Maliseet stronghold in Acadia in the 17th and 18th centuries.
Fort la Tour, St. John, N.B.—A tablet was placed on the rock wall facing
Portland street to mark the site of Fort la Tour, erected in 1631 by Charles de
la Tour, Governor in Acadia.
Battle of the Restigouche, Campbellton, N.B.—A cairn and tablet were
erected in a small park in the town to commemorate the events associated with
the naval battle which took place in the spring of 1760 between a French
squadron, which had taken shelter in the Restigouche river, and a British
squadron under the command of Honourable John Byron. This was the last
naval battle of the Seven Years' War in North American waters.
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Charlottetoivn, P.E.I.—A tablet was placed on the wall of the lobby of the
Provincial Building to commemorate several important events associated with
Prince Edward Island (formerly Island of St. Jean), which was discovered by
Jacques Cartier in 1534, settled by Chevalier St. Pierre in 1720-21, surrendered
to Great Britain in 1758, annexed to Nova Scotia in 1764 and made an independent colony in 1769. I t was raided by American privateers in 1775, the United
Empire Loyalists arrived in 1783, the first Confederation conference took place
in 1864, and the Island joined the Dominion of Canada in 1873.
Quebec
Fort Chambly, Chambly Basin,—A tablet was placed in the old cemetery
to commemorate the men who, under the walls of the fort, gave their lives
for their country. Repairs were carried out on the inner walls of the fort, a
sundial was erected iri the cemetery and minor improvements were made on the
property comprising the site.
Hochelaga, Montreal.—A large boulder to which is affixed a tablet was
placed on the McGill University grounds facing Sherbrooke street, to mark the
approximate site of the Indian village of Hochelaga, visited by Jacques Cartier
in 1535 and abandoned before 1600.
Fort Richelieu, Sorel.—A cairn and tablet were erected near the Canada
Steamship Lines dock to mark the site of Fort Richelieu which was constructed
of wood in 1643 by M. de Montmagny at the mouth of the Richelieu river. The
fort was reconstructed in 1665 by Pierre de Saurel and served as an important
defence post against the attacks of the Iroquois.
Fort Longueuil, Longueuil.—A tablet was placed on the wall of the Roman
Catholic church which now occupies the site of Fort Longueuil, erected of stone
in 1685-90 by Charles de Longueuil I I as an outpost against the Iroquois. The
fort was garrisoned by the invaders in 1775 and demolished in 1810.
Fort Charlesbourg Royal, Cap Rouge.—A cairn and tablet were placed on
the plot of land at the mouth of Cap Rouge river and adjacent to the main road
passing through the village, to mark the site of the forts built by Cartier in
1541-42 and extended by Roberval in 1542-43.
Tadoussac.—A cairn to which is affixed two tablets was erected immediately
across the road from the old. Tadoussac chapel. This was the oldest French
establishment and Christian mission in Canada and was an early resort of
Basques for the whale fishery. Here Jacques Cartier arrived September 1,1535,
and here in 1600 Pierre Chauvin built the first house in Canada. At Larks Point
opposite, Champlain effected the war alliance of the French and Algonquins
against the Iroquois.
Battle of Coulee Grou, Riviere des Prairies.—A cairn and tablet, enclosed
with a fence, were erected adjacent to the highway from Montreal to Riviere
des Prairies to commemorate the engagement of July 2,1690, between the French
under Colombet and the Iroquois.
Battlefield of Odelltown near Lacolle.—A bronze tablet was placed on the
cairn ereeted last year to commemorate the engagements which took place there
on the 7th and 9th November, 1838, between the Loyal Militia of Canada and
the rebels.
Ontario
Port Arthur.—A cairn and tablet were erected in Gore park to commemorate
the several events associated with the early history of that district. Radisson
and Groseillers were the first Europeans to reach Thunder bay, 1662. Wolseley's
Red River Expeditionary Force camped at the foot of Arthur street, May 19,
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1870, advanced by the Dawson road and lakes and rivers connected by portages
to Fort Garry to suppress the Red River rebellion. The Dawson road, begun in
1869, was used by immigrants to the west until the construction of the.Canadian
Pacific railway in 1882.
Fort Nottawasaga, near Stayner.—A cairn and tablet were erected near the
hotel at Wasaga beach to commemorate the events associated with the blockhouse built in 1814 by Lieut.-Col. Robert McDouall and destroyed by enemy
forces, August 13, 1814.
Western Canada
Forts Rouge, Gibraltar and Garry, Winnipeg, Man.—A tablet was plaeed
on the gateway of old Fort Garry to commemorate Fort Rouge, established by
La Verendrye in 1738, Fort Gibraltar, built by the North West Company in
1804, old Fort Garry, the headquarters of the Hudson's Bay Company after
the coalition with the North West Company in 1821 and new Fort Garry, built
of stone in 1836-39, which was the seat of government until the transfer of the
territory to Canada in 1870.
Selkirk Settlement, Point Douglas, Winnipeg, Man.—A cairn and tablet
were erected in Sir William Whyte park to mark the site of Fort Douglas,
headquarters of the first British settlement west of the Great Lakes. On Point
Douglas, in 1812, the first wheat in the West was sown.
Fort Calgary, Calgary, Alta.—A cairn and tablet were erected in Central
park near the City Hall to commemorate the arrival, in August, 1875, of troop
"F" of the North West Mounted Police, under Inspector E. A. Brisbois, and
the establishment of their post, Fort Calgary, on the west bank of the Elbow
river at its junction with the Bow river, within the limits of the city of Calgary.
Fort Kamloops, Kamloops, B.C.—A boulder and tablet were placed in
Riverside park in memory of the pioneer fur traders, who, by establishing themselves in this locality, aided in securing the country for Great Britain.
Gonzales Hill, near Victoria, B.C.—A cairn and tablet were placed on the
summit of the hill to commemorate the exploration of the Straits of Juan de
Fuca, 1787-1792. The fur trade explorers were Charles William Barkley, who
discovered the straits in 1787; Commander John Meares, who entered the straits
in 1788; and was followed by Robert Gray in 1789. Captain George Vancouver,
R.N., proved the non-existence of a reputed Northwest passage in these
latitudes. He also made the first circumnavigation of Vancouver island, and
proved its insular character in 1792.
Preservation Work
Fort Lennox, lle-aux-Noix, P.Q.—Repairs were carried out on the several
massive stone buildings, including laying of floors, plastering and pointing of
walls, painting of roofs, erection of eave troughs, installation of windows, etc.
A new entrance to the large dock was also provided from the mainland.
Madeleine de Verchores, Verchores, P.Q.—A new chain fence was constructed
around the site, and repairs carried out to the masonry of the memorial.
Battle of Bccles Hill, near Frelighsburg, P.Q.—A new fence was constructed
around the memorial plot, the site cleared of brush and trees planted thereon.
Glengarry Cairn, near South Lancaster, Ont.—The masonry on the massive
cairn erected by the Highland Militia of Glengarry in 1838 was repointed and
the island on which it is situated cleared of underbrush.
Fort Wellington, Prescott, Ont.—A new fence was erected around the south
and west sides of the fort property, outer and inner palisades repaired, the roof
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leading to the listening post replaced with timbers where necessary, and the
floors in the buildings oiled. The increased popularity of the fort was evident
from the larger number of tourists who visited the site.
Acquisition of Sites
Action was also taken in regard to the acquisition of other sites recommended to the Department for action by the board and for the preservation of
memorials and other structures previously acquired as follows:—
Martirne Provinces,—Tour.
Quebec.—One.
Ontario.—-Two.
Western Canada.—Three.
In addition to the above the Provincial Government of British Columbia
has reserved and seta side an area of thirteen acres, comprising lot 1361,
range 3, Coast district, for the purpose of a provincial park to he known as
the " Sir Alexander Mackenzie Historic Park ", and has appointed a board
comprised of members of the Historic Sites and Monuments Board to manage,
regulate and control the said park. It is proposed to erect a suitable memorial
on the exact terminus of Sir Alexander Mackenzie's transcontinental journey,
which has recently been identified.
Sites to the number of sixty have been deemed by the board to be of
national importance and will be marked at future dates. Ten of these sites are
in the Maritime Provinces; fifteen are in Quebec; twenty-six are in Ontario;
while nine are located in Western Canada.
REVENUE

Revenue collected by the Canadian National Parks Branch, for the fiscal
year ending March 31, 1926, shows an increase of $3,052.14 as compared with
the previous year. The statement which follows shows the net increases and
decreases in the different parks:—
Park

1925-26
%

Buffalo

:

Yoho .

Elk Island

cts.

115,409 79
12,849 93
37,919 41
150 00
370 37
4,808 81
35 00
2,250 91
6,092 93
138 25
64 00
168 60
13 66
1,880 99
443 50
182,595 49

Net increase lor all parks

Net

1924-25
Increase
3

ets.

103,823 37
9,263 23
51,139 91
192 00
395 00
4,119 82
35 00
2,377 78
4,989 13
382 00
25 00
110 25
38 00
51 00
2,522 86
79 00

5

ets.

Decrease
S

cts.

11,586 42
3,586 70

688 99
i,103 80
.39 66
58 35
' 364 50

179,543 35 \ 17,427 76
$ 3,052 14

13,220 50
42 00
24 63
126 87
243 75
38 00
38 00
641 87
14,375 62

P a r t K—13
DETAILS

O F E X P E N D I T U R E — Con.—DETAIL

Salaries a t Ottawa

Vote-Cr&lit 21—Civil Government
Salaries-Con.—Traitements d u

gouvernernent civil-Suite
PERMANENT STAFF-COB.

Amount

D E S DEPENSES—Suite

Traitements a O t t a w a

Montant

PERMANENT STAFF— Con.
PERSONNEL PERMANENT—Stale

Balmer, E., oik., gr. 2, arrears $60

$ 1.0S0 00

Barber, D . M., oik., gr. 4

PERSONNEL PERMANENT-Si«'(e

Beauty, F . B., sten., gr. 2
Blenkarn, W„ elk., gr. 3
Kelly, H. K., sten., gr. 2
I 1,260 00 Brace, W., elk., gr. 4, arrears $10
Laflamme, R. J., elk., gr. 3
1,680 00 Brown, J. P., sten., gr. 2
Larsen, E. C , sten., gr. 1, 3 m . at $780,
Bryan, G. W., prin. elk
9 m. at $840, arrears $120
945 00 Calderhead, W. G., draughtsman,
Leslie, M. t., sten., gr. 2
1,380 00
arrears $240..
Look, J. W. K., prin. elk
2,040 00 Carnochan, G. A., elk., gr. 3
McDermott, M. I. C., sten., gr. 2
1,300 00 Casey, C. M., sten., gr. 2.
Metz, J . G . , head elk
2,880 00 Corcoran, J. B „ prin. elk., 9 m . at
Millar, M. A., sten., gr. 1
960 00
$1,800, 3 m. a t $1,920
Mitchell, F . J., elk., gr. 2
1,500 00 Corp, ¥., mess
O'Connell, M. E., sten., gr. 2, 12 m. a t
Crown, E. M„ elk., gr. 2
$1,200 {less 15 d.)
1,150 43 Currie, M., sten., gr. 2
Pelton, A., prin. elk
2,280 00 Ebbs, E. J., elk., gr. 4, 9 m. at $1,740,
Ross, J. M., sten., gr. 3
1,680 00
3 m. at $1,800, arrears $2.50
Rowatt, H. H., supt. Mining Lands....
4,500 00 Featherstone, R., sten., gr. 1, 3 m . at
Sheppard, E . M., sten., gr. 1, 3 m. at
$720, 9 m. a t $780, arrears $90.33
$780, 9 m. at $840, arrears $60
885 00 Hand, S. E., prin. elk., arrears $60
Shiels, E. E., elk., gr. 3
1,680 00 Harkin, J. B., coram, of Dominion
Spence.C. F., asst. supt. Mining Lands
3,360 00
Parks, arrears $300
Stewart, H. L., elk., gr. 4
1,740 00 Harris, K. D., asst. architect
Walters, D. R., elk., gr. 2
1,440 00 Hawkins, L., sten., gr. 2
Westlake, W. E., clk.,gr.3
1,440 00 Heaslip, T . S., prin. elk
Herscovitz, B . , sten., gr. 1, 9 m. at
Northwest Territories and YukonBranch
f™' 3 m - a t * 8 4 0 ' l e s 3 7 d " a r r e a r s
-Division des jejntoires in NordKniewasser.' A.'.'clk.Vgr: 3.'. \'.'.'.'.'. \'.'.'.'.
Ouest et du Yukon
Lafranchise, M., elk., gr. 3
Anderson, M. C , sten., gr. 2, 3 m. at
r S ^ 1 * ' " I h ^ ' i
$1,200, 5 m. at $1.2607 sten., gr. 3,
M J ^ U ' ^ R ' f*, AA "o
4m.atn.2B0
....
1,245 00 J f t S f c ? * * A A l k l v *f
Roilhv n „1V art
i RWI nn McElroy, K. A., elk., gr. 3
tt
T v ^
;''i"V»'';i
1,620 00 M e G ahey,H.P.,clk.,gr.3,arrears$135
.Bracken, l . a., elk. gr. 4, 3 m . a t
vr„r,.,;-« if **!*. alro
$1,500, 9 m. a t $1,560 . . .
1,545 00 McGuire, M sten., gr. 2
Clunn.T. H. J., office e n g . . . . . . . . ..I
2 760 00 **??!?*£' & « 5 ¥ i t t T ^ a f '
D
8mbatA$lI20den-'gr-2'4m-at$U40'
1 180 00
i ^ ^ b ^ ^ ' l K v ^ a l d
aad
D o y ^ L R , clk.Vgrii', arrears$i20:::
1.680 00
"funded to Dominion Lands in
Finnie, O. S., director Northwest TerM!TJ o. TV n' rf-n ' ™ 'i ' k ™ '=+ «7fih
ritories and Yukon Branch
4,500 00 M £ " ' J ? , P * 4 S ^ f t i ' S m * "* $ 7 S ° '
Graham. M., chief. Wild Life division.3
M ± L » 5 M* „£A J5Vm'*;
*i 90ft'
WeU^l^clk^tffinriirto
^
°° ^ ^ i ^ ^ i ^ ^ S ^ .
P
f ^ 7 J^ai & f t K J E L &
TO,
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M S C ^ W . . ^ IrhVAprili
N a g ^ C E . ; ^ : Wild Life division,
to Sept. 5 at $1,440 (resigned
620 00 n - R ^ A ^ " \« 4 o™ A+*1* Ash'
Mackie, A.I., sten.,gr.2, 6m.at$1,140,
q H i i ' S " W" '
'
'
firnAtsiann
i ,70
nn
3 m. at $1,140
I?
Maxwell M^C.V -sten'.; gr/ Y,* $ m. a i
' ' ° °° ^ Y ^ I M ' ^ ^
^
^
$780, 6 m. at $840, arrears $120
930 00 B S , \ i 7 t " ; ' i
"*"
McKeand, D. L , asst. director NorthSSKSS
V
T
"
^
"
'
i
f
a
Om'rftl"ann
ten gr> 2 9 m a t $ 1 , 2 0
west Territories and Yukon Branch.
3,600 00 So , harre L V j 1 J o'ftn
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Moran, J. F., head elk
2,640 00 a ' I?" &* ^ l 2 3 0 ' •„:' , ' " 4 " '" V '.V WnW
n , m J j -ci rj . . . „ „„ o o ,„ «*
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9
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'
1 095 00
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ThomaR A S ==«, oAo
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. ,
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translator, 3 m. at $1,620

1,118 61 • l ^ l i y A ' ^ ^ t ' " ; r " " 4
9 Tan nn btronaon, K. S., park supt., gr. 4
2,340 00 Von Charles, F., sten., gr. 3
Williams, E. R., sr. draughtsman
Williams, J. L., prin. elk
Williams, M. B., head elk
Williamson, F . H . H., deputy com. of
Dominion Parks
1,605 00 Wood, J . A., park supt., gr. 3

1,680 00

1,300 00
1,440 00
1,810 00
1,260 00
2,280 00
1,680 00
1,680 00
1,440 00
1,830 00
1,300 00
1,260 00
1,200 00
1,757 50
855 33
2,340 00
5,400 00
2,220 00
1,260 00
2,280 00
g 9 e g„

1,600 00
1,320 00
I'So m
' ™ ffi
I ' S S no
1,680 00
1,455 00
i ton nn
1,300 00
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SR5

00
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1.810 00

1 095 00
1,095 00
3 COO 00
1 680 00
, 215 00
. *• 2 1 5 °°
1,245 00
1 Bin nn
a'fflo 00

2*880 00
2,880 00
1,680 00
2,040 00
2,280 00
2,520 00
3,660 00
2,340 00
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Part K—62
INTERIOR—INTlSRIEUR

Vote-Credit 279—Lake of t h e Woods Control Board—Commission de eontrSle
du lac des Bois
Salaries and Wages—Traitements et gages:—
Salaries at Ottawa
(Page K—26)
Transferred from Surveys and Investigations of Water and Power Resources,
etc.; proportion of salaries of permanent staff, $3,987.94; labourers, $537,
detailed on page K—60
Travelling Expenses—Frais de voyage:—S. S. Scovil, $1,10S,99; I, R. Strome,
$104.06; detailed under Water and Power Resources, $1,970.60, page K—60
Miscellaneous—Divers:—Detailed
under Water and Power Resources (Page K—60)
Total as shown in Summary—Total paraissant an sonimaire, Vol. I,
page 92
$

1,800 00
4,524 94
3,183 65
370 87
9,879 46

Vote-Crddit 279—Allowances for Services re International Joint Commission
—Allocation pour services rendus a la Commission mixte Internationale
Salaries—Traitements:—At Ottawa (Page K—26)

(Vol. I, page 92)$^

333 22

Vote-Credit 279—Western Canada Irrigation Association—Subvention a I'Association " W e s t e r n Canada Irrigation"
Grant

(Vol. I, page 92) $

1,000 00

Votes-Credits 279 & 468—Canadian National Parks—Pares nationaux du Canada
GEXERAt EXPENSES—DEPENSES GENEP.ALES

Salaries—Traitements:—At
Ottawa
(Page K—26) $
Travelling Expenses—Frais de voyage:—C, P . Meredith
Materials, Supplies, Repairs, etc.—Materiaux,
fournitures,
reparations,
etc.:—
Pritchard-Andrews Co. Ltd., Ottawa: license plates and pins, $3,000, sundries,
68c; accounts under $1,000: asphalt mixer plans, etc., $55; badges, $36.25;
Dana pump, $62,50; hardware, $35.57; kodak supplies, $676.69; making buffalo
coats, $04.25; motor car repairs, etc.. $352.90; mounting buffalo heads. $305:
painting sigri3. $451.50; trunk, $45.50; sundries, $82.31
Printing and Stationery—Impressions
et papeterie:—King's
Printer: printing,
$14,047.83; supplies, $5,513.44
Miscellaneous—Divers:—American
Railway Express Co., $169.99; Can. Nati.
Express Co., $1,717.63; Can. Nat. Railways, freight, $1,154.85; Can. Nat.
Telegraphs, telegrams, $801.25; Can. Pac. Railway Co., freight, $465.99: Can
Pac. Ry. Co.'s Telegraphs, telegrams, $591.86; Dominion Express Co., S745.97;
accounts under $1,000: bond paper, $168.72; express, cartage and freight,
$706.42; fees, duty, etc., $97.67; premiums on guarantee bonds, $401.04
Other Outlay—Aittres debourses:—Expenses putting on exhibits of buffalo products: A. S. Duclos a t . Brandon, Calgary, Edmonton, Saskatoon, Regina, and
Medicine Hat. $1,550; sundry expenses, $334.27: T. A. MeElhanney at Vancouver,
$184.61, at New Westminster. $104.83; Geo. E. Purvis, Royal Show, Toronto.
$104.52; J . Spero, Canadian National Exhibition, Toronto, $135.54.

68,112 74
372 00

5,198 15
20,166 32

7,021 39

2,413 77
4 9 3 , 2 8 ) .47

PUBLICITY—PUBLICITfc

Travelling Expenses—Frais de voyage:—P. G. Forster. $8.46; L. M. Gibbs. $22.89:
H. McKay, $17.95; G. E. Purvis, $27; J. Rigby, $56.68; J . M. Roberts, $33.50
Materials, Supplies, Repairs, etc.—Materianx,
fournitures,
riparations,
etc.:—
Associated Screen News of Canada, Ltd., Montreal, motion picture films.
$1,754.54, sundries, $49.90; accounts under $1,000: boxes. $102.13; electrical supplies, $211.19; dry goods, $41.10; hardware and lumber, $156.73; labour, $373.50:
motion picture films, etc., $1,470.16; maps, $250; signs, $58.30; trunk, $58;
sundries, $80.79
Miscellaneous—Divers:—Cartage
and freight, $42.53; sundries, $129.47

166 48

4,606 34
172 00

Ill

CANADIAN NATIONAL PARKS
REPORT OF THE COMMISSIONER, J. B. HARKIN
INTRODUCTION

In September, 1926, the National Parks Branch completed its fifteenth year
of service as a separate organization. Prior to 1911 the national parks were
administered in connection with the Forestry and other branches of the Department of the Interior. In that year, however, the Minister considered that the
growing importance of the parks warranted the creation of a separate branch
to take charge of their administration and development. At that time the
national parks totalled five scenic reserves in the Rockies, two animal reserves
on the prairies, and the islands reserved among the Thousand Islands of the
St. Lawrence river. Their combined area was 4,020 square miles, or considerablyless than the present area of Jasper park alone. Today there are in existence
ten scenic parks, three animal reserves, and two historic parks, with a total
area of 10,300 square miles. There is, indeed, nothing more surprising than the
way in which the national park idea has spread and taken hold of public imagination. Fifteen years ago the sound philosophical and economic principles
back of this form of conservation had scarcely Seen recognized. Canadians, as
a whole, were indifferent to their great possessions. Many, in fact, did not
know that the national parks existed and others were inclined to regard them
as national ornaments of little practical use. In recent years, however, there
has been a remarkable change in the public attitude. The widespread growth of
travel, which is one of the marked features of this century, has given places of
outstanding scenery a new interest and value. Alarm at the changes in
the face of the country due to the rapid extension of our present .industrial
civilization, has emphasized the necessity of conserving a few untouched areas.
In consequence, in the past few years, we have seen the national parks movement spread over the entire civilized world, so that there is now scarcely a
great country which is not making some move to protect its scenic and historic
possessions, both as a matter of national pride and because it is realized that
such places have an important economic value. Tourist travel has become one
of Canada's most important sources of revenue and national parks are recognized as perhaps the greatest magnet for the attraction of such travel. The
name " national park " has come to indicate a high standard of scenic beauty
and carries with it the nation's stamp of approval.
The new interest and pride in the parks is leading to an ever-increasing
travel to them both on the part of Canadians themselves and people from other
countries. There is evident, too, a demand for the creation of new parks in sections of the country where they do not exist and in consequence a new responsibility arises, that in the creation of any new areas there be no lowering of the
national standard already established.
There is no place here to review the details of the accomplishments of the
past fifteen years within the Canadian national paries themselves, the extension
of the facilities for public enjoyment that have been provided, or the growth in
the number of visitors they attract. Since the inception of the branch it has
been the aim of the department to open the parks to an ever wider and more
democratic use, and the increasing thousands, particularly of our own people,
who now visit them yearly, is encouraging evidence that these ends, to a certain
extent at least, are being attained.
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REVIEW OE THE WORK OE THE YEAR

National Parka
TOURIST TRAVEL TO. THE PARKS

The fiscal year 1926-27 was the most sucessful from the point of view of
travel yet experienced by the Canadian national parks. Practically all the
principal parks showed an increase in the number of visitors over the preceding
year, which had been the highest previously recorded. The totals of visitors to
each park for the last fiscal year and for the previous one, compiled from hotel,
motor, and cottage registrations, were as follows:—
Park
Buffalo park
Elk Island park
Fort Anne park (estimated)
Glacier park
Jasper park
Kootenay park
Nemiskam Antelope park..,
Point Pelee park
Revelstoke park
Rocky Mountains park
St. Lawrence Island parks..
Vidal Point park
,
Waterton Lakes park
Yoho park
Totals

1926-27

1925-26

16,237
35,000

8,500
7,610
14,000
3,956
15,765
46,340
71
45,800
11,320
124,749
40,000
(not estimated)
9,041
6,245

391,371

333,397

11,718
13,320
14,000

3,000
17,657
51,526
100
54,500
10,000
136,663
20,000
7,650

As in other years Rocky Mountains park, the oldest and most accessible
of all the national parks by both rail and motor, showed the largest number of
visitors. Registrations at the various hotels in this park totalled 52,066, of
which 35,642 were from the United States, 16,424 were Canadians, 2,298 were
from transatlantic points, and 1,573 were from transpacific countries. While
there has been a steady gain in rail travel to this park the automobile is undoubtedly the largest factor in extending its field of service. During the past year
18,069 cars, carrying 67,421 passengers, entered the park by the Kananaskis or
eastern gateway; of these, 16,731 cars were of Canadian origin and 1,338 from
the United States. The total number of cars entering by the western or Radium
Hot Springs gateway was 6,684, carrying 25,763 passengers, of which 4,682 were
of Canadian origin and 2,002 from the United States. Figures for the previous
year were: eastern gateway, 13,155 cars, carrying 52,573 passengers; western
entrance, 5,727 cars. Registrations showed that the foreign cars represented 41
different states in the Union. There were also 4 cars from England, 1 from
Scotland, 1 from the West Indies, 2 from Australia, 1 from New Zealand, and
9 from Honolulu.
The most important event from the tourist point of view was the opening
of the new highway from Lake Louise to Field. This road for the first time
opened Yoho park to motor travel and. brought within reach of additional
thousands the glories of the famous Yoho valley and Emerald lake. Crossing
the Divide by the famous Kicking Horse pass, the new highway drops down
the west slope of the Rockies, utilizing for a part of the way the old grade of
the Canadian Pacific railway, abandoned when the famous spiral tunnels
through Cathedral mountain and mount Ogden were built. Starting from Lake
Louise at an altitude of more than a mile above sea-level, the road drops 1,500
feet in 16 miles, yet with no grade greater than 8 per cent and this only for a
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short distance. From a scenic standpoint the highway is superb. The region
is one of the most impressive in the entire Rockies and as the road swings down
from the Divide in great spirals it affords magnificent views of the Kicking
Horse valley, with the railroad coiling in and out of the tunnels as it dumbs
upward to the pass. To the north can be seen the narrow gorge Which forms
the Yoho valley, closed at its head by shining icefields, while directly to the
west rise the splendidly sculptured masses of Cathedral mountain and mount
Stephen, lifting their sheer walls of rock for over 7,000 feet from the valley
below. The road was opened for traffic on July 17 and from that date to the
end of the season 7.000 cars came into the park. The sudden influx of traffic
meant ft considerable strain to the park organization but it admirably met the
now conditions and the traffic was handled without a single accident of any kind.
During the year work was also prosecuted on the road from Field to the
western boundary'of Yoho park and by the end of the season construction was
practically complete, leaving only the surfacing for the following spring. This
section forms part of the new highway from Lake Louise to Golden which, it is
expected, will be open for traffic next season. Further construction work was
also carried on by the British Columbia Government on the section of 17 miles
from the western boundary of the park to Golden, which is being built by the
province, and by the end of the year this road, too, was within sight of completion. For 11 of its 17 miles this last section will pass through the magnificent
gorge of the Kicking Horse, clinging to its side at times at an altitude of
approximately 800 feet, and providing a thrilling climax to What will be a new
transmontane highway, giving direct connections east and west.
In Jasper park construction was continued on the park section of the new
Jasper highway and by the end of the season the road was completed from
Jasper to within 13 miles of the eastern boundary of the park, a distance of
304; miles. This road greatly extends the motoring possibilities of the tourist
to Jasper park and permits the exploration of the historic Athabaska valley—the
old route of the fur traders—from Jasper east as well as a view of the strangely
contorted outer ranges of the Rockies which, from the geological point of view,
are among the most interesting in the park.
In Waterton Lakes park additional work was carried out on the new
Akamina highway, which was completed to what is known as Oil City, leaving
only about 3 miles—from Oil City to the Akamina pass on the western boundary
of the park—still to be built. • Motorists in the past season who went over the
road so far as completed were very enthusiastic about its picturesque quality
and are looking forward with keen anticipation to its completion. When finished
throughout this highway will supply another picturesque crossing of the main
Divide of the Rockies and eventually will provide a new through route, linking
up the Canadian prairies and Glacier National park, Montana, with the Pacific
coast.
Tourist Accommodation.—The increasing traffic has brought with it a
demand for increased accommodation and in practically all the parks additions
were made to the hotels and campsites.
An outstanding event of the year in Waterton Lakes park was the beginning of construction on the large hotel which is being built by the Great Northern Railway. The building, which is designed in the style of a Swiss chalet,
has a superb site on a rocky peninsula which commands a view down the whole
length of the lake—one of the most beautiful vistas in the entire Rockies.
Accommodation for about 150 guests will be provided and it is the intention of
the- company to arrange for a fleet of motor buses connecting the hotel with
their other hotels in the United States Glacier national park. The need of
accommodation of a high class nature in Waterton Lakes park has been much
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felt. Its provision will bring this park for the first time within the list of the
premier resorts of the Rockies and a large increase in travel seems likely to
result.
In February, 1926, a regrettable fire destroyed one entire wing of the Banff
Springs hotel, Banff. Plans were immediately made by the company for the
rebuilding of this section on a larger scale in modern fireproof construction to
correspond with the newer portions of the hotel. In the autumn work was begun
on the new structure and carried on during the winter months, so as to have the
new building ready for the tourist season of 1927. The plans include two lounges,
stretching the entire length of the building on two floors and commanding the
superb view of the Bow valley and mount Rundle for which this hotel is famous;
a large ballroom; and 240 bedrooms.
In Jasper park, extensions totalling an expenditure of approximately a
quarter of a million dollars were made by the Canadian National Railways to
their Jasper Park Lodge. The dining-room was enlarged, a new ball-room was
built and additional bungalows for sleeping accommodation were provided.
In Glacier park, the old Glacier House, so long a centre for alpine climbers
and lovers of the Selkirk mountains, was finally closed down. The hotel was
an old wooden structure and had become out of date as a high class resort.
Travel to this park was accordingly restricted, most visitors staying over only
between trains.
Camping Facilities.—Coincident with the increase in motor travel has been
the demand for public campsites and similar facilities along the highways. Last
year, at the Mount Rundle campsite at Banff, 4,235 camping permits were
issued, an increase of 796 over the previous year. To meet the travel into Yoho
park over the new highway a similar campsite was also established in that park
at the junction of the Field-Lake Louise highway and the road leading up the
Yoho valley. This campsite was equipped with stoves, shelters, sanitary conveniences, and running water piped from a clear spring 1,500 feet above. The
camp was soon so well patronized that it was necessary to put a caretaker in
charge and at the end of the season clearing was undertaken which will double
its capacity for the coming year. To meet the increasing demand of motorists
who desire to live under canvas, extensions were also made, to the campsites in
Kootenay park along the Banff-Windermere highway. Eight new shelters were
erected, making a total of 22 shelters now in the park.
It was expected that the Mount Revelstoke highway leading up mount
Revelstoke to the national park on its summit, would have been completed
during the fiscal year, but owing to the outbreak of dangerous forest fires, it
was necessary to call off the road gangs for a considerable period for fire-fighting
purposes, and at- the end of the season a small section still remained to be constructed. This park continues to attract attention through its scenic and winter
sports possibilities. During the year improvements were made to the ski jump,
which is considered one of the finest on the continent, and on which six world
records have been made. The annual carnival, which took place February 15
to 18, proved to be. the most successful yet held.
WILD LIFE

Wild life in the parks is increasing in a most satisfactory manner. While
no accurate census of game is of course possible, the reports of the wardens
and others show that the larger game animals are steadily growing more
numerous and appearing in new sections of the parks. The recovery of both
wild goat and sheep as a result of sanctuary conditions has been astonishing.
Deer and black bear are also exceedingly numerous. Elk are noticeably increasing in Rocky Mountains and Jasper parks. Grizzlies are reported as increasing
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in several of the outlying regions- In Jasper park both caribou and moose have
come in from areas outside the boundaries and are making the park their home.
Elk were observed in Yoho park last year for the first time but it is believed
they were driven in from outside during the heavy fire in the Vermilion Crossing region.
One of the gratifying features of the increase in wild life has been that
the department is now in a position to assist the efforts being made in other
places to replenish regions where the original stocks have become depleted.
During the past year fifty bighorn sheep were captured in the Rocky Mountains park and shipped to British Columbia for restocking an area near Spences
Bridge, once a habitat of mountain sheep but from which they have practically
disappeared. Twenty-five elk were also shipped from Buffalo park to restock
the Kettle Valley reserve in British Columbia.
' Antelope Herd.—The Government antelope herd at Nemiskam, Alta., continues to thrive. The original 50 enclosed in 1915 have now increased to 400,
the increase during the past year being 165. This large increase is most encouraging. It indicates that the herd is now well established and holds out great
promise for the future. The pronghorned antelope was once one of the most
abundant large animals in North America, its numbers at one time even surpassing, it is said, those of the American bison. Yet within a little more than
half a century the species had been reduced to probably not more than one
hundred thousand. Estimates made by prominent game authorities place the
number of wild antelope in Canada today at probably less than three thousand. The species is an extremely interesting one, not only on account of its
curious markings and its highly developed power of speed, but also because it
is the only representative of its class—an intermediary type between goat and
cattle—found on this continent. To early settlers in the Canadian West the
antelope was only second in interest to the buffalo and the apparent success of
the present experiment to save it from extinction is therefore the more gratifying.
Buffalo Herd.—The buffalo herds in the two animal reserves, Buffalo park
and Elk Island park, continue to thrive and increase. Since 1909, when the
herd was placed in Buffalo park, there has been a total increase of 13,786 buffalo
from the original 716 purchased from Michael Pablo. The following table gives
the yearly increase and the disposal of surplus animals:—
Year

1909
1910
1911...
1912
1913
19141915
1916.
1917
1918
1919
1920
1921
1922
1923
1924
1925
1926....'

Increase

:
:

'

Slaughtered
for
Sent North
sale

50
110
172
208
236
202
442
356
537
665
1,148
543
1,075
997
1,823
1,800
2,337
1,600

2,000

1,634
2,011

14,301

4,111

3,646

264
1,847
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In this period there was a loss due to natural causes of 1,019 and in addition 129 were donated, lent or sold, chiefly to zoological collections in various
cities in Canada, the United States and different parts of the Empire.
The satisfactory condition of the herd made possible the shipment of the
2,011 young animals in 1926 to what is known as the Wood Buffalo park near
Fort Smith, N.W.T. Early in the season the work of cutting out and rounding up
the young animals was begun and they were gradually drifted down through
a series of corrals to the shipping point. On June 28 the first train load was
forwarded to the end of rail at Waterways where the animals were loaded on
scows to continue their journey down the Athabaska and Slave rivers to the
eastern border of the park. Other trains followed at intervals of two weeks,
until the total consignment had been transported.
The branch was also able to meet requests from several countries for
buffalo for exhibition or scientific purposes. During the year twelve buffalo
were shipped to Chicago, U.S.A., and two buffalo to Edmonton, Alta. One pair
of buffalo for the Zoological Society of Wellington, New Zealand, and two
female buffalo for Edinburgh, Scotland, were shipped from Elk Island park.
The slaughter of 2,000 animals for sale was also considered advisable and
in the autumn a contract was let to a prominent packing company for the disposal of this number.
Publicity work in connection with the sale of buffalo products was also
carried on. As the generation familiar with these articles has largely passed
away, the market has had to be built up all over again. The beauty and durability of the robe for floor covering or motor robes required little advocacy and
there has been a large demand for these. Its suitability for the making of high
class fur coats, however, remained to be demonstrated. At the request of the
National Parks Branch several prominent furriers were persuaded to make a
few sample coats as an experiment. The results were eminently satisfactory.
It was found that by modern methods of tanning and scraping the hide can be
rendered pliable and sufficiently light in weight. The darker portions of the
fur were used for trimming in some cases and when completed the coats were so
attractive that they aroused a great deal of interest wherever displayed.
Exhibits of these were made at the Canadian National Exhibition, Toronto, and
at other places in Canada, and large orders were received for both men's and
women's coats.
The work in connection with the buffalo cross-breeding experiment was also
continued with encouraging results. Nine calves representing various percentages of buffalo, yak, and domestic cattle were born. The hybrids so far obtained
are promising looking animals and they form a source of much interest to
scientific and other visitors to the park.
Fish and Fishing.—Investigations with a view to ascertaining the suitability
for piscatorial life were continued in the waters of Jasper park. Lakes Beauvert,
Annette, Edith, Medicine, Jacques, and Maligne were given an extended examination. It was recommended that lake Mildred should be stocked with smallmouthed black bass after the lake had been rid of pike. The stocking of lakes
Annette and Edith, and possibly Beauvert, with trout was also recommended.
Restocking Was carried on in Rocky Mountains park and 56,600 cut-throat
trout fryj,were placed in Marvel lake; 41,000 in Leman lake, near the headwaters of the Spray river;;and 10,000 in Bryant creek. A shipment of 50,000
salmon trout fry was sent from the Banff hatchery to Waterton Lakes park, and
liberated in the lakes there. Two shipments of; rainbow trout fry, the first of
110,000 and the second of 42,000, were received; from the United States
Glacier National park, and these also were distributed in the various lakes and
streams of Waterton Lakes park. In Yoho park 1,500 rainbow trout fry. were
placed in lake O'Hara.
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FIRE PROTECTION

The year was one of the most serious from the point of forest fires experienced
by parks' officers since the organization of this branch. A hot, dry June made
the forests as inflammable as a match-box and the low humidity was followed
by severe electrical storms with little rain. The result was the outbreak of a
number of fires due to lightning. Yoho and Kootenay parks suffered most
heavily. The most severe fire in Yoho park was one which started outside the
boundary. Fanned by high winds, in two days it leaped over seven miles and
entered the Kicking Horse valley, nearly entrapping twenty men who were on
their way to meet it. After a long fight this fire was got under control with a
loss of about 7,200 acres of timber. Several other outbreaks occurred in this park
but were extinguished without serious loss. In Kootenay park ten fires occurred,
nine of which were got under control without serious damage. The tenth, which
broke out on July 6, was one of the fiercest that has ever occurred in the parks.
It raged for about six weeks. During this period no rain fell and for the first
three weeks high winds and low humidity provided the worst possible conditions. A force of 200 men with all available equipment, fought desperately to
protect the scenic beauty of the Banff-Windermere highway. The engineering
staffs, foremen, timekeepers, mechanics, cooks and labourers worked in many
cases literally day and night. The acting superintendent of Kootenay park was in
charge of the operations and for six weeks this officer was never in bed. A gang
of thirty men, with several trucks and a quantity of hose, was loaned by the
Canadian Pacific Railway. The Royal Canadian Mounted Police also lent their
assistance in patrolling the road and convoying tourists. During its course the
fire crossed the highway, necessitating the closing of the road to through motor
traffic for a short time. In all about four miles were burned over but, through
the efforts of the fire-fighters, all bridges, wardens' cabins and other buildings in
the area were saved. Although the loss was considerable, it is believed the
scenery along the road will not be seriously impaired. On the contrary, once
the new growth has restored the green, it is probable that the opening up of the
forest, affording as it does wider and more distant vistas, will be an improvement from the scenic point of view. In this fire the portable units and other
mechanical equipment developed by the National Parks Branch were of triegreatest assistance. It must be admitted that without these aids the losses
would have been much more severe. As it was, in the end the fire, instead of
having to be guarded and left to burn itself out after being isolated, as is usually
the case with such severe conflagrations, was put out, and secondary outbreaks
prevented as well.
On August 30 and 31 a convention of the parks' superintendents and supervising wardens was held at Banff with the Supervisor of Forest Protection from
head office in the chair. A number of questions relating to fire protection
methods were discussed and the interchange of views resulting from the difficult
experiences of the year proved mutually beneficial and led to a number of valuable suggestions, The Supervisor of Forest Protection later visited all the
various parks and inspected the existing equipment.
As a result of investigations at head office a new portable motor pumping
unit was developed which weighs only forty-five pounds. These pumps can be
readily carried on pony back or by hand and will be specially useful at high
elevations where a hard climb is necessary. The mechanical forest fire-fighting
equipment now in use in the different parks includes 79 portable pumping units,
2 auto pumpers, 1 trailer pumper, 3 railway motor speeders, 8 hand speeders,
3 motor boats, 48 canvas relay tanks, and 92 canvas water pack bags equipped
with hand pumps.
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PUBLICITY

With the wider public interest shown in the Canadian national parks, the
number of applications for tourist information correspondingly grows. Last
year 2,877 letters of inquiry were received in the Publicity Division and a very
large portion of these were given personal replies. The demand for informative
literature necessitated the reissue of several booklets. A new edition of 10,000
copies of "Through the Heart of the Rockies and Selkirks"; 10,000 additional
copies of " Bringing Back the Buffalo "; 25,000 copies of " The Banff-Windermere
Highway "; 25,000 copies of the small booklet " Guide to Banff and District";
and a third edition of " The Call of Untrodden Ways " to the number of 10,000
were printed. Manuscripts for descriptive guides to the new Lake Louise-Golden
highway and Waterton Lakes park were prepared and have been sent to the
printers. A descriptive guide to Jasper park is now in course of preparation.
A new edition of 10,000 copies of the " Guide to Fort Anne," one of the Historic
Sites, was also issued. Publications distributed from head office during the
year totalled 101,786. Photographs for illustration purposes numbering 16,010
were also sent out.
Among the best media of publicity are the daily and weekly press and
monthly magazines. Many articles, which were either written in the branch or
for which material or illustrations were supplied to outside writers, were sent out
and appeared in Canada, United States, England, Holland, Germany, India,
Australia, and New Zealand.
An active lecture campaign was also carried on by the official lecturer of
the branch and his assistant through Canada and the central and western United
States. In the course of the itinerary lectures were delivered before service
clubs, educational institutions, boards of trade, chambers of commerce and similar associations, totalling 299. The audiences numbered approximately 52,500
persons. A short western tour was also undertaken by the Director of Publicity
in Western Canada and the. United States. Prepared lectures, accompanied by
slides and lecture notes were sent out to the number of 83, of which fifty-two
were used in Canada, nineteen in the United States, one in New Zealand and one
in China. Ten sets of lantern slides were also kept in circulation among educational institutions in the British Isles.
The branch took part in several expositions including the New England
Sportsmen's Show at Boston. A buffalo exhibit and a national parks exhibit
were also arranged for the Canadian National Exhibition at Toronto and for the
Central Canada Exhibition, Ottawa.
JASPER TOWNSITE

The increase in the permanent population of Jasper townsite, owing to its
having been created a divisional point by the Canadian National Railways,
necessitated a considerable extension of the water system. Approximately a
mile and a half of new mains were laid in the town. The new reservoir at Cabin
lake, completed last fall, is giving excellent service. Extensions were also made
to the electric light system, and an improved telephone service was secured by
the erection of an aerial cable line through the townsite which has overcome the
induction previously experienced from the electric light service. Four blocks
in the north end were taken up by the railway company for residential purposes and streets were opened up through this section by the Canadian National
Parks Branch. The year was an active one for building in the townsite and
permits were issued covering an estimated outlay of $132,710.
Golf Course.—The Canadian National Railways maintained the golf course
in excellent condition during the year. The first annual Jasper Park Lodge
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Tournament, premier event of the Jasper golf season, for which the Totem Pole
trophy has been donated, was won by a Vancouver player over a large field of
competitors.
Alpine Climbing.—Jasper park continues to be a popular centre for alpine
climbing. The Alpine Club of Canada held its 21st annual camp in Tonquin
valley from July 26 to August 7; 138 members attended. In addition to the
graduate climbs, exploration work was undertaken and successful first ascents
were made of mounts Benning and Blackhorn. An attempt was made to
scale mount Redoubt but the party had to give up before reaching the summit.
Dr. J. W. Hickson, President of the Club, and Mr. Howard Palmer, President
of the American Alpine Club, carried on exploration work in the Mount Edith
Cavell region, and succeeded in making first ascents of the redoubtable mount
Fryatt and of Throne mountain. The remarkable region surrounding the Columbia icefield continues to attract increasing attention. The annual JasperField trail trip, passing through this region was made.
Mount Edith Cavell Memorial Service.—On August 1, the annual memorial service was held at the base of mount Edith Cavell. About 400 people
motored or rode the twenty miles from Jasper to be present at the service, which
is one of the most impressive events of the year. A brief religious ceremony,
with music led by the Jasper Lodge orchestra and the gowned choir of Jasper
Anglican church, was held. At its conclusion the audience remained standing
while the bugler sounded the sombre " Last Post" and the flag dipped slowly
in salute to the memory of the heroic British nurse.
Experiment with Tar Sands.—Several years ago the Department of the
Interior reserved a number of sections and part sections in the tar sands region,
near McMurray, in northern Alberta, for national parks' uses. This year,
through the co-operation of the Mines Branch of the Department of Mines, the
Canadian National Parks Branch was able to make its first practical experiment
in the use of this material for road surfacing purposes. The services of Mr. S. C.
Ells were loaned by the Mines Branch and he supervised the arrangements in
connection with excavation of the material and the assembling of a suitable
mixing plant.
Thirteen car loads were taken from the quarry on the Clearwater river,
loaded on scows and towed to railhead at Waterways, where the material was
transferred to cars and shipped by rail to Jasper. The trial of the mixture was
made on a section of the highway from Jasper townsite to Jasper Park Lodge,
a road which is called upon to bear a great deal of traffic during the tourist
season. For a distance of about half a mile the road was reshaped and regraded
and then covered with a two-inch surface of the mixture. The total cost per
square yard proved to be less than the cost of asphalt as laid in some of the
Alberta cities and the surface was so satisfactory that it was decided to treat
the remainder of the road in the same way. Later in the season reshaping and
regrading of the remaining section were, therefore, carried out, and early in
the coming season, as soon as conditions permit, the tar sand surface will be
applied.
REVENUE

Revenue collected by the National Parks Branch during the fiscal year
ended March 31, 1927, exceeded by $58,909.22 the amount collected in 1925-26.
The following statement shows the net increases and decreases from the
different sources:—
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Source

1926-27

Totals...

1925-26

$

cts.

115,409 79
12,849 93
37,919 41
150 00
370 37
4,808 81
35 00
2,250 91
6,092 93
138 25
64 00
168 60
13 00
1,880 09
443 50

21,897
7,518
26,126
492

21
27
09
00

241,504 71

182,595 49

59,538 84

cts.

S

Increase

137,307 00
20,368 20
64,045 50
642 00
170 25
6,012 80
15 00
2,338 17
7,030 60
491 82
30 00
218 00
34 25
2,636 97
68 00
40 15
56 00

$

Point Pelee park
Brereton Lakes park
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Net increase of total revenue

cts.

1,203 99
87 26
937 67
353 57
49 40
21 25
755 98
40 15
56 00

Decrease

8

cts.

200 12
20 00

34 00

375 50

629 62

$ 58,909 22
TOWN PLANNING

The awakening of interest in town planning throughout the Dominion has
involved considerable extension of publicity work on the theory and practice
of town planning. Literature has been widely distributed and many articles
on the subject have been contributed to Town Planning, the Journal of the Town
Planning Institute of Canada, and other magazines and papers. The lantern
slide service has been maintained and much correspondence has been conducted.
THE PRESERVATION OF TOTEM POLES

The Inter-Departmental Committee charged with the preservation of the
totem pole art of the Indians of British Columbia held several meetings and
during the summer restoration work was carried on at Kitwanga, B.C., under
the direction of Mr. Harlan I. Smith, Archaeologist of the Canadian National
Museum, Ottawa. Ten poles, some of which were in a bad state of decay, were
cleaned and where the wood was found to be rotting, the cavities were scraped
out and filled with cement. Fallen poles were re-erected and all poles firmly
set in cement bases to prevent further deterioration. They were treated with
creosote and painted by Indian workers in their own style. The Indians for
the most part Were sympathetic towards the efforts of the Government and in
several cases lent the department valuable assistance in the restoration work.
Protection of Migratory Birds
Following suggestions from the different provincial game authorities,
amendments were made to the regulations based on the Migratory Birds Convention Act. A closed season for a period of three years was declared, to protect black-bellied and golden plover and an extension of the closed season was
provided for wood duck and eider duck. A consolidation of the Migratory Birds
Regulations embodying these amendments and a few other minor changes was
printed and distributed prior to the opening of the hunting season.
45891-7
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The chief officer for the provinces of Ontario and Quebec and a staff of
temporary assistants, spent the summer on the north shore of the gulf of St.
Lawrence, in Quebec, and patrolled the region with a view to protecting the
abundant sea-bird life there. In British Columbia special efforts were made
to give additional protection to the trumpeter.swans, a band of which breed
and live in that province.
In conjunction with the Department of Marine and Fisheries, the Department of the Interior sought ways and means for the reduction of the annual loss
in valuable bird life caused by oil dumped from vessels in navigable waters.
Last June a preliminary conference of the Powers of the world was called at
Washington "for the consideration of this question and the Deputy Minister of
this department acted as Canadian representative. A draft convention was
drawn up which will be submitted to the Maritime Powers and it is hoped that
effective action will result which will remedy the existing conditions due to oil
pollution in coastal waters and consequent damages to harbours, fisheries and
marine bird life.
Historic and Pre-Historic Sites
The Historic Sites and Monuments Board held its annual meeting at
Ottawa at which sites under consideration were reviewed with a view to defining
their national significance and a selection made for marking in future years.
Of the 900 sites which have to date been reviewed by the board, 186 have
been selected for attention. The control of 113 of these has been acquired.
In previous reports the action taken with respect to a number of sites was
reviewed. The following shows those which were marked during the past year:
MARITIME PROVINCES

Louisbourg, N.S.—A cairn of field stones with a bronze tablet was placed
on the property transferred by the Department of Railways and Canals to this
department, to mark the site of King's Bastion, the entrance to the fortress of
Louisbourg, which contained the Governor's residence, the barracks and the
chapel.
Fort Nashwaak, Devon, N.B.—A cairn and tablet were placed in the existing town park to mark the site of the fort erected in 1692 at the junction of the
St. John and Nashwaak rivers, by Governor Villebon. In the six years of their
occupancy the French directed many, raids from this fort against New England,
one of which resulted in the capture of Fort William Henry, at Pemaquid,
August, 1696.
Bathurst, N.B,—A cairn and tablet were erected on a plot of land provided
by the town, at the intersection of Main and Murray streets, to commemorate
the public services of Nicolas Denys, Governor and Lieutenant-General of the
coasts and islands of the gulf of St. Lawrence from Canso to Gaspe, 1654-88.
Denys was a pioneer in trade and the fishing industry, a natuialist, and author
of a classical work on Acadia published in 1672. His chief residence was at
Point au Pere, where lie died and was buried in 1688.
Annapolis Royal, N.S.—The Fort Anne Historic park, Annapolis Royal,
N.S., has become one of the most popular tourist attractions in that province.
Last year there were 14,000 visitors, a large number of whom were from the
United States. Under the direction of the Historical Association of Annapolis,
and in the presence of the Lieutenant-Governor and a very distinguished company, a memorial celebration was held on August 2 in commemoration of the
production here of Lescarbot's play or masque, "Neptune's Theatre," in 1906.
A bronze tablet, the gift of the French society "Le Souvenir Colonial Francais,"
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commemorating Charles de Monou d'Aulnay, was unveiled on June 7 by the
President of the Historical Association of Annapolis Royal. An interesting
English cannon and carriage used at the time of the expulsion of the Acadian?,
was received from the city and military authorities of Halifax, and placed in
the park.
QUEBEC

Fort Lennox, Ilc-aux-Noix.—A tablet was placed on the outer wall at. the
north entrance of the fort, marking the site as a gateway to Canada and an
advance post against the Iroquois and other invaders. The island was fortified
by the French before 1759 and additional works constructed by the Americans in
1775. The whole place was rebuilt bv the Imperial authorities during the period
from 1812 to 1827.
Fort St. Jean, St. Johns.—A boulder and tablet were placed on a plot of
land comprised in the military reserve, facing Champlain street, to mark the
site of the French fort constructed there in 1748 by M. de Lery. This post was
for a long time the rendezvous for all the military expeditions towards lake
Champlain. It was destroyed in 1760 to prevent its capture by the English
and rebuilt by Governor Carleton in 1775.
Fort Three. Rivers, Three Rivers.—A boulder and tablet were placed on a
plot of land at the corner of rue des Casernes and the driveway, adjacent to the
Customs building, to mark the site of the fort built there in 1634, which became
a centre for fur trade with the Indians. The fort was besieged on many occasions
by the Iroquois and demolished after the treaty of peace with them in 1668.
Fort de Maisonneuve, Montreal.—A tablet was placed on the outer wall of
the Customs House, Youville Square, Montreal, at the right hand entrance to
mark the site of the fort built there in 1645 by Paul de Chomedy, Sieur de
Maisonneuve, and which became the birthplace of Montreal.
St. Louis de Blandjord.—A tablet was supplied for a memorial to commemorate the founding of the settlement
in March, 1825, by Charles Heon.
The cairn upon which the tablet w7as placed was erected by local interests, who
also looked after the placing of the tablet.
ONTARIO

Fort de Levis, Adams' Point, Grenville County.—A cairn and tablet, inclosed
by a fence, were erected on a small plot of land donated by Mr. James Adams,
and adjacent to the Montreal-Toronto highway, four miles east of Prescott, to
mark the site of Fort de Levis, constructed on isle Royale (Chimney island) by
Champlain Francois Pouchot in 1760. After a gallant defence,, on August 25,
1760, its garrison surrendered to the British forces commanded by Sir Jeffrey
Amherst. The unveiling ceremonies were carried out on August 25, 1926, in
accordance with arrangements made by the Prescott Board of Trade and the
Women's Institute.
Fort Cataracqui or Frontenac, Kingston.—A tablet was placed on the
southern wall of the entrance gate to Tete du Pont barracks to mark the site
of the fort erected by Count de Frontenac in July, 1673, and rebuilt by La Salle
in 1675. For many years this fort was the key to the West, the base of La Salle's
explorations and a French outpost against the Iroquois and English.
Richmond, Carleton County.—A cairn, tablet and fence were erected on a
small plot of land donated by Mr. Samuel Mann, adjacent to the highway from
Ottawa to Richmond, in memory of the services of Charles Lennox, Dvrke of
Richmond, Governor of Canada, 1818-19, who died at that place on August 28,
45891-7}
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1819. The unveiling ceremonies were carried out on August 17, 1926, arrangements being made by the municipal councils of the village of Richmond and
township of Nepean.
Rideau Canal, Ottawa.—A tablet was placed on the central pillar of the
bridge at Connaught Place, Ottawa, to commemorate the hundredth anniversary
of the beginning of the construction of the Rideau canal, under the direction
of Lieutenant-Colonel John By, R.E. The unveiling ceremonies were carried
out on August 19, 1926, under the auspices of the Women's Canadian Historical
Society.
Fort Wellington, Prescott.—A tablet was erected at the entrance of this historic fort, constructed in 1812 and 1813 under the direction of LieutenantColonels Thomas Pearson and George R. J. Macdonell as the main post for the
defence of the communication between Kingston and Montreal. The unveiling
ceremonies were carried out on August 25, 1926, under the auspices of the Prescott Board of Trade and the Women's Institute.
Port Talbot, Elgin County.—A cairn and tablet were erected on a plot of
land situated adjacent to the Talbot road, donated by the Talbot estate, to commemorate the historic events associated with Port Talbot. Near the cliff stood
for almost fifty years the residence of the Honourable Thomas Talbot, Colonel
of the British Army, who, on May 21, 1803, began there the Talbot settlement.
The unveiling ceremonies were carried out on June 30, 1926, in accordance with
arrangements made by the Elgin Historical and Scientific Institute in co-operation with the Ontario Historical Society.
Waterloo Pioneers, Kitchener.—A tablet was placed on a memorial tower
constructed by the Waterloo Historical Society to commemorate the settlementestablished there in 1800 by Joseph Schoerg and Samuel Betzner, Jr., Mennonites,
who arrived from Franklin county, Pennsylvania, and began the first two farms
in the county of Waterloo. In the same year Samuel Betzner, Sr., took up a
farm which included the site on which the memorial stands. The unveiling
ceremonies were carried out on August 25, 1926, in accordance with arrangements made by the Waterloo Historical Society.
Ottawa.—A tablet was erected inside the entrance to the Public Archives
building in commemoration of the valour and sacrifice of Allan Rudyard Crawford, Commander and Scientist of the Arctic Expedition to Wrangel island,
1921-1923.
Ottawa.—A tablet was erected inside the main entrance to the Public
Archives building, in memory of those who perished in the Canadian Arctic
Expedition of 1913-1918.
Fort William.—A cairn and tablet were erected on a small plot of land leased
by the city of Fort William in Heath Street park, to commemorate the historic
events associated with that region.
WESTERN CANADA.

Fort Walsh, near Maple Creek, Sask.—A cairn, tablet, and fence were erected
on lot 1, group 17, in the northeast quarter of section 21, township 7, range 29,
west of the 3rd meridian, to mark the site of Fort Walsh, an old post of the
North West Mounted Police, built in 1875 by Inspector J. M. Walsh. From
this pdst 102 officers and men maintained law and order among hunting bands
of the Blackfeet, Crees, Assiniboines, Saulteaux and Sioux, until the removal of
the post to Maple Creek in 1883.
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Fort MacLeod, MacLeod, Alta.—A cairn and tablet were placed on the Public
Works reserve, adjacent to Twenty-third street in the town of Macleod to commemorate the arrival of the North West Mounted Police, in October, 1874, and
the building of the fort on the island immediately to the northeast of the town.
Their coming brought law and order into a wild and lawless country,
Fort Saskatchewan, Alta.—A cairn and tablet were placed on the surveyed
road allowance passing through, river lot 8, Fort Saskatchewan settlement, to
mark the sites of Fort Augustus, established by the North West Company in
1794 and Fort Edmonton established by the Hudson's Bay Company in 1795.
Rivals in trade, allies in danger, these companies carried the flag and commerce
of Britain from the shores of the Atlantic ocean and Hudson bay, to the Pacific
and Arctic oceans- Both forts were abandoned in 1807.
Bella Coola, B.C.—A large memorial shaft to which is affixed a bronze
tablet was erected on Mackenzie rock, near Bella Coola, to mark the western
terminus of the first journey across the continent of North America. This was
made by Sir Alexander Mackenzie of the North West Company, who, with his
nine companions arrived at this spot on July 21, 1793, and from which he
retraced his course to lake Athabaska. A facsimile of the inscription written
by himself at that time upon the rock was embedded therein in cement.
PRESERVATION WORK

Repairs to prevent deterioration of historic buildings and structures and
general improvement work have been carried Gut on a number of sites, the
following of which are the most important: Fort Cumberland, N.B.; Martello
Tower, St. John, N.B.; Fort Chambly, P.Q.; Fort Lennox, Ile-aux-Noix, P.Q.;
Fort Wellington, Prescott, Ont-; Fort St. Joe, St. Joseph's island, Oni; Fort
Langley, Langley, B.C.
APPENDIX
The Alpine Club of Canada
T H E BANFF CLUB HOUSE

(Report prepared by the Secretary)
There were many improvements made in the Club House during 1926.
The principal, and most highly appreciated was the installation of electric light.
The club is grateful to the Department of the Interior for its assistance and
consideration.
As usual, many visits were made by strangers desirous of information concerning the mountains, their geography and their history.
The most notable climb made in the neighbourhood during the season was
the first guideless climb of mount Louis. The first climb was also made of the
eastern pinnacle of Castle mountain. During the season several important
expeditions were undertaken by club members. Perhaps the most outstanding
was the attempt on " Mystery Mountain," reached from the head of Bute inlet,
B.C. The expedition led by Mr. and Mrs. W. A- D. Munday was a strenuous
one. Retreat became necessary at about 10,000 feet elevation. The region has
not been surveyed, but the height has been roughly estimated at twelve to
thirteen thousand feet. Photographs show it to be a very fine peak, with other
fine ones near. Another attempt will be made in 1927.

Part K—13
DETAILS OF EXPENDITURE-Con.—DETAIL DES DEPENSES—Suite
Salaries a t Ottawa

Vote-Credit 14— Civil Government
Salaries-Con.—Traitements d u

goiivernement civil-Suite
PERMANENT STAFF—Con.
PERSONNEL FERMANENT—Suite

Humphry's, H. W. R., prin. elk., 12 m.
at $2,280, less $32.29 hospitalization
charges
$
Ince, R. A., prin. elk
Leclair, J. A., elk., gr. 4
Lecourt, E., prin. elk., 6 m. to Sept. 30
at $2,040 (deceased)
Lefurgey, J.,clk.,gr. 3,12 m. at $1,320,
less 9 d
Lochnan, J. J., clk.,gr. 2, 9 m. a t $1,200,
3 m. a t $1,260, less I d
Lothian, W. F., elk., gr. 3, 6 m. at
$1,380, 6 m. at $1,440
McCann, D., head elk
McRorie, W. W., sten., gr. 2
Montpetit, A., elk., gr. 2, 5 m. to Aug.
31 at $1,440 (resigned)
Neville, H. J., elk., gr. 3
Nielsen, G. M., sten., gr. 2, 9 m. at
$1,020, 3.m. at $1,080, less 28* d
O'Grady, W.J.,cSk.,gr. 4
Payton, G.W., prin. elk
Pereira, G. P., head elk
Richardson, M., eten.,gr. 3
Robertson, J. E., sten., gr. 2
Shields, J. A., prin. acct. elk
Stothers, J. H., asst. office eng., 9 m.
at, $2,280, 3 m. a t $2,400
"....
Walker, E., sten., gr. 2
Watson, I. L., sten., gr. 2, 9 m. at $960,
3 m. a t $1,020
Webster, W. V., prin. elk., 12 m. at
$2,280, less 13 d
Weir, C. M.,sten., gr. 2
Wilson, C. A., sten., gr. 3
Winters, A. T. C., prin. elk
Witten, S., prin. elk
York, B. L., controller of Timber and
Grazing Lands
Northwest Territories and Yukon Branch
—Division des lerriioires du Nordr
Ouest et du Yukon
Anderson, M. G., sten., gr. 3, 9 m. at
$1,260, 3 m. at $1,320..
Beilby, R„ elk., gr. 3.
Bracken, T. F . , elk,, gr. 4, 3 m. at
$1,560, 9 m. a t $1,620
Clunn, T. H. J., office eng
Dearth, A. I., sten., gr.2,3m. at$1,200,
9 m. at $1,260
Doyle, J. F., elk., gr. 4
Fmnie, O. S., director, N.W.T. and Y.
Branch
Graham, M., chief, Wild Life division.
Macdonnell, J.,sten.,gr. 2
Maxwell, M. C., sten., gr. 1, April 1
June 5 a t $840, less J d. (resigned)...
McKeand, D. L., asst. director, N.W.
T, and Y. Branch
Moran, J. F., head elk
Ormond, B. G., sten., gr. 2, 6 m.
Sept. 30at$l, 140, less80d. (resigned)l

Amount

Traitements a Ottawa

Montant

PERMANENT STAFF— COM.
PERSONNEL FERMANENT—Suite

Rosborough, V. M., sten., gr. 2, 6 m.
at $1,200, 6 m . at $1,260
$
Stewart, L. L., sten., gr. 3, 3 m. at

1,230 00

$1,740] sten., gr. 2, 9 m. at $1,260....
Thomas, A. S., asst. eng

1,380 00
2,460 00

2,247 71 Mining; Lands Branca—Division des
2,280 00
terrains minders
1,800 00
Batterton, W. P., depth acct., gr. 2 . .
1,020 00 Bennett, C. H., prin. elk
Blue, W. A.; elk., gr. 4
1,288 06 Busby, B. A., sten., gr. 3
Chamonard, L., sr. map draftsman..
1,211 62 Clifford, T., elk., gr. 4, 6 m. a t $1,620,
6m.at$l,680
1,410 00 Cross, W. J., elk.,- gr. 2
2,880 00 Daly, P. J., prin. elk
1,260 00 Donaldson, E. I., sten., gr. 1,12 m. at
$840, less 6 d
600 00 Durocher, E. J., elk., gr. 4
1,680 00 Esdale, R. J., depth acet., gr. 1
Gagnon, F . F., office appl opr., gr. 3,
956 37
12 m. at $1,500, less \ d
1,740 00 Gauthier, J. H . D., elk., gr. 3
2,280 00 Genest, S. M., office eng
2,880 00 Gitlis, W. C., asst. office eng
1,680 00 Gregoire, A., sten., gr. 2
1,440 00 Higgerty, H. J., elk., gr. 3
2,280 00 Kelly, H. K., gr. 2
Laflamme, R. J.,clk.,gr. 3
2,310 00 Larsen, E. C., sten., gr. 1,3 m. at $840,
1,260 00
July 1 to Jan. 15 a t $900; sten., gr. 2,
Jan. 16 to Mar. 31 at $960
975 00 Leslie, M. I., sten., gr. 2
Lock, J. W. K., prin. elk
2,197 76 McDermott, M. I. C., sten., gr. 2, 12
1,300 00
m. at $1,300, less \\ d
1,680 00 Metz, J. G., head elk
2,280 00 Millar, M. A., sten., gr. 1,12 m. at $960,
2,280 00
less 28 d
Mitchell, F. J., elk,, gr. 2
4,200 00 O'Connell, M. E., sten., gr. 2, 10 m.
to Jan. 31 a t $1,260, less 53 d. (transferred to Outside)
Pelton, A., prin. elk
Ross, J. M., sten,, gr. 3
Rowatt, H. H., supt., Mining Lands..
Sheppard, E. M., sten., gr. 1, 3 m. at
$840, July 1 to Oct. 4 at $900 (resign1,275 00 ed)
•
1,680 00 Shiels, E. E., elk., gr. 3
Spenee, C. F., asst. supt., Mining Lands
1,605 00 Stewart, H. L., elk., gr. 4
2,880 00 Walters, D. R., elk., gr. 2 . . .
Westlake, W. E., elk., gr. 3
1,245 00
1,620 00 Dominion Parks Branch—Division des
pares de VEtat
4,500 00
3,300 00 Balmer, E., elk., gr. 2
1,440 00 Barber, D. M., elk., gr. 4
to
Beatty, F . B., sten., gr. 2
150 50 Blenkarn, W., elk., gr. 3
Brace, W., elk., gr. 4
3,600 00 Brown, J. P., sten., gr. 2
2,760 00 Bryan, G. W„ prin. elk
to
Calderhead, W. G., draftsman
321 77 l|Carnoehan, G. A., elk., gr. 3
|

2,580 00
2,280 00
1,800 00
1,680 00
2,040 00
1,650 00
1,440 00
2,280 00
826 45
1,740 00
2,100 00
1,497 98
1,440 00
3,120 00
2,460 00
1,440 00 '
1,680 00
1,260 00
1,680 00
897 58
1,380 00
2,160 00
1,294 76
2,880 00
887 14
1,500 00
869 13
2,280 00
1,680 00
4,500 00
444 68
1,680 00
3,360 00
1,800 00
1,440 00
1,440 00

1,080 00
1,740 00
1,300 00
1,440 00
1,800 00
1,260 00
2,280 00
1,500 00
1,680 00

l\^"T/\

Part K—14
INTERIOR—INT^RIEUR
Salaries a t Ottawa

Amount

Traitements a) Ottawa

Votc-GTe'dlt 14—Civil Government

PERMANENT STATE—Con.

Salaries-Con.—Traitements rlu

PERSONNEL EERMANENT— Suite

Montant

gouvemement civil-Suite
Cameron, D . D.,clk.,gr. 4
PERMANENT STAFF— Con.
PERSONNEL PERMANENT—Suite

Casey, C. M,, sten., gr. 2
$
Cook, E . I., sten., gr. 2, 9 m. a t $1,200,
3m.at$l,260..
Corcoran, J. B., prin. elk., 9 m. at
$1,920, 3 m. at $2,040
Corp, F., messenger
Crown, E. M., sten., gr. 2
Currie, M.,sten„ gr. 2
Daoust, A., clk.,gr, 2
Ebbs, E . J., elk., gr. 4
Featherstone, R., sten., gr. 1, 3 m. at
$780, 9 m. at $840
H a n d . S . E . , prin. elk
Harkin.J.B., com. of Dominion Parks
Harris, K. D., asst. architect
Hawkins, L., sten., gr. 2
Heaslip, T. S., prin, elk
Herscovitz, B., sten., gr. 1, 9 m. at
$840, 3 m. at $900
Kniewasser, A., elk., gr. 2
Lafranchise, M.,elk.,gr. 3
Lennan, M., elk., gr. 4,12 m. at $1,680,
less 1494 d
'Love, G. A., sten., gr. 3
Macdonald, M. B., sten., gr, 2
McElroy, K. A., elk., gr. 3
McGahey, H, P., elk., gr. 3
McGuiie, M.,clk., gr. 3
MoRae, D . C . , sten., gr. 2,6 m. a t $960,
6 m. at $1,020
Murphy,A.J,,elk.,gr.4,8m.at$l,800;
prin. elk., 4 m. a t $1,800
Nagle.C.E,, asst., Wild Life division..
O'Brien, A., sten., gr. 2, 9 m. at $1,140,
3 m. at $1,200
Pinard, A. A., chief, Historic Sites
division
Rogers, M, F., sten., gr. 3
Scharfe, V. J., sten., gr. 2
Scott, E., sten., gr. 2
Shea, J. J,, elk., gr. 4.
Spero, J. E., head elk
Stronach, R. S., park supt,, gr. 4
Von Charles, F., sten., gr. 3
Ward, E. M., sten., gr. 2,11 m. to Mar,
31 at $1,260
Williams, E. R., sr. draftsman
Williams, J. L., prin. elk
Williams, M. B., head elk
Williamson, F . H . H., deputy com. of
Dominion Parks
Wood, J. A., park supt., gr. 3

Clarke, H. H., investigator, N.R., gr. 2
Collins, G. H. A., sr. photographer, 12

1,440 00
1,215 00
1,950
1,300
1,260
1,260
1,440
1,800

00
00
00
00
00
00

825 00
2,280 00
5,100 00
2,340 00
1,260 00
2,280 00
855 00
1,600 00
1,380 00
995 81
1,680 00
1,300 00
1,680 00
1,380 00
1,320 00
990 00
1,800 00
2,580 00
1,155 00
3,06000
1,680 00
1,260 00
1,260 00
1,800 00
2,640 00
3,000 00
1,680 00
1,155 00
2,040 00
2,280 00
2,640 00
3,840 00
2,460 00

Natural Resources Intelligence Branch—
Division des renseignements sur les resources naturelles
Adams, M. E., sten., gr. 3
Arcand, A., elk., gr. 3,7 m. to Oct. 31 at
$1,680 (superannuated)..
Atchison, M . B . , elk., gr. 4
Bastien, J. A., investigator, N.R.,gr.2
Birchenough, A. A., geographer.gr. 2..
Bray, R. P., investigator, N.R., gr. 4..
Browne, T . A., investigator, N.R.,gr.2

1,260 00
980
1,680
2,460
2,820
2,700
2,340

00
00
00
00
00
00

m. at $1,740, less $206.95 hospttalization charges
Cyr, E., office eng
Dennison, M. I., sten., gr. 3
Deshaies, M. E., jr. map draftsman,
8 m. to Nov. 30, at $1,320
Dickson, D . H., draftsman
.
Drew, D. A., sten., gr. 3, 6 m. a t $1,440,
6m.at$l,500
Du Broy, M. P., sten., gr. 1, 6 m. at
*840, Oct. 1 to Feb. 16 at $900; sten.,
gr. 2, Feb. 17 to Mar. 31 at $960
Flanagan, C. M., sten., gr. 1, 10 m. at
$840, 2 m. at $900, less 30 d
Gagnon, .1. S„ elk., gr. 2
Garvin, E . R., elk., gr. 3
Gaudry, G. A., chief, economic geography mapping division
Gauthier, A., map draftsman
Gibson, A., elk., gr. 2
Grindlay, T., geographer, gr. 1
Harvey, E. R., investigator, N.R.,gr.3
Hilliard, L., elk., gr. 4
Hoad, W. F „ elk., gr. 1, 8 m. to Mar. 31
at$l,000
Hopkins, G. R., prin. oik
Hughson, W. G„ asst. office eng
Ingersoll, C. L-, elk., gr. 1, April 1 to
Aug. 1 at $1,020 (resigned)
Jodoin, R.,elk.,gr. 3
Kitto, F . H. r investigator, N.R., gr. 6.
Lynch, F . C. C , director, N.R.I.
Branch
Macfarlane, J. H., elk., gr. 4
Mackenzie, L., sten., gr. 3
Marsolais, D., elk., gr. 3, 3 m. at $1,500,
9 m. at $1,440
Master, O., economic adviser
McCallum, H. A,, investigator, N.R.,
gr. 6
McCIymont, P. J., head elk
McFadden, M. E., library asst
McMeekin,E.J.,investigatorN.R.,gr.3
MoRae, A. D,, investigator, N.R.,gr. 3
Murphy, A., prin. elk
Murphy, M. E „ typist, gr. 2
Odell, R. K., asst. director, N . R . I . . . .
O'Keefe, J. J., investigator, N.R., gr. 1
O'Leary, S., elk., gr. 4, April 1 to Nov.
15 at $1,560 (transferred to School
Lands)
O'Neill, R. F., depth librarian, gr. 3...
Ouimett, E . G., photographer
Peaker, R., head elk.
Peaker, W. J., office eng
Petrie, J., geographer, gr. 1..
Pilon, E., sr. messenger
Plunkett, R-, sten., gr. 2, 9 m. at $1,200,
4 m. at $1,260
Proulx, A., sten., gr. 2
Ritchie, I., elk., gr. 4
Routh, C. T „ prin. elk
Ryan, T. W., elk., gr. 2
Shea, A. E-, elk., gr. 1,4m. to Mar. 31 at
$1,300
Sim, J., cartographer
Slade, W. T., elk., gr. 3

$ 1,680 00
2,100 00

1,533 05
2,520 00
1,680 00
880 00
1,380 00
1,470 00
877 14
780 00
1,600 00
1,260 00
3,300 00
1,680 00
1,440 00
2,580 00
2,580 00
1,680 00
666 68
1,800 00
2,400 00
342 74
1,680 00
3,480 00
4,800 00
1,680 00
1,260 00
1,455 00
4,50000
3,300 00
2,880 00
1,020 00
2,580 00
2,820 00
2,280 00
1,440 00
3,900 00
1,800 00
975 00
1,680 00
1,620 00
2,400 00
3,120 00
2,460 00
1,080 001,215 00
1,440 00
1,680 00
2,040 00
1,600 00
433 36
2,100 00
1,680 00

Part K—65
DETAILS

OF E X P E N D I T U R E — C o n — D E T A I L

DES

DEPENSES—Suite

Votes-Credits 281 & 401—Canadian National Parks—Pares nationnux du Canada
GENERAL EXPENSES—DEPENSES GENERALES

Salaries—Traitemenia:—Ottawa,
$78,343.85, less charged to Vote 496, $40, to Vote
492, 1925-26, $480
.. ...
(Page K—28)
77,823 85
Travelling Expenses—Erais de voyage:—3. H. Henderson
._
698 67
Materials, Supplies, Repairs, etc.—MaUriaux,
fournitures,
reparations,
ete^:—
Buffalo license plates, 1,145, $263.15; fire hose, etc., $141.45; enamel signs,
500, $719.25; photographic and surveys' supplies, $137.33; map paper, 6 rms.,
$111.60; Union Jacks, 36, $165.37; hardware and sundries, $143.04
1,681 19
Printing and Stationery—Impressions
et papeterie:—King's
Printer: printing,
$12,214.58; supplies, $6,898.55
19,113 13
Miscellaneous—Divers:—Express
and freight: American Railway Express Co.,
$205.72, Can. National Express Co., $1,024.36; Can. Pae. Express Co., $233.65,
Can. Nat. Railways, $308.28, Can. Pae. Railway Co., $420.02; Dominion Express
Co., $996.90; telegrams: Can. Nat, Telegraphs, $776, Can. Pacific Ry, Oo's
Telegraphs,. $656.62; premiums on guarantee bonds, $296.97; membership and
annual fees, $41; customs brokers' fees. $47.38
5,006 9f
10j,823 74
PUBLICITY— PUBLICITE

Travelling Expenses—Erais de voyage:—H. G. Cuttle, $66.34; G. E. Purvis, $295.45.
Materials, Supplies, Repairs, etc.—Maleriaux, fournitures, reparations, etc.:—Associated Screen News of Cauada, Ltd., Montreal, motion picture film, $1,568.40,
sundries, $99.45; Specialty Lighting Co., Toronto, border units, $840; installation
and material, $391.24; sundries, $259; accounts under $1,000: dippings, $214.60;
dry goods, $282.60; electrical fixtures and supplies, $165.12; hardware and tools,
$1,047.13; lumber and furniture, $1,957.50; labour, $3,680.92; mounting of buffalo
heads, $600; photographic supplies, $1,678.58
Miscellaneous—Divers:—Express,
freight and cartage, $748.58; light and power,
$638.09; sundries, $283.56

361 79

12,784 54
1,670 23
H,816 56

HISTORIC SITES AND MONUMENTS—SITES ET MONUMENTS HISTORrQUES

Salaries and Wages—Traitements et gages:—Caretakers:
J. Adams, Fort de Levis,
Aug. 5 to Mar. 31 at $25; J . E. Beaubien, Fort Richelieu, $25; L. J . N.
Bianchet, Fort Chambly, $1,380; H. Bowtell, Frog Lake, April 1 to Feb. 16
at $50; V, Bransconnier, Fish Creek, $50; J . D. Bryson, Fort Chateauguay,
$25; J . Conuell, Fort Howe, $50; G. B. Cookman, Laeoile, $25; A. Courtois,
Fort St. Jean, Dec. 13 to Mar. 31 at $25; R. J . Craig, Glengarry House, $25;
D. J . Creighton, Cariboo Wagon Road, $25; D. Daigneault, La Prairie, $25;
V. Deschenaux, Fort Crevier, $25; M. Desmarais, Madeleine De Vercberes, $50;
J . W. Eecles, Battle of Eccles Hill, $25; W. Gallant, Mission of St. Ignace, $25;
P. Gauvin, Cap Rouge, 6 m. to Sept. 30 and Feb. 5 to Mar. 31 at $25; W.
Lajeunesse, Riviere Des Prairies, $25; A. Lamoureux, Forts Edmonton and
Augustus, Jan. 14 to Mar. 31 at $25; D, Lawrence, Fort Lawrence, $25; H .
Lenihan, Martello Tower, $25; D. J . Macpherson, Glengarry Cairn, $25; S.
Mann, Aug. 9 to Mar. 31 at $25; E. Marchand, Forges St. Maurice, $25; R.
Matthews, Welland, $25; L. W. McDonald, Fort Edward. $180; W. Micbelin,
Three Rivers, $25; D. Murray, Fort Moncton, $25; F. Norton, Christian Island,
$25; Jas. O'Rourke, Fort Livingstone, $25; C. A. Papineau, Fort Lennox, $1,380;
J . W. Pidgeon, Logan Memorial Park, $25; L. Price, Fort Louisburg, $50.; R.
Reid, Fort George, $25; J. Roblee, Champlain's Habitation, $25; J . W. Shriner,
Beaver Dams, $25; F. H. Stringer, Landing Place of Dollier, $50; T. W.
Tompkins, Eimestowm Shipyard, 8 m. to Nov. 30 .at $25; C. B. Townsend,
Fort Cumberland, $50; W. A. Van Allan, Chrysler Farm, $25; W. G. Webb,
$1,260, less $225 paid by Dept. of Nat. Defence; W. W. Wilson, Ernestown Shipyard, 2 in. to Mar. 31 at $25; S, Yerxa, Fort Meduetie, $25; G. F . Young,
Fort Langley, $50
Travelling Expenses—Erais de voyage:—J. H. Byrne, $307.41; J . H. Coyne, $126.68,
less $11.68 paid in 1927-28; W. Crowe, $83.40; E. A. Cruikshank, $47.05; F. W.
Howay, $687.06, less $26.19 paid in 1927-28; S. 0 . Roberts, $163.10; J . C.
Webster, S222.50, less $47.50 paid in 1927-28; various employees under $25, $11.80.
Materials, Supplies, Repairs, etc.—•Mate'riaux, fournitures,
reparations,
etc.:—
Hardware and toots,$49.14; lumber and building supplies, $1,111.44; various
labour, $1,614.57
Miscellaneous—Divers:—Tablets and expenses at various historic sites: Arch Bishop
Memorial, $15; Arctic Expedition, $206.07; Battle of Cook's Mills, $3.80; Battle of
Coulee Grou, $15.12; Battle of Adelltown, $3.05; Blaekfoot Crossing, $188; Cariboo
Wagon Road, $21; Champlain's Habitation, $17.85; Chrysler's Farm, $25.20;
45743—5K

5,076 66

1,563 63
2,775 15
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NATIONAL P A R K S OF CANADA
REPORT OP T H E COMMISSIONER, J. B. HARKIN
National Parks
GENERAL

The past year was one of the most satisfactory from every point of view
yet experienced in connection with the National Parks of Canada. The season
itself was a favourable one with frequent rainfalls which obviated practically
all danger of forest fires and relieved those in charge from the heavy anxiety of
the two previous years. The weather, moreover, was seldom continuously wet
so that tourist traffic was not interfered with, and the absence of dust and smoke
added to the pleasure of travel and tended to increase the number of visitors.
The total registrations to all parks was approximately 359,582. Of those registered, 268,362 came by motor, and 91,220 by other means of transportation.
The largest traffic was to the three-park unit comprising Rocky Mountains,
Yoho, and Kootenay parks. These three reservations adjoin each other along
part of their boundaries and are linked together by the loop motor highway now
circling the Central Rockies. Consequently it .is more convenient to treat them
as one unit in compiling motor traffic figures. There are three entrances to the
unit: the Leanchoil gateway at the western boundary of Yoho park; the Sinclair
Radium Hot Springs gateway, at the western entrance to Kootenay park; and
the Kananaskis gateway, at the eastern entrance to Rocky Mountains park.
Rocky Mountains park has no gateway on the west while Kootenay and Yoho
parks have none on the east, so that the aggregate traffic to the three parks
can be compiled only by totalling the motors entering through each of the
above gates. Traffic was heaviest at the Kananaskis or eastern gateway, as
the following table shows:—
Kananaskis Gateway, Rocky Mountains park—
Canadian cars entering
25,800
United States ears entering
1,535

Passengers.
Passengers.

27,335
Radium Hot Springs Gateway, Kootenay parkCanadian cars entering
6,234
United States cars entering
2,206

95,672

Passengers.
Passengers.

8,440

Leanchoil Gateway, Yoho park—
Canadian cars entering..
United States cars entering.

1,417
227

33,451
3,968
37,419

18,976
7,175
26,151

Passengers.
Passengers.

1,644
Total Canadian cars
Total United States cars.
Total cars entering...

91,450
4,222

4,750
663

5,413
Total Canadian passengers
Total United States passengers
Total passengers

115,176
12,060
127,236
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A large percentage of these cars undoubtedly visited all three of the connected parks, and all ' through' travellers must have traversed two, but in the
absence of any means of arriving at complete figures the original entries alone
have been given. As it is, however, these figures represent more than one-third
of the total travel to all the parks, and serve to emphasize the importance of
high class motor highways as a factor in modern travel for pleasure.
Waterton Lakes park, in southern Alberta, attracted 15,547 motor tourists,
while Buffalo and Elk Island parks had 12,679 and 16,138 visitors respectively. Over 45,000 persons visited Point Pelee park in southern Ontario;
15,000 went to Fort Anne national park, Nova Scotia; 8,032 to Vidal Point,
a recreational area in Saskatchewan; and 500 to the new Prince Albert park in
the same province. Jasper park, which is accessible as yet only by railway,
had approximately 12,000 visitors; Mount Revelstoke park, accessible by both
rail and motor, 8,000.
It is especially gratifying to note the large percentage of Canadians among
parks' visitors. Foreign visitors have in the past frequently remarked that it
sometimes seemed to them that the people of Canada did not realize the outstanding character of their own great possessions. If this were ever true it
can be said with truth no longer. The coming of the motor and the building of
motor highways have completely changed travel conditions with respect to the
national parks and in a new sense it may be said that Canadians are taking
possession of their own country. Motor registrations to the five mountain
parks accessible by highway show that over 87 per cent of cars were Canadian
and about 13 per cent from other countries. Long distance travel by rail, on
the other hand, appears still to show a majority drawn from outside countries.
In Jasper park, where the railway still provides the only means of access, travel
showed 42 per cent Canadians, 52 per cent United States citizens, and 6 per cent
from other countries.
The completion of the Kicking Horse Trail from Lake Louise, Alta., to
Golden, B.C., was one of the outstanding events of the year. It opened a new
route across the Rockies and created a loop highway within the mountains of
nearly 300 miles. The first section of this road—from Lake Louise to Field—•
was opened last year. Work on the second section—from Field to Golden—
was prosecuted with vigour during the fall of 1926 and the spring of 1927 and
by July 1 the road was ready for traffic. The official opening was held on July
9, the ceremony taking place on a high hill above the town of Golden in the
presence of a number of distinguished representatives of the federal and provincial Governments and of local organizations. Hon. Charles Stewart, Minister of the Interior, and Hon. Dr. J. H. King, Minister of Public Health, officiated. From the date of the opening of this highway to the closing of the season over 5,600 cars went over the road in both directions and its thrilling
character, particularly the traverse of the Kicking Horse pass, the descent of
the west slope, and the provincial section via the tremendous Kicking Horse
canyon aroused enthusiastic comments.
The new highway will form a link in the projected trans-Canada motor
highway and for the completion of the Western Section only one link—between
Golden, B.C., and Revelstoke, B.C.—requires to be constructed. The demand
that this final gap should be bridged as speedily as possible has naturally been
great and during the past year investigations were made looking to this end.
Two possible routes were available, the first crossing the Selkirk range by Rogers
pass, the second by way of the Big Bend of the Columbia river. The former
route was considerably shorter but it presented serious disadvantages. Owing
to the shortness of the season due to the heavy snowfall in the Selkirk range—in
some years this is over 50 feet—it is usually late in the summer before the
high passes are clear of snow. The route about the Big Bend on the other
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hand has a milder climate and can be kept, open for from six weeks to two
months longer each year. Another very important consideration was the character of the Rogers Pass district in Glacier park. As is well known this is one
of the worst sections of the Rockies so far as snow slides are concerned, so much
so that the Canadian Pacific Railway was finally driven to build, at enormous
expense, the Connaught tunnel, five miles in length. Moreover, approximately
only six miles of the Glacier route can be said to possess scenic attractions of
the first order and these slide conditions unfortunately occur where the scenery
is at its best.
The Big Bend route on the other hand follows the Columbia river and
passes through one of the most historic regions of the west. It is a low-level
route, permitting a steady down grade from Golden (2,500 feet), to Revelstoke (1,496 feet). The Glacier route would involve a climb to Rogers pass
(4,361 feet) of nearly 3,000 feet on the west and 2,000 on the east. Another
argument in favour of the second route was that from Boat Encampment, at
the elbow of the Big Bend, a motor highway could be constructed without
much difficulty into Jasper park, thus establishing a second trans-Canada
route. In view of these considerations, after carefully weighing both schemes,
the department decided to lend its support to the second, or Big Bend route.
New Park Established.—An important addition was made during the
year to the Dominion's already fine system of national reservations by the
setting aside of an extensive area in northern Saskatchewan. North of the
great fertile belt devoted to agriculture there lies in this province a region of
rocks, woods and water which seems almost to have been formed by nature as
a special playground for man. Here are found thousands of crystal lakes,
from tiny rock basins only a few hundreds of yards across to great bodies of
fresh water over 50 miles long. Between, tying one to another into an intricate
network of waterways, run innumerable little rivers and streams offering to
canoeists and lovers of the wilderness water routes extending for hundreds of
miles. The white birch, the jack pine, and the white spruce grow here in
unusual beauty and size and clothe the shores with their diverse greens. Scores
of white sand beaches, shelving out gently and clean as a floor, invite one to
linger and bathe. Pickerel, pike, and gray trout are found in abundance in
the lakes and streams, while moose, deer, bear, and many species of game birds
abound.
A generous and typical example of this interesting region has been set
aside in Prince Albert park. The area covers approximately thirty townships
and includes 1,377 square miles. The reserve is less than 600 miles distant
from Winnipeg by motor highway and 500 miles from the international border.
Its southern boundary lies about 33 miles north by west of the city of Prince
Albert and is at present accessible by a secondary highway. A similar road
gives access to lake Waskesiu, the most southerly of the large lakes found in
the park. The western boundary is formed in part by the Sturgeon river; the
eastern by the 3rd meridian as far as the 54th parallel, where the line turns easterly so as. to touch but not include the waters of Montreal lake. Within the park
lie three important bodies of water—Waskesiu lake, Kingsmere lake and Crean
lake—as well as some forty or fifty smaller lakes. These large lakes in the
northern part of the park are so closely connected by waterways that, with
only a few short portages, a continuous trip can be made by water visiting
them all, affording a circular canoe route of approximately 100 miles.
But aside from its own immediate attractions the park makes another
appeal, irresistible to the adventurous. For its lakes and streams form a
natural gateway to the great system of linked waterways which lead to the
hinterland of Canada, extending like the links of a chain for many hundred
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miles. On the northwest these waterways finally reach the Arctic ocean,
whereas those on.the northeast extend to Hudson bay. Innumerable possibilities
for travel are, therefore, open to the canoeist and in addition to the numerous
canoe expeditions afforded within its own. boundaries it seems likely that the
park will become a popular outfitting and starting point for journeys to these
remote regions.
The Order in Council setting aside the park was passed on March 26, 1927,
and the department immediately took steps looking towards its development.
Major J. A. Wood, who had been assistant to the Superintendent of Rocky
Mountains national park, was placed in charge of the new park and a staff
of wardens appointed. As there were few data in connection with this region
the first step was the securing of definite information regarding it. The principal lakes and waterways were explored and an examination of the park and
surrounding territory was made by the Commissioner of National Parks and
the Acting Superintendent. Surveys were later begun for the relocation of
certain sections of the road from the southern park boundary to lake Waskesiu
and plans made for the improvement of other sections. A site for a public
camp ground was cleared fronting the big beach on Waskesiu lake; trails were
cleaned out; cabins for the warden staff improved or rebuilt; and an up-to-date
fire-fighting equipment installed. It is expected that the park will be formally
opened to the public in August, 1928.
Extension to Jasper Park,—By an Order in Council dated April 7, 1927, an
important addition was made to Jasper park, by the extension of its boundaries
to the south so as to include the great alpine region extending along the Great
Divide from the Columbia ice-field to the northern limits of Rocky Mountains
park. The area involved covers 980 square miles, bringing the total extent of
Jasper park up to 5,380 square miles. This region represents the climax of the
snow and ice deposits of the Rockies and is one of the most outstanding from
the point of view of alpine features on the continent, containing five great icefields and innumerable snow-capped peaks and glaciers. By the creation of
this new reservation, national park conditions are now established along the
eastern slope of the main Rockies for a distance of 225 miles.
In view of this considerable addition the possible revision of the existing
boundaries of the Rocky Mountains and Jasper parks has been under consideration. In the more easterly sections of both parks, approaching the outer
ranges, there are regions less outstanding from the scenic point of view, and
this has suggested the possibility of reducing or readjusting boundary lines.
Last summer, the Minister of the Interior accordingly arranged that Mr. R. W.
Cautley, D.L.S., of the Topographical Survey undertake a survey of these
sections of the park. His report is now receiving the consideration of the
department.
This widespread interest in national parks reveals the awakening of a new
consciousness, the development of a national pride in the beauty of country,
and a recognition of the value of these great public reservations. There is no
doubt that the remarkable growth of tourist travel in recent years, due to the
coming of the motor, has given national parks a new economic value which
has helped to establish their importance even in the eyes of the most practical.
The increasing noise and strain of city life, and the rush of traffic along all
the highways of the country have given a heightened value to regions of solitude
and peace. These conditions are likely to increase rather than to diminish and
Canada may look forward in the next half century to increasing travel by
highway to every part of the continent, and in the no distant future, by air.
In the past difficulty of access has preserved many regions in their primeval
simplicity. It is clear that the time is coming when this will no longer be true
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when even the remote Arctic may become a playground. The value of great
wilderness reservations, therefore, such as are found in the national parks must
become even greater and the importance of setting them aside while there is
yet time is clearly seen. But, as becomes increasingly clear to those charged
w.ith their administration, the mere setting aside of such reservations is not
enough. A constant vigilance will be required to preserve their wilderness and
unspoiled character, to develop a policy which will permit of the freest use but
which will jealously guard what is, perhaps, their richest endowment. The time
has gone by when such a movement can be considered sentimental or condemned
as impractical We are coming to see that whatever makes for general human
welfare is practical in the last and best sense, and in the end is economically
sound. " There is nothing," said the late Theodore Roosevelt, " more practical
in the end than the preservation of beauty—than the preservation of anything
that appeals to the higher emotions of mankind ". If we were to think of
national parks merely from the economic standpoint, from the point of view of
their ability to continue to attract tourist travel, the above dictum would
undoubtedly be sound. When we think of the parks in their larger values, as
a means for the enlargement and betterment of life, and for the satisfaction
of deeply based instincts of mankind, it becomes incontrovertible.
Distinguished Visitors,—The growing reputation of the national parks of
Canada abroad is reflected in the number of distinguished names among the
visitors' list. Practically every important personage or party of notables which
crosses Canada now arranges to visit the national parks and usually to stay
over for a few days' rest and relaxation. Among such guests last year were
Their Royal Highnesses the Prince of Wales and Prince George, who with
Premier and Mrs. Baldwin and the other members of the Royal party spent
several days informally at Banff and Lake Louise. Earlier in the year Banff
was honoured by a visit from Their Excellencies Lord and Lady Willingdon,
who spent a few days there on their first trip to the West. In the autumn
Their Excellencies returned for a couple of weeks' holidaying in Jasper park,
and with their party enjoyed fishing, golf, and motoring.
The number of private parties, many of which travelled in special trains,
was_ also unusually large and included a special party of delegates to the PanPacific Relations Congress at Honolulu, among whom were Sir Frederick Whyte,
Viscount Castlereagh, Mr. Lionel Curtis, famous founder of the Round Table,
Mr. Malcolm MacDonald, the Hon. William Astor—the son of Lord and Lady
Astor—the Hon. Hugh Wyndham, Sir Arthur and Lady Currie, and a number
of other prominent citizens of the Empire. Other visitors were the party of
British Press Representatives numbering about 120, a party of delegates from
the World's Poultry Congress comprising over 100, and 300 delegates to the
Triennial Congress on Mining and Metallurgy. Special parties from the United
States included 400 members of the Investment Bankers' Association, travelling
in four special trains; the New Outlook Magazine party numbering 200; and
delegates to the Convention of Real Estate Men, who toured in two special
trains. Several large special parties came also from Ontario and Quebec, including one of about 150 visitors who travelled under the auspices of Laval University, Montreal.
WILD LIFE I N THE PARKS

The success of the national parks of this continent as game sanctuaries
has been firmly established during the past ten years. Their usefulness in this
respect is now widely recognized not only at home but abroad and many
countries are supporting the creation of similar national parks as the best
means for the conservation of wild life. The new national park in the Dominion
of South Africa, Kruger park, follows closely the lines of the Canadian parks,
that is, the combination of a game reserve with a scenic reserve.
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The Right Honourable the Earl of Onslow,' President of the Society for
the Preservation of the Fauna of the Empire, in his presidential address at the
last general meeting of the society said:—
The whole world is becoming so speedily opened up to travellers, traders, tourists
and settlers and so much uncultivated land is coming under the plough that unless some
more or less drastic measures are taken to preserve the distinctive fauna it must obviously
disappear entirely. . . .
I am sure I should be only quoting what big game sportsmen
themselves would say when I suggest that national parks are the very best sanctuaries for
big game. . . .
I believe that is the only way in which you can be perfectly certain
they will continue to breed and multiply and so to carry on. Most of the countries have
taken steps in this direction. In fact, in those countries where it has been done for some
time the fact of the establishment of these parks has obtained the general approval of the
people so that it is really a method- of the preservation of animals which can be considered
as thoroughly satisfactory. It is a policy that among other things is financially sound.

While no complete census of the big game now in the mountain parks can
be arrived at, a steady growth in many species from year to year is apparent
to even the casual observer. Sheep and goat are extending their ranges in many
places and larger herds are continually seen. Black bear are also increasingly
numerous and grizzly are reported more frequently in the remoter areas. Elk,
which were introduced into both Rocky Mountains and Jasper parks, are
noticeably spreading out in both reserves. Young elk seem to be in particularly
good condition. Moose are reported increasing in Waterton Lakes, Kootenay,
Banff and Jasper parks. Caribou are found only in Jasper park. A small band
of these interesting animals came into the Tonquin valley some years ago from
British Columbia. This herd -has very considerably increased its numbers and
in the past few years other herds have come in along the northern boundary
and are also apparently making that region their habitat.
During the year a request was received from the province of British
Columbia for Rocky Mountain sheep for restocking. In view of the satisfactory
condition of the park herds the department decided to donate fifty sheep from
the Rocky Mountains park for this purpose. The animals were captured by
the park wardens and successfully shipped without loss.
Government Buffalo Herd.—The condition of the Government buffalo herd
in the Buffalo national park, Wainwright, is very satisfacory. Thinning by
means of annual shipments to the north and the slaughter of an additional number for sale has reduced the herd to numbers which the park is well able to support. The animals are now in prime condition and show a large percentage of
young and vigorous stock. In the autumn a contract was made with a Calgary
packing company for the slaughter of 1,000 animals, and from the meat and the
hides a satisfactory revenue was obtained.
Three superb buffalo robes, mounted as floor rugs, from the Government
herd at Wainwright park, were presented by the department to Their Royal
Highnesses the Prince of Wales and Prince George, and to Premier Baldwin,
as souvenirs of their Canadian trip. The gifts were accompanied by a small
brochure bound in buffalo leather, with hand coloured illustrations of Indian
designs, relating the story of the growth of the herd and Canada's success in
the restoration of this interesting native species.
Antelope Herd.—The Government antelope herd in the Antelope reserve,
Nemiskam, Alta., which had reached the gratifying number of 450 since the
creation of the park in 1915, suffered a severe loss during the winter. On
December 27 last during a blizzard the antelope drifted against the fence,
apparently bunching together so that their weight broke through the centre
wires of the 8-foot fence and all but nineteen of the animals drifted away during the storm. Every effort was made to recover them during the winter but
as the weather in the succeding months was unusually mild, food was plentiful
68957— 6
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and only about 152 were secured. Fortunately 110 of these were does. The
antelope is one of the most difficult native animals to drive or capture but it is
hoped that next winter, when food again becomes scarce, a number of those
which escaped will return to the park of their own accord in quest of food.
Fish.—Through the valuable assistance and co-operation of the Department of Marine and Fisheries, the restocking of lakes and streams in the parks,
was again carried on. The above department has now two hatcheries in Rocky
Mountains park, the main hatchery at Banff, and the subsidiary one at the
Spray lakes.
Early in the season about forty lakes and streams in Rocky .Mountains
park were stocked with cut-throat trout fry, .747,000 fry being liberated.
Brown trout fry were also placed in the waters of Waterton Lakes park and
in the Bow river. In July 71,840 eyed cut-throat eggs were buried in Marvel
lake, Spray river and Ionian lake and in August 205,800 cut-throat fry. were
liberated in these waters and in the Spray lakes and Bryant creek. Lake O'Hara
was also stocked with 12,000 cut-throat fry.
In "Waterton Lakes park the usual shipments of fry were received through
the kindness of officials in Glacier national park, Montana, and 13,000 were
placed in the Waterton lakes and tributary streams. The difficulty of transplanting fry from Banff to Waterton Lakes park made it seem desirable that
a small hatchery should be established in the latter park. By an agreement
therefore between this department and the Department of Marine and Fisheries
a small hatchery was erected at the Waterton townsite.
In Jasper park, under the direction of the Biological Board of Canada
and following out the recommendations submitted by them as a result of their
two years' investigation of some of the principal waters of the park, small
aquatic plants for fish food were placed in sheltered, shallow bays in lakes
Mildred, Annette, Edith, and Beauvert. Under the supervision of Mr. J. E.
Martin, Superintendent of the Banff hatcheries, 15,000 brown trout fry were
placed in lake Mildred, 10,000 in lake Edith, 10,000 in lake Annette, and 5,000
in Big Trefoil lake. To give the fish a chance to develop it was decided to
close these lakes for two years.
The restocking of Maligne and Medicine lakes and the connecting section
of Maligne river had also been strongly recommended by the Board, and
appeared very desirable both as a biological experiment, since this unit is now
barren of fish life, and on account of the increasing importance of these lakes
as tourist attractions. The difficulty of transporting fry the long distance
from Banff—the nearest fish hatchery—to Jasper and then to Maligne lake
presented a formidable obstacle and the fishery experts agreed that a small
hatchery at Jasper would be essential before the work could be undertaken.
In December last the Dominion Inspector of Fisheries for Alberta visited
Jasper park and went over the ground with the superintendent and decided to
convert an unused construction cabin into a temporary hatchery. A water
service was laid to the building and ten troughs installed. Later 250,000 eggs
of speckled trout were shipped to Jasper and cared for by park officials during
the remainder of the year. In June next these will be transported to Medicine
and Maligne lakes and liberated there. The outcome of this experiment will
be watched with much interest both by the fishery experts and the National
Parks of Canada.
HIGHWAY CONSTRUCTIOH IN PARKS

Highway construction during the year included a stretch of three and a
half miles on the highway from Jasper along the Athabaska valley to the eastern
boundary of the park. This road will form a section of the projected Jasper
highway from Edmonton. The distance now completed in the park is thirtyfour miles.
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A final section about a mile in length was constructed on the Mount
Revelstoke highway, completing the road from the park entrance to the summit
of the mountain according to the original plan. On August 17 the road was
opened by His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales, who stayed over at Revelstoke during his brief trip across Canada for the event.
In Water ton Lakes park surfacing work was done on the Akamina highway
and the road finally completed from park headquarters to the summit of the
Akamina pass. In Elk Island park work was begun on the construction of a
road from the north gate to Sandy Beach and from Sandy Beach to the south
end of the lake and thence to headquarters. In Yoho park two miles of new
road were constructed between Field and the Natural Bridge and the remaining
mile widened and improved to meet the demands consequent upon the opening
of this park to motor travel. On the Banff-Windermere highway widening and
improvements were carried out at various points and the road generally brought
up to a condition where it is comfortably wide and safe throughout.
In Jasper park a further experiment was made with the use of tar sands
from the McMurray region and a stretch of 2-13 miles was surfaced. This
section was completed by the middle of August and its condition during the
rest of the season was very satisfactory. The total area surfaced amounted to
20,771 square yards and the cost of the work to about $1.26 per square yard.
The material gives an even and dustless surface and a very great point in its
favour is that during the wet weather there is no tendency for ears to skid. ( As
in the previous year the Department of Mines supervised the operations
at the quarry at McMurray, looked after the transportation of material
and operated a heating and mixing plant for the manipulation of the sand. The
heating and mixing of the sand for road surfacing presented no difficulty
although the plant constructed and operated at Jasper represented a radical
departure from the generally accepted methods. Its outstanding features were
the low cost of construction, simplicity of operation, and low operating costs.
Particular interest attaches to this stretch of road since it represents the
first experiment in the commercial utilization of these Canadian bituminous
sands. The behaviour of this pavement and the success of several small
test pieces put down in the city of Edmonton in 1915 now make it clear that
these bituminous sands can be used for the construction of the highest class
of asphalt wearing surfaces. They indicate that the bituminous sands of the
McMurray region constitute one of the great natural resources of Canada, and
a gratifying result of the investigation is that it renders available data which
would enable capital to undertake the development of these sands with the
minimum of preliminary expense and delay.
, The following table gives the present mileage of roads, trails and telephone
lines maintained in western parks:—
Number of miles

Park
Roads

Yohe
Buffalo
Elk Island

68957-61

;

...

Trails

Telephone
lines

63
18
145
84
55
9
11
6
34

78-0
26-5
747-0
623-75
154-0
113-0
34-50

64-0
17-25
179-5
304-50
40-50
7-0

i 162-75

56-50

425

1,939-50

669-25
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New Motor Campsite, Banff.—The reacquisition by the Canadian Pacific
Railway Company of the Banff golf course and the plans for its enlargement
and reconstruction involved the taking over of the Mount Rundle motor campsite, at the junction of the Bow and Spray rivers. Several sites for a new
camp were proposed but after consideration of their various advantages a
location on Tunnel mountain was decided upon, which combined fine views,
good air, freedom from mosquitoes, ample shade and superior natural hygienic
conditions. A plan for the area was prepared, the necessary clearing was
undertaken and the site laid out in lots. A water supply, electric light, shelters,
community stoves, washrooms and other conveniences necessary to an up-to-date
camp will be provided as soon as conditions permit in the spring,
FIRE PROTECTION

Owing to the favourable season there was practically no loss from forest
fires. A few outbreaks 'were reported but they were all small and were easily
got under control. Each year new equipment is added to the fire-fighting service
and at the present time all the parks are reasonably well equipped from this
point of view. There are now 66 portable pumpers, 31 light pumpers, 4 railway
speeders, and 4 railway velocipedes in use in the different parks.
TRAIL RIDERS OF THE CANADIAN ROCKIES

The Trail Riders of the Canadian Rockies held their annual meet in Rocky
Mountains park August 5-7. This organization which was started to encourage
trail riding in the Rockies, now numbers over 800 members. Of these approximately 100 have qualified for the gold button signifying that they have ridden
2,500 miles or upwards in the mountains; 75 have ridden 1,000 miles or
upwards; 125 have ridden over 500 miles, and approximately 350 over 100
miles.
The wide appeal of the organization is shown by the international character of its membership list, which includes many well-known artists, writers
and travellers, not only from Canada but also from the United States and
overseas. The annual ride, which usually follows trails unbeaten by the regular
tourist, is helping to bring to notice some of the beautiful but lesser known
parts of the parks and enabling many people to enjoy this most delightful of all
ways of establishing an acquaintance with the peaks. The route selected for
last year's ride was from Sundance canyon, near Banff, via Brewster and
Allenby creeks and Assiniboine pass to the Assiniboine camp. From this point
a new trail opened by the Marquis degli Albizzi and the Duke of Leutchenberg
was followed to lake Magog and mount Assiniboine. Nearly sixty members
took part. At the annual Pow-wow, held at Sunshine camp, the Lake of the
Hanging Glaciers, B.C., was selected as the objective for next year's ride.
Return was made by the Valley of the Rocks, the historic Simpson pass—first
travelled by Sir George Simpson in 1841—and Healy creek.
RECREATIONS

Winter Carnivals.—The winter carnivals held at Banff and Revelstoke
last season were both highly successful and attracted a larger number of
visitors than ever before. This was due not only to the increasing interest which
Canadians as a whole are taking in winter sports but also to the growing
realization of the unique enjoyment and attractions offered by a winter holiday
in the parks. Conditions at Banff for a good part of the winter are practically
ideal. The absence of wind, the dry air and the abundant sunshine serve to
tone the physical system and make outdoor exercise a delight. For people who
become debilitated through indoor confinement or the smoke-darkened air of
our large cities during the winter, an outdoor holiday in the Rockies would
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afford great benefit. Canadians were somewhat late in recognizing the value
of these great regions from the scenic point of view and they have perhaps as
yet scarcely awakened to their usefulness from the health point of view. Dr. .
C. W. Saleeby, F.R.S.C, the well-known British scientist, decared that it seemed
to him that "the cold and sun of Canada, playing upon the well-fed, produce a
splendour of physique, a low rate of disease, an abundant energy of mind, a
joie de vivre, or national euphoria, which must rejoice every lover of mankind."
Referring to Leysin in the Alpes Vaudoises, the site of a famous sanitorium for
sunlight treatment, he says:—
In or near such a spot as Banff, for instance, in the Canadian Rockies, all the advantages of Leysin and more could be reproduced on any scale. My own observations .in
Canada, and.what I saw at Leysin, lead me to believe that we should find a friend in the
clear, cold air. It stimulates. The nervous system, the muscles, the processes of metabolism respond to it. Light and colcl seem to be the ideal combination. Perhaps the
real merit of altitude resides not in the higher proportion of ultra-violet rays, but in
the coolness of air combined with the light.

Indian Days.—The Indian Day celebrations at Banff were carried out most
successfully last year and attracted greater attention than ever before. Several
thousand attended the sports and witnessed the native games, competitions,
and dances. The full dress procession, with the Indians on horseback in full
regalia, which is now one of the most picturesque Indian displays that can be
seen on the continent, was nearly a mile long and the beautifully decorated
costumes and trappings, many of them handed down for generations, aroused
the admiration of all spectators.
Highland Festival.—In September a Highland Festival was held at Banff
for the first time, under the auspices of the Canadian Pacific Railway Company. It included a program of Scottish dances, games, and music in which
a number of outstanding artists took part and drew competitors from many
parts of the Dominion. The festival was so successful that it is understood
it will be made an annual event in connection with the Banff Springs hotel.
Banff Golf Course.—In July last the Banff golf course was taken over bv the
Canadian Pacific Railway Company and plans were immediately made for a
complete reconstruction of the course with a view to bringing it up to the
standard of the best in America. Mr. Stanley Thompson, the architect of the
Jasper links, was commissioned to prepare the new layout and submitted
designs which called for practically a new course. Work was at once begun
on the first nine holes and good progress made. The course will have three
sets of lees, for the beginner, average and expert player respectively. Holes
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17 and 18 will be in.full view of the windows and
terraces of the Banff Springs hotel and each fairway will afford a delightful
vista..
SUPERINTENDENTS' CONFERENCE

In January the first conference of park superintendents was called at
Ottawa and attended by the superintendents and acting superintendents of all
the western parks. The meetings took the form of a round table discussion
on the principal phases of park administration and protection viewed from the
standpoint of those actually engaged on the ground. The mutual exchange
of views and experiences was very useful and should lead to a greater efficiency
in the administration of the parks. At the conclusion a number of resolutions
were drawn up relating to the handling of tourist affairs, training of wardens,
protection of game, maintenance of roads and trails, handling of tourist travel,
the administration of townsites, as well as a uniform control of the parks
generally.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
PUBLICITY

The value of adequate publicity as an indispensable adjunct to the development of the parks has been kept in mind and there has been built up a series
of publications giving information concerning each of the main parks and its
attractions. During the year two new booklets were prepared, one, The Kicking Horse Trail, descriptive of the new highway from Lake Louise to Golden,
the other, Prince Albert Park, a descriptive guide to the new park in Saskatchewan. A revised edition of The Banff-Windermere Highway was also prepared
and sent to press and the compilation of material for the forthcoming Guide to
Jasper Park completed. In addition to these more comprehensive publications
the need for small folders which will give information in a compact form to
visitors has been much felt. A beginning was made this year by the preparation of a small guide covering the motor highways and principal attractions
of Banff, Yoho, and Kootenay parks. A mileage card showing distances
between the parks and provincial points was also compiled and printed. Total
distribution of pamphlets numbered 144,259.
A number of new movie films of the different parks and of wild life were
secured. These were prepared and titled by parks officers and were largely
distributed. The public lecture work was continued by the Director of Publicity
and the official lecturer. The total number of lectures given was 147, estimated
attendance 40,360. Moving picture reels shown at Ottawa totalled 1,368; outside, 498. Reels loaned numbered 451. Several hundred negatives and slides
were added to the photographic library. During the year 14,222 prints were
distributed, 1,129 enlargements, and 525 transparencies. Lantern lectures
loaned numbered 79. Material for 430 articles and lectures was also prepared
and sent out to writers and speakers, and 389 engravings were loaned.
REVENUE

Revenue collected by the National Parks of Canada during the fiscal year
ended March 31, 1928, exceeded by $36,633.46 the amount collected in 1926-27.
The following statement shows the net increases and decreases from the different sources:—
Source

1927-28
$

Net increase

cts.

1926-27

S cts.

Increase

Decrease

S

$

cts.

143,457 64
32,808 22
80,121 56
576 00
143 16
6,040 73
11 25
3,686 73
8,111 20
89 00
52 00
181 50
30 00
2,596 43
89 25
55 00
2 00
38 50
48 00

137,307 00
20,368 20
64,045 50
642 00
170 25
6,012 80
15 00
2,338 17
7,030 60
491 82
30 00
218 00
34 25
2,636 97
68 00
40 15
56 00

6,150 64
12,440 02
16,076 06

278,138 17

241,504 71

37,268 41

27 93
1,348 56
1,080 60
22 00

21 25
14 85
38 50
48 00

$ 36,633 46

cts.

66 00
27 09
3 75
402 82
36 50
4 25
40 54
51 00

834 95
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THE NATIONAL PARKS OP CANADA—THEIR NUMBER AND AREA
SCENIC PARKS

Alberla—
Jasper park
Rocky Mountains park
Waterton Lakes park
British Columbia—
Glacier park
Kootenay park
Mount Revelstoke park
Yohopark
Saskatchewan—
Prince Albert park
Vidal Point park
Ontario-"—
Point Pelee park
St. Lawrence Islands park

:....

-5,380 square miles
2,7S1
"
220
"
468 square miles
587
"
100
"
476

•.

1.377 square miles
17-2 acres
4 square mites
165 acres

;
ANIMAL RESERVES

Buffalo park, Wainwright, Alta
Elk Island park, Lamont, Alta.
Nemiskam Antelope park, Nemiskam, Alta

197 • 5 square miles
51 • 0
8-5

HISTORIC PARKS

Fort Anne, Nova Scotia
Fort Beausejour, New Brunswick

31 acres
59

'

Three additional areas—Waweskesy park and Minissawok park for the
preservation of antelope, and Fort Howe park, St. John, N.B.—have also been
set aside but have not yet been developed.
DETAILED REPORTS or PARKS
ROCKY MOUNTAINS PARK

Travel to Rocky Mountains park was the heaviest in the history of
the park. Rail travel showed a considerable increase and motor traffic was
50 per cent greater than the previous year. The total number of visitors was
166,521, or an increase of 29,858 over the previous year.
No registrations are made of motorists entering Rocky Mountains park on
the west. Registrations at the Kananaskis, or eastern gateway, however totalled
53,363 cars, eastbound and westbound, or an increase of 15,405 over the preceding year. The number of passengers carried was 95,672 or 26,890 greater
than in 1927. Of these 91,450 were Canadians and 4,222 from the United
States.
An idea of the growth of travel to this park is shown by the figures for
the past five years:—
1923-24
1924-25
1925-26
1926-27
1927-28

•

94,930
104,241
124,749
136,663
166,521

In many cases monthly travel now exceeds the total yearly travel of a
few years ago.
A new record for the number of cars using the Banff-Kananaskis highway
in one day was established on July 3, when 1,533 cars passed through the
Kananaskis gateway. A new record for week-end travel was established on
July 1-3 with 3,731 cars. The previous week-end record was for May 22-24
with 1,937 cars.
The growth of travel has naturally been reflected in a larger use of all park
facilities, which in some cases were placed under a heavy strain to meet the
demands laid upon them.
This was particularly true of the two Government bath houses at the Hot
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Sulphur springs. At the Cave and Basin springs a total of 66,233 bathers
passed through the turnstiles while on more than one occasion 1,500 bathers
were accommodated in one day. In the past nine years there has been a
growth of approximately 85 per cent in the use of these springs. The number
of bathers rose from 35,969 in 1919 to 66.233 in 1927. Records for bathers
in one day show a rise from 945 in 1921 to 1,611 in 1927.
The number of bathers at the Upper Hot • springs which are used more
for therapeutic than recreational purposes, was also the Jargest recorded.
Records show a growth of almost 100 per cent in the use of these springs in
the past nine years.
The growth in motor travel involved also a much larger use of the public
campsites, particularly of the Mount Rundle Camp at Banff. This camp was
opened in 1923 and has shown a steady growth in use. In 1923 there were 1,828
cars carrying 7,469 people registered at the camp, and 1927 the numbers had
increased to 6,017 cars with 21,620 people.
Museum, Zoo and Animal Paddocks.—A lively interest was manifested by
tourists in the Banff Museum and its exhibits of native animals, plants and
geological specimens. Over 30,000 persons signed the register as compared
with 15,000 last year. No record is kept of the number of persons entering
the zoo, but it is clear from the crowds who visit it that it is one of the major
attractions of the park. The walks, lawns and cages were kept in good condition and elicited favourable comments from many visitors. The total number
of animals now encaged is thirty-three as follows: 1 polar bear, 2 grizzly bears,
3 black bears, 1 cinnamon bear, 2 mountain lions, 1 bobcat, 4 timber wolves, 4
coyotes, 1 wolverine, 1 badger, 2 marten, 2 gophers, 1 marmot, 1 Canada lynx,
2 great horned owls, 1 peacock, 3 Canada geese, 1 golden eagle. •
The animal paddocks, containing the exhibition herd of buffalo, elk, sheep,
and goat, are a constant source of attraction. This year 89,841 persons visited
these enclosures, as compared with 65,585 persons in 1926-27. The animals at
present number: buffalo, 19; elk, 18; angora goats, 7; rocky mountain sheep, 5;
rocky mountain goat, 1; horned sheep, 4; yak, 5.
Licences.—The growth in the general business of the park is well indicated
by the variety and number of the licences issued. In the past year these totalled
over 35,000, including 18,040 transient auto licences; 540 grazing; private auto.
515; motor cycle, 440; and park season auto, 298.
Fire Protection.—Owing, to the favourable season there were few forest
fires. Five outbreaks occurred but none of them became large, the whole area
burned over being less than half an acre. The total cost of extinguishing these
fires, including warden labour, was $104.73.
The Banff Fire Brigade, which consists of a voluntary staff of 25 men and
officers, responded to 14 alarms. The total loss was approximately $1,750.
Mosquito Control.—The work in connection with the control of mosquitoes
in the vicinity of Banff was carried on as in former years, through the assistance of the Entomological Branch, Department of Agriculture. Owing to
frequent rains, often followed by extremely warm days, conditions were unfavourable and necessitated careful and continuous work. It is gratifying to note
that in spite of these difficulties the nuisance was kept well in hand.
' Accommodation.—The large new wing of the Banff Springs hotel built by
the Canadian Pacific Railway Company to replace the old north wing which was
destroyed by fire was opened for the 1927 season. The new addition is of fireproof construction throughout and greatly enlarges and improves the appearance
of this fine hotel, which now takes an outstanding place among the most
luxurious hotels either on this continent or abroad.
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Banff now possesses in all 12 hotels with a total of nearly 1,000 rooms and
accommodation for approximately 1,600 persons per day. In addition there
are 400 private houses renting rooms and 160 tent houses.
As described on page 84, a new motor campsite was laid out on Tunnel
mountain and a sufficient area set aside to accommodate about 4,000 persons
per night..
JASPER PARK

Development work in Jasper national park was carried on steadily with
a view to meeting the demands created by the increasing use of the park. In
Jasper townsite a number of improvements were made to the principal streets,
new sidewalks laid and the boulevard on Connavight Drive planted with indigenous shrubs and trees. All the principal streets were given a coating of road oil
to keep down the dust. The water service was extended to serve four new
blocks. The town is now fairly well equipped with hydrants. These have a
pressure of eighty pounds and with the completion of the service next year the
town should have adequate protection in the event of fire.
The new dam at Cabin lake was completed. This dam raises the level of
the lake three additional feet and should provide an ample supply of water for
some years.
Several substantial buildings were added to the townsite, the total new
construction being estimated at $80,000. Extensions and new buildings at
Jasper Park lodge totalled approximately $240,000. A log chalet for the use
of tourists was also erected at Maligne lake.
The roads and trails were maintained in exceptionally good condition and
a number of improvements and extensions made to the system. The Mount
Edith Cavell highway was improved by additional gravel surfacing and by the
•construction of a strong guard rail along the full length of the Portal Creek hill.
The first 11 miles of the highway were also coated with road oil. At the terminus of the Cavell highway an additional mile of new road was built and a
large park area cleared for the use of cars near the foot of the moraine. This
brings the highway practically to the foot of the glacier. Trails to good view
points and to the nose of the glacier were also constructed, Work was commenced on the construction of a tote-road, suitable for wagons, from Smoky
Hollow to the bridge over the Whirlpool river. As there is already a rough road
from the Cavell highway to Smoky Hollow, this now provides a wagon road
from Jasper as far as the Whirlpool. In case of emergency such as a forest fire
along the Whirlpool or upper Athabaska, this would be of great assistance.
About two and a half miles were also added to the tote-road to Medicine lake,
making it possible for cars to travel from Jasper practically to the lake. This
not only shortens the trail journey for tourists who desire to visit Maligne lake
but is also a great convenience for the teaming of supplies and for fire protection purposes.
Portal Creek trail, which affords a new route to the Tonquin valley, was
completed and a number of improvements made on the Meadow Creek trail
which is usually used as a return route. Work was continued on the new trail
up the Smoky River valley to the warden's cabin at Smoky river, 'and at the
end of the season 19 miles of new standard trail had been completed. A large
bridge 90 feet long was built over Bess creek. A site for a motor camp was
cleared adjacent to the Jasper highway, about one and a half miles north of
the town.
The forest telephone system, which now totals 277 miles of line was inspected
and kept in good condition. A new line was built from Hoodoo creek to Smoky
River cabin, a distance of 26 miles. A great improvement was made by
extending all forest lines from the Administration building to the cabin of the
supervising warden. This enables all wardens to be in touch at any time of
the night or day with headquarters.
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WATERTON LAKES PARK

The opening last summer of the large Prince of Wales hotel built by the
Great Northern Railway marked the beginning of a new era for Waterton
Lakes park. This provision for high class tourist trade had an immediate
effect upon travel and greatly increased the number of foreign registrations.
Unfortunately the wet season impaired the condition of the connecting roads
and interfered considerably with traffic. As it was, however, 14,134 visitors
registered at the park of whom 11,374 were from Canada, 2,734 from the United
States, 22 fro.m transatlantic and 4 from transpacific points. The total
number of motor cars entering the park was 4,823.
The wet weather also interfered with play on the golf links until the
middle of July, but from that time to the end of the season the total number
of rounds played was in excess of the previous year. Marked improvements
were made in the townsite by the planting of trees and flower beds and the
grading, gravelling, and oiling of the streets. The entrance roads were also
widened and otherwise improved. A blacksmith's shop, storehouse and wagonshed were erected at headquarters and improvements made to the administration building. The growth of the townsite has been very marked in the
last few years. Buildings erected last season included a number of private
residences, a business block of a good type, a new barracks building for the
Royal Canadian Mounted Police and a new Anglican church. After the main
building of the Prince of Wales hotel was completed, construction was begun
on a large building for the accommodation of the help.
Trails.—Work was continued on two trails which will greatly extend the
opportunities open- to the tourist. The new Bosphorus trail was completed by
the construction of three additional miles. This trail follows the east shore
of Waterton lake and joins the trail to Hell Roaring canyon. Two miles more
were also built on the Hell Roaring Canyon trail and 24. on the trail to mount
Carthew.
Game.—Nearly all species of big game are still increasing in the park.
Mule deer, mountain sheep and goat, elk, and both black and grizzly bears are
seen in larger numbers. Moose have been reported in the Belly River district
and white-tailed deer were seen for the first time near Cameron lake. Marten
and beaver are also plentiful.
Fishing.—Fishing, which is one of the great attractions of the park, proved
better than ever this season, excellent catches being reported, especially from
the Bertha Lake district. As in former years valuable donations of fry were
received from the Glacier national park, Montana. They comprised 13,000
eastern brook trout fry which were distributed in Hell Roaring creek and
Cameron creek.
KOOTENAY PARK

Kootenay national park also had a very successful year. Owing to the
heavy snowfall on the Vermilion and Sinclair summits, the Banff-Windermere
highway did not open until the first of June. Travel, however, began almost
immediately and during that month 1,544 cars went over the road.
The Banff-Windermere highway was in unusually good condition throughout the whole season. Improvements and widening were Garried out at various
points, particularly between Kootenay crossing and Vermilion summit. Clearing was done on the areas adjoining the highway which were burnt over in the
bad fire of last year, and grass sown. The moist season allowed the seed to get
a good start and it is evident that the clearing is not only improving the scenery
by permitting longer vistas but is also providing additional pasture for game.
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While Kootenay park is primarily a highway park created to preserve
national park conditions throughout the region traversed by the Banff-Windermere highway, as time goes on and the territory within its borders, is morethoroughly explored, it is becoming evident that it possesses many features of
special interest to tourists. The number of visitors who remain over in the park
and undertake hiking or pony trips is steadily increasing. Last year two new
trails were constructed, one up Prospector's valley about eight miles in length,
and the other from the highway at Hawk creek to Floe lake, a distance of
seven and a half miles. The latter will provide an interesting one-day excursion.
The trail is a steady ascent but it affords fine views, and the long cascade of
Floe creek is very picturesque.
The number of bathers at the Government swimming pool and Radium
Hot Springs from April 1 to October 15 showed a very large increase. These
included, adults 12,189; children 2,040; total 14,229; an increase of 3,345 over
the previous season.
The most important project was the building of the new baths at these
springs. The old building, which was small and of temporary construction, had
proved inadequate for present demands. The new building, which was begun
in September, will contain dressing rooms, lockers, showers, and rest rooms and
an enlarged swimming pool. It is expected -that const-ruction will be completed
in time for the opening of the tourist season of 1928.
YOHO PARK

The most important event in Yoho park was the completion of the Kicking
Horse Trail and the consequent throwing open of the park to through traveL
As soon as the weather conditions permitted in the spring, large crews of men
were put to work on the completion of the western section of the new highway
a distance of 21 miles from Field to Leanchoil. The provincial Government
also rushed operations on the final section from Leanchoil to Golden and by the
first of July the road was completed and ready for travel. The official opening
took place on July 9 and through travel at once began. Between July 1 and
October 30, 5,638 cars eastbound and westbound, carrying 18,541 persons, passed
through the western gateway. Of these 4,640 were Canadian cars carrying
15,612 persons, while 998 were foreign cars carrying 2,929 persons.
The increased motor traffic due to the completion of this trunk road placed
a heavy strain upon the existing roads to the Yoho valley and Emerald lakes.
Practically every car entering the park visited these two popular points. Work
on the widening of the Yoho road was continued and practically the whole
distance, with the exception of about a mile, was brought up to a standard width
of 18. feet. Additional widening was also carried out on the Emerald Lake road
and a parking space for cars provided at the terminus of the road.
The increased motor traffic created also an immediate demand for camping
accommodation. At the Kicking Horse campsite, three and one half miles east
of Field, early in the year shelters with stoves, lavatories, etc., were erected. On
July 1 a caretaker was appointed to handle the crowds and care'for the cleanliness and sanitation of the camp. He remained on duty till" September 6.
During this period 1,483 cars carrying 5,418 persons camped overnight. As the
facilities provided had been at times severely taxed it was decided in the autumn
to erect an additional shelter building and to extend the water supply service.
A second campsite was also laid out on the western end of the road about
six and one-half miles from the west boundary of the park, near the Kicking
Horse river. This camp, which will be known as the Chancellor Peak campground, was also equipped with shelters and the other necessary conveniences.
During the summer, following the opening of the Kicking Horse highway,
the gate-keepers at the western entrance were placed in temporary quarters
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but in the autumn a substantial and attractive gateway building was erected.
The structure is of stucco and contains, in addition to other quarters, a restroom and facilities for the use of the public.
The streets of Field were kept in good condition and economically treated
with fuel oil waste, supplied by the Canadian Pacific Railway Company free of
charge. Streets and sidewalks were improved with mine tailings, a material
which makes a very satisfactory surface at slight cost.
Game and Fish.—No marked increase in game was apparent in Yoho park
during the past year. It is believed this may be partly due to the severe forest
fires of the previous summer when large numbers of animals apparently became
terrified or were driven by the fire out of the park. Moose, too, have sufferedheavily in the- last two years. A considerable number have been killed by
railway trains and others have wandered beyond park boundaries where they
were shot by hunters.
Fishing conditions are improving in this park each year. During the past
season all anglers reported excellent catches. The only re-stocking was done
at lake- O'Hara in which 12,000 rainbow trout fry were placed in September.
GLACIER PARK.

The closing of the old Canadian Pacific Railway hotel, Glacier House", a
couple of years ago deprived Glacier park of practically its only tourist accommodation and consequently reduced tourist travel. The park officers, however,
have availed themselves of the quiet seasons to put the roads and trails into first
class condition. Last year one new trail about three miles in length, was constructed up the Beaver valley running from the Beaver Valley trail up to the
Prairie hills. This trail, which will be especially valuable for fire protection
purposes, gives access to a wide open country on the Prairie hills from which
the warden may overlook the whole Beaver valley.
Further development work at the Nakimu caves was carried out by the caretaker and assistants. Work was continued on the opening up of the passageway
between No. 4 entrance and the exit near Beaver falls and practically completed.
At one point a perpendicular rise of eighty feet was encountered which gave
considerable difficulty. By building a flight of steps up to this level, however,
the passage was continued and in. future the tourist will be able to travel
through No. 4 cave, the most extensive of the series, without having to retrace
his footsteps. A survey of all the caves was made in the autumn by Mr. C. M.
Walker, D.L.S., and his report has furnished valuable information from which
a map can be made for the convenience of tourists and which will assist greatly
in further developments.
MOUNT REVELSTOKE PARK

The motor highway, 18 miles in length, from the park gateway at the base
of mount Revelstoke to Balsam lake on the summit was completed last year
and officially opened by His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales on August 17.
This road climbs back and forth across the face of mount Revelstoke ascending
4,515 feet in the course of the 18 miles. The views from the higher elevations
are extremely fine. As a result of the completion of the road, traffic to the park
was greatly increased. The building of a provincial highway through Eagle
pass to Revelstoke has now established through connections with the Coast,
and last year a large number of western cars from both Vancouver and the
United States came to the park by this route. In view of this increasing travel
it was decided to undertake new development work giving access to some of the
chief places of interest. Two new trails were constructed, one running along
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the western slope of the mountain towards the head of Six-mile creek, the other,
from Greely creek depot towards the slopes of Clach-Na-Cuddin, which will
assist visitors in reaching the ice-field.
In connection with their fire-protection service, with the consent - of this
branch, the Forest Service erected a lookout station at the summit of mount
Revelstoke and maintained a warden there during the summer months. The
park headquarters was connected by telephone with this station, which will
afford both the national parks and the forest reserves valuable protection from
fire.
The annual ski carnival took place in the park under the auspices of the
Revelstoke Ski Club in January. The ski-jumping contests which provide the
principal feature have become outstanding on the continent and attract some
of the best skiers from Canada and the United States. Last year both snow and
light conditions on the hill were perfect and hundreds of spectators were afforded
a thrilling exposition of this sport at its best. ' Nels Nelson, world's champion,
won the Class " A " event. While he did not exceed his previous world's record
of 240 feet his splendid attempts to surpass it may perhaps never be equalled in
the annals of skiing. Bob Linburne, a seventeen year old Revelstoke boy, won
the Class " B " contest for the longest standing jump, with a perfect jump of 183
feet, surpassing the present world's record by 35 feet. Bob Crowle, in junior
Class " E " made a splendid jump of 64 feet, beating the previous record of 43
feet held by Master Arthur Johnson. Ernie Field, of Revelstoke, won the
gruelling cross country race of 7 miles, his time being 45 minutes and 5 seconds.
During the year a number of improvements were made by the National
Parks of Canada on the ski hill. The long trestle take-off above the main jump
was reconstructed and the angle of the incline increased. A new judge's stand
was also built.
BUFFALO PAEK

The shipments of buffalo to the Great Slave Lake region were, as in the
two preceding years, a matter of first importance in Buffalo park. In the late
autumn, during the round-up of the beef-stock, approximately 1,100 yearling
calves were cut out of the herd and placed in a separate enclosure. During
the winter these animals were fed and watered daily, and they came through in
splendid condition. Early in April the usual spring round-up took place and
approximately 800 more young animals were cut out and corralled.
On June 6 the first train load left Wainwright for the north. Additional
shipments followed on each succeeding Monday up to the end of July, until a
total of 1,940 buffalo had been sent forward. The animals were all sturdy
one-, two-, and three-year-olds and,-as in former years, the loss in corralling,
loading and shipping was very small.
Aside from the normal decrease due to age there was practically no loss
in the main buffalo herd during the winter. Grazing conditions in winter
quarters were good so that little extra feeding was required and the herd was in
an exceptionally good condition with the arrival of spring. A census taken at
the close of the fiscal year showed a total of 4,241 buffalo in the park. Increases
and decreases for the year were as follows:—
On hand as per census report dated May 12, 1927
Decrease since May 12, 1927, including animals shipped, slaughtered and natural
decrease

2,986

6,027

Increase, season 1927

3,041
1,200

Buffalo in park, March 31, 1928

4,241
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At the time the above census was taken the herd was distributed as
follows:—
In
"
"
"
"
"

winter quarters
shipping inclosures
home paddock
cattalo inclosure
cattalo lane
main park

,

Total

•

2,366
1,123
115
8
3
626
4,241

The count included 76 yearlings in the main park and 32 yearlings in the
Home Paddock herd. The remainder of the herd, other than the shipping stock
segregated, were nearly all five-year-olds and older. These animals included 425
males of from four to seven years; 566 males from eight to fifteen years and 47
males over fifteen years. Females four years old and upwards totalled 1,897.
Other animals in the park include elk (estimated), 475; mule deer (estimated), 1,650; moose, 54; antelope, 3; yak, 26; domestic cattle, 11; mixed
stock, 38.
Farming operations were carried on as usual and approximately 500 acres
were seeded with oats. About 55 acres were left for green feed and from the
remainder 15,799 bushels were threshed. This yield was sufficient to meet all
the requirements of the park including seed for the next crop and to allow shipment of 8,000 bushels to other national parks as well. Two hundred and fifty
acres of land were summer-fallowed and ten acres of new ground broken.
Approximately 350 tons of straw were secured from the oat crop and this
made splendid winter feed for the buffalo. About 850 tons of hay were also
secured from the Ribstone meadow and 22 tons from the Home paddock. The
usual maintenance necessitated the ploughing of 122 miles of fire-guard, repairs
to 95 miles of fence and construction of three miles of new fencing, and repairs
to 35 miles of telephone lines.
Sixty-one coyotes were destroyed in this park by the wardens, 45 being
caught by dogs and the remainder shot.
Visitors.—The records kept at the different gates show that 12,679 people
entered the park. The actual number of visitors greatly exceeds the above
figures as, in the absence of a gatekeeper many do not register.
Each year the picnic grounds at Mott lake are becoming more popular.
Picnic parties from every direction make use of these grounds and the improvements made for their convenience have been very much appreciated.
ELK ISLAND PARK

In Elk Island park the increased area has tended to improve the condition
of the buffalo herd maintained there. Last year the buffalo fed out on the range
the whole year and came through with a loss of only three animals. The total
numbers of animals in this park are now: buffalo 729, moose 227, elk 454,
deer 288.
Haying operations were interfered with by heavy rainfall; however 246 tons
were stacked for the winter's feed.
POINT PELEE PARK

This charming reservation in southern Ontario is of increasing value as a
sanctuary for bird life and as serving the recreational needs of this part of the
province. The park is distant only about thirty-five miles by motor highway
from the city .of Detroit and is, consequently, visited by a large number of people
from' that section of the United States. Last year approximately 11,350 cars
registered in the park carrying about 45,400 passengers. Two hundred and
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fifty-five camping permits were issued, 210 of which were for less than three
days. Of these, 150 were taken out by United States residents registering from
8 different states, while 60 showed Ontario registrations.
Next to its beautiful sand beaches fronting lake Erie the bird life forms,
perhaps, the greatest attraction of the park. Thousands of birds visit the
reserve during the spring and fall migrations and large numbers make it their
breeding ground. Quail and pheasant, which remain throughout the year, are
steadily increasing in numbers. Both black and grey squirrels are found in the
park and appear to be rapidly increasing. An open season is allowed each year
for shooting of duck during four days of each week from October 1 to December 15. Three hundred and twenty permits were issued to hunters during this
period last year. Muskrats are also very numerous and an open season of ten
days for trapping was allowed last year. On account of the severe cold which
froze the marshes, only four days good trapping was possible, but in this period
400 more- rats were taken than in the previous year.
FORT AN'NE HISTORIC PARK, ANNAPOLIS ROYAL, NOVA SCOTIA

This interesting reservation continues to be one of the most attractive sites
in the Maritime Provinces. Last year about 15,000 visitors entered the park
of whom 9,787 registered and were personally conducted through the museum,
an increase of 1,630 over the previous year. At times three attendants were
necessary to handle the crowds. The visitors' book shows an increase in the
number of persons conducted through the museum during the past nine years,
from 2,152 in 1919 to 9,787 in 1927.
A number of interesting exhibits were added to the museum during the year
including a collection of coins from 1604 to the present date. Lt.-Coh Prideaux,
the expert numismatist, kindly gave his time and valuable advice to the making
of this collection, and the expense in connection therewith was met by the Historical Association of Annapolis Royal. Collections of native birds, rocks, and
minerals of the county of Annapolis were also added. A gift to the museum
included a rare silver medal cast by the British Government in 1867 to commemorate the Confederation of Canada, the gift of an anonymous friend, and
a rare engraving from the picture by Harris of the Fathers of Confederation.
The most important construction work was the building of a new pavilion
on the site of the old British block house pulled down in 1882.
PRRSERVATION OF TOTEM POLES

The interdepartmental committee for the preservation of totem poles in the
Indian villages of British Columbia, of which the Commissioner of National
Parks is a member, met several times during the year and laid out plans for the
furtherance of the work. Mr. Harlan I. Smith, the well-known archaeologist,
whose services were loaned by the National Museum of Canada, and who for the
two previous years- had been in charge of preservation- work at Kitwanga, B.C.,
again directed operations, this year at the Kitselas canyon. Fifteen poles in
all were found here. Of these twelve had already fallen and upon examination
almost all of the poles were found to be badly decayed. Eight specimens however were restored. In each case a well-seasoned, creosoted supporting pole
was inlaid at the back of the original pole, the old pole was thoroughly oiled to
preserve it from the weather and re-erected in a cement foundation immediately
below the soil. Attempts were made to restore the original colouring of the poles
in harmony with their antiquity. To date twenty-six poles, all within easy
access, have been restored. Mr. Smith reports, however, that there are still
twenty-four poles standing within sight of the railway and sixty others within
a radius of 15 miles which should be preserved. It is gratifying to note that the
Indians themselves evinced great interest in the work and with very few exceptions showed a willingness to assist the Government in every way.
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Protection of Migratory Birds
The work in connection with the protection of migratory birds and the
enforcement of the Migratory Birds Convention Act was carried on by the
Migratory Birds Division of the National Parks of Canada as in former years.
There was complete co-operation with provincial authorities, to whom the
enforcement of bird protection measures has largely been left. As in former
years, hundreds of honourary game officials also lent their assistance and furnished this office with valuable information respecting bird conditions in their
localities. By a system of circular letters sent from Ottawa they were kept
informed of the work of other honourary game officials and of bird conditions
generally. Officers of the Royal Canadian Mounted Police helped materially
in the enforcement of the law and the conduct of investigations.
The Chief Federal Migratory Bird Officer for the provinces of Ontario and
Quebec, with a staff of temporary assistants, patrolled the gulf of St. Lawrence
during the summer with a view to protecting the abundant sea bird life of the
north shore. During the winter he made patrols in both provinces and delivered
addresses on birds and bird protection.
The Chief Federal Migratory Bird Officer for the western provinces made
patrols throughout these provinces and supervised the sanctuary and public
shooting grounds. In co-operation with the Biological Board of Canada he also
carried on a study of the food habits of marine birds with special relation to
the spawning of herring.
In June last, following suggestions from provincial game officers and the
chief federal migratory bird officers, a number of amendments were made to
the regulations for the enforcement of the Migratory Birds Convention Act.
These included a close season throughout the year for yellow-legs and an earlier
season for geese and brant in the western section of British Columbia north of
the 52nd parallel, a change in the western and eastern districts of British
Columbia and the inclusion of Queens county. Nova Scotia, with the district of
Yarmouth, Shelburne, and Digby for ducks and rails. The close season for
wood .ducks was continued; and the protection for eider ducks in Quebec continued throughout the year; the use of the rifle for taking migratory game birds
was prohibited in the electoral districts of Chilliwack, Dewdney, Delta, Richmond, Point Grey and South Vancouver, in British Columbia. A provision was
placed in the regulations regarding the issue of permits allowing the capture of
migratory birds for banding. A consolidation of the Migratory Birds Convention Act and of regulations containing these amendments was printed and
distributed prior to the opening of the hunting season.
To ascertain whether continued protection for the wood duck was desirable
letters were sent to people in the provinces of Ontario and Quebec familiar with
bird conditions in their respective districts inquiring about the status of the
species. The information received indicated that this species is scarcely holding
its own and that continued protection should be given it under the Migratory
Birds Convention Act.
In January, 1928, a Dominion Game Conference was called at Ottawa by
the Minister of the Interior. Representatives from each province and chief
federal and provincial game officers were present, as well as the Chief of the
• United States Bureau of Biological Survey, Washington, D.C. The conclusions
reached by the conference were expressed in the form of fourteen resolutions
which dealt with the following matters: Changes in the provincial regulations
respecting the hunting of game mammals and birds; the reduction of daily and
seasonal bag limits; the prohibition of auto-loading firearms; the licensing of
hunters and the recording of all game killed and taken; the formation of a
Dominion Fish and Game Protective Association; further protection for the wood
duck until January 31, 1931, coupled with the proposal that sanctuaries be set
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aside for this species; the establishment of additional public shooting grounds;
an amendment to the Migratory Birds Convention Act Regulations in respect to
damage done to crops by migratory birds; the protection of western bird
sanctuaries, and the checking of shipment of game trophies taken in Canada and
being sent to foreign countries. The conference also approved the policy of
reserving suitable areas wherein Indians alone may trap.
Oil Pollution.—A serious loss in bird life due to the dumping of oil from
vessels in navigable waters, or reaching navigable waters in other ways, received
much attention. During the week of November 14, a national conference in
which Canada took part was held at Washington and a draft convention on oil
pollution of the high seas was prepared and is now before the Maritime Powers.
Waterfowl Census.—This branch is co-operating with the United States
Bureau of Biological Survey in undertaking a waterfowl census throughout
Canada. Plans are being made to carry out this work during the next few years
so that it may be decided whether waterfowl are increasing or decreasing during
any given period and that shooting restrictions may be modified accordingly.
Bird Banding.—The central registry in connection with the banding of wild
birds, a work which is affording much valuable information with respect to the
distribution, breeding habits, and migratory flights of wild birds, was maintained
as usual in the branch. During the year 11,287 records of birds banded by
Canadian co-operators, and 7,872 repeats and returns on birds already banded
were received. Mr. Jack Miner, of Kingsville, Ont., who since 1909, has banded
several hundred Canada geese and many ducks, has transferred to the branch all
letters which he has received reporting returns on his banded birds. This information proved a valuable addition to the Official Canadian Record of Bird Banding
Returns and has been prepared for publication.
Bird Sanctuaries and Public Shooting Grounds.—Minor changes have been
made in the boundaries of Quill Lake bird sanctuary and Crane Lake bird
sanctuary, Saskatchewan. Minor changes have also been made in the boundaries
of the following public shooting grounds: Jackfish Lake, Saskatchewan; Lake
Francis, Manitoba; and Marshy Point, Manitoba.
Educational T-Forfc.—Educational work was carried on as formerly through
the distribution of pamphlets, posters, the Migratory Birds Convention Act and
abstracts of the regulations. Circular letters regarding the changes in the regulations for 1927 were distributed to the Canadian press. A reprint of 100,000
copies of the pamphlet " Lessons on Bird Protection ", in English, and 20,000 of
"Bird Houses and their Occupants", in French, was necessitated by numerous
demands. Lectures on bird protection were given by members of the permanent
staff and lantern slides were furnished to honourary game officials and others for
lecture purposes. Various camps attended by young people were also visited
during the summer and instructions given in bird protection and natural history
subjects.
The lantern slide library now contains 4,770 slides, covering 948 subjects, and
showing 338 different species of birds. Slides totalling 4,241 were lent during
the year.
The radio was also utilized for lecture purposes and from time to time items
of interest were broadcasted to explorers and others in the far north.
Trumpeter and Whistling Swans.—During the spring swan migration a
number of whistling swans alighted above Niagara falls during a thunder storm
and were swept over the falls, several of the birds being killed and many injured.
This department co-operated with the Ontario Department of Game in caring for
the injured birds. Several of these were sent to the Ontario Provincial Game
Farm and a number of dead birds were forwarded by the province to recognized
68957-7
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museums. While accidents of this nature are extremely regrettable they are,
fortunately, rare, occurring only when the spring migration reaches the upper
Niagara river during stormy or foggy weather.
Bird Census.—A Christmas bird census was made at many points by
members of the various naturalists' clubs and by officers of this branch. At
Ottawa 22 species were found and 1,935 individuals. These winter bird censuses
taken from year to year give a comparative idea of the distribution of bird life
at a time when it is at its lowest ebb.
Eggs of Marbled Murrelet.—The most outstanding ornithological event of
the year in Canada was, probably, the discovery of the eggs of the marbled
murrelet. These were found by Mr. Solomon John Darcus, of Penticton, B.C.,
while collecting specimens for scientific purposes on the west coast of Queen
Charlotte Islands, B.C. The nesting of this species has been unknown since the
discovery of the species in 1789.
Prosecutions.—Eighty-seven prosecutions were instituted by Dominion
officers in connection with the enforcement of the Migratory Birds Convention
Act. These resulted in 69 convictions, 14 suspended sentences, and 4 cases were
dismissed. Fines imposed amounted to $1,102. Prosecutions instituted by
provincial officers are not included in this summary.
Permits and Licences.—Permits and licences were issued as follows (calendar
year 1927) :—
Collection of birds for scientific purposes
Possession of birds for propagating purposes
•
Capture of birds for propagating purposes
._
t..
Destruction of certain birds when found to be seriously damaging agricultural or
fishery interests
Taking of birds for banding purposes
Practising taxidermy
Shooting of geese and brant in Queens and Shelburne counties, Nova Scotia, in the
open season provided by law

270
448
36
54
103
80
296

Historic Sites and Monuments
The preservation, restoration, and marking of historic sites of national
importance throughout Canada has been carried on throughout the year. The
usual sitting of the Historic Sites and Monuments Board was held in Ottawa
in May. Of the sites considered twenty were selected for commemoration. During the past year twenty-four sites were marked, making a total of one hundred and three since the inception of the work seven years ago.
The public interest and sympathy felt for 'this national undertaking is
increasingly manifest not only in the number of inquiries received concerning
them but in the increase of visitors to the sites themselves.
MARKING OP HISTORIC SITES

The work done in the different sections of the country was as follows:—
MARITIME PROVINCES

Louisbourg, N.S.—Preliminary steps were taken in the matter of acquiring approximately three hundred acres of land for the creation of a national
historic park surrounding the historic fortress. .
_. A cairn, to which is affixed a tablet, was erected on a plot of ground, provided for this purpose by Mr. Hugh Ross, K.C., near the original west gate of
the fortress, to mark the site of Dauphin bastion, built by the French in 1738
and demolished by the British after its capture in 1758.
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Sydney, N.S. (Joseph Wallet des Barres).—A tablet was affixed to the front
of the Post Office building on Dorchester street to commemorate the public
services of Joseph Wallet des Barres, the distinguished military engineer
employed by the British Government to survey and chart the eastern coast of
North America and later first Lieutenant-Governor of Cape Breton (1784-87)
and the founder of Sydney.
Battle of Shannon and Chesapeake, Halifax, N.S.-—A monument of cut
granite with a bronze tablet was erected on the grounds at Admiralty House,
Halifax, to commemorate the notable defeat and capture of the United States
frigate Chesapeake off Boston harbour, by H.M.S. Shannon, of Halifax, June
1, 1813.
Yorkshire Settlement, Chignecto.—A cut-stone monument of special design,
to which is affixed a bronze tablet, was erected in Fort Beausejour historic
park to commemorate the Yorkshire settlers of the counties of Westmoreland
and Cumberland who during the American Revolutionary war loyally supported
the authorities and helped to quell the Eddy rebellion of 1776.
Tonge's Island (lie de la Valliere), N.B,—A cut-stone monument to which
is affixed a bronze tablet, was erected in Fort Beausejour historic park to commemorate events connected with the site of lie de la Valliere, once capital of
Acadia, situated between Fort Beausejour and Fort Lawrence. The island
was granted to Michel Le Neuf de la Valliere, Seigneur of Chignecto, in 1676,
who acted as Commandant and Governor there under Count de Frontenac,
1678-84.
QUEBEC

Fort Ste. Therese, near St. Johns.—A boulder with tablet was placed in
the Bunker United Empire Loyalist burial grounds to mark the site of Fort
Ste. Therese, built in 1665 by M. de Salieres, for defence against the Iroquois.
The fort remained in existence until 1760, when it was burned by Major Robert
Rogers.
Battle of Lacolle, Lacolle.—A cairn with tablet, surrounded by a suitable
fence, was erected on a small plot of land, donated by Mme. Joseph Boudreau,
to perpetuate the memory of the officers and soldiers of the 13th Regiment,
Royal Marines, from Ile-aux-Noix, and of the Canadian Fencibles and Canadian Voltigeurs, who lost their lives at the Battle of Lacolle, March 30, 1814.
The United States troops, after a severe attack on the stone mill on Lacolle
creek, near the present bridge on the highway, were compelled to retire with
• heavy losses and to abandon their plan of campaign.
Madeleine de Vercheres, Vercheres.—A tablet was affixed to the existing
monument, located near the river St. Lawrence, at Vercheres, to perpetuate the
memory of Madeleine de Vercheres, who, in 1692, with her two brothers, an
old servant and two soldiers, successfully defended Fort de' Vercheres against
a war party of Iroquois.
Battle of the Cedars, Cedars.—A cairn with tablet was erected on a plot
of ground donated by Mr. Adolphe Tessier, opposite his residence, to commemorate the events associated with the Battle of the Cedars May 19-21,
1776, when two invading United States forces were surprised by a company of
Canadians and Indians and forced to surrender.
Battle of Ile-aux-Noix, Fort Lennox.—A tablet was affixed to the gateway at the north entrance to Fort Lennox to commemorate the events associated with the naval battle which took place on the Richelieu river nearby on
June 3, 1813, ending in the capture of the United States sloops Eagle and
Growler.
68957—7J
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Sir Wilfrid Laurier, St. Lin.—A cairn with tablet was erected on a plot of
ground in front of the town hall to commemorate the public services of Sir
Wilfrid Laurier, late Premier of Canada, who was born at St. Lin. This work
was carried out at the request of the National Committee for the celebration
of the Diamond Jubilee of Confederation.
ONTARIO

Pointe au Baril, Maitland, Grenvitte County.—By permission of Dr. R. E.
Webster, a tablet was affixed to the old stone tower adjacent to the MontrealToronto highway, to mark the site of Point au Baril, where the last French
ships of war that navigated lake Ontario were built.
Fort Norfolk, Turkey Point, Norfolk County.—With the consent of the
provincial Government a cairn with tablet was erected on lot 14, concession A,
township of Charlotteville, to mark the site of Fort Norfolk, built 1812. The
famous missionary, Dollier de Casson, and party encamped at this site March
26, 1670. It was selected by General Simcoe as a site for a fort and naval
station in 1795 and during the war of 1812-14 it served as a defence for that
part of Upper Canada.
Point Pelee, Leamington, Essex County.—A cairn with tablet was erected
near the new pavillion in Point Pelee park to commemorate the several early
events which took place there. These were: the encampment of Dollier and
Galinee, April, 1670; the landing of Brock's forces, August 12, 1812, on the
way to the famous attack upon Detroit; the defeat of an American detachment on the beach by Wyandottes, during the Pontiac war; the battle of Pelee
Island, March 3, 1838, during the Upper Canada rebellion.
McKee's Point, Sandwich, Essex County.—A cairn with tablet was erected
on a plot of ground provided by the town at the intersection of Sandwich and
Main streets to mark the starting point of General Brock's expedition, August
16, 1812, to attack Detroit-—the notable expedition which resulted in the surrender of the Detroit garrison, although greatly superior in numbers.
Sir John A. Macdonald, Adolphustown, Addington County.—A cairn with
tablet was erected on a plot of ground in Lot 19, third concession of the township of Adolphustown, which "was donated by Mr. A. R. Davis, to mark the
old home of Sir John A. Macdonald. This work was carried out at the request
of the National Committee for the celebration of the Diamond Jubilee of
Confederation.
Sir John A. Macdonald, Kingston.—A tablet was affixed to the outer front
wall of the building at 102 Rideau street, Kingston, the boyhood home of Sir
John A. Macdonald. This work was also carried out at the request of the
National Jubilee Committee.
Kaministiquia Portage, Pointe de Meuron, Fort William.—A cairn, tablet,
and fence were placed on a plot of ground, donated by Col. S. C. Young, on lot
19 in the first concession north of the Kaministiquia river, between Fort
William and Port Arthur, to mark the site of the canoe landing at the beginning of the long "Portage Route" to the Great West. This trail was used by the
Indians long before the arrival of the white man and subsequently by French,
British and Canadian discoverers, explorers and traders.
WESTERN CANADA AND BRITISH COLUMBIA

Cluny, Alta. (Indian Treaty No. 7).—A cairn with tablet was erected
on the southerly half of section 21, township 21, range 21, west of the 4th
meridian, in the Blackfoot Indian reserve, to commemorate the events associated
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with the signing of Indian Treaty No. 7, September 22, 1877, whereby the
Blackfeet, Blood, Piegan, Sarcee, Stony and other Indian tribes surrendered
their rights to 50,000 square miles of territory lying in southwestern Alberta.
Jasper House, Alta.—A cairn with tablet was erected along the Jasper
highway, near the Rocky river, Jasper national park, to mark the site o\f
the old Jasper House, built at the northern end of Brule lake by the North
West Company about 1813 and about 1837 removed to a site on the west bank
of the Athabaska, opposite the mouth of the Rocky river. For half a century
this post was a main support of the trade route across the mountains.
New .Westminster, B.C.—A cairn with tablet was erected on a grassy plot
immediately in front of the entrance to the British Columbia penitentiary to
commemorate the several historic. events associated with New Westminster,
the first capital of the colony of British Columbia..
Nanaimo, B.C.—A granite block, to which is affixed a tablet, was erected
in Dallas square to commemorate the discovery of the first coal mine in British
Columbia, in 1852, and the consequent inception of an industry which has
largely contributed to the industrial life of the province and aided in the
growth of trade on the western coast of Canada.
Fort Hope, Hope, B.C.—A cairn with tablet was erected at the foot of
Wallace street, near the Fraser river, to mark the site of the stockaded post
at Hope, built in 1848 by the Hudson's Bay Company, and the building of
the old "Brigade Trail". The post was an important point in the company's
transportation system and the place of transfer from water to land travel.
Hope was also the centre of the earliest gold mining on the Fraser.
PRESERVATION WORK

At a number of the larger sites controlled by the department, preservation
and other improvement works were carried out on the structures located thereon
and to the grounds, of wdiich the following are the most important:—
Fort Cumberland, N.B.—A pavilion was erected in the park, repairs made
to the old powder magazine, the entrenchments were cleared of debris and the
site generally cleaned up.
Martello Tower, Halifax, N.S.—Extensive repairs were carried out on the
masonry of the exterior wall of the tower in Point Pleasant park. The inner
stairs and floors were renovated.
Fort Chambly, Chambly Basin, P.Q.—Repairs were made to the living
quarters, the observation tower, the dungeon and magazine, and to the stone
retaining wall facing the Richelieu river. Trees were planted on the picnic
grounds and camp stoves provided for the convenience of tourists.
Fort Lennox, Ile-aux-Noix, P.Q.—Repairs and improvements were made to
several of the old buildings. The chimneys and embankment of the old ovens
were repaired and camp stoves constructed for the convenience of tourists and
campers.
Fort Wellington, Prescott, Ont.—The exterior woodwork of the blockhouse
was painted, new conveniences installed, inner palisades repaired, and electric
lights placed in the museum.
ACQUISITION OF SITES

Action was also taken in regard to the acquisition of other sites recommended by the Board for future marking, and control of the following has
been obtained:—
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Admiral d'Anville's Encampment, Bedford Basin, N.S.—Mr. E. Clayton
has donated a plot of ground 20 feet square adjacent to the old French landing
road on the outskirts of Halifax to mark the site of the landing place of the
ill-fated squadron under the command of due d'Anville, in 1746, which attempted
the re-capture of Acadia.
QUEBEC

Battle of Two Mountains, near Senneville,—Mr. and Mrs. Waldo W.
Skinner have donated a plot of ground, 25 feet square, adjacent to the Senneville
road, for the erection of a memorial to commemorate the events associated with
the engagement which took place in 1689 on the lake of Two Mountains, between
the French and Iroquois, which resulted in the defeat of the Indians and the
saving of the island of Montreal.
Chateauguay Ford Battle, Allan's Corners.—Mr. Wm. Kerr, of Howick,
has donated a plot of ground, 25 feet square, adjacent to the Montreal-Malone
highway, on which to erect a memorial to conamemorate the events connected
with the flank engagement of the battle of Chateauguay which took place on
October 26, 1813, between the Canadian forces and the invading United States
troops.
ONTARIO

Battle of Ridgeway, Ridgeway, Welland County.—The Council of the
Township of Bertie has donated a plot of ground, 25 feet square, adjacent to
the Garrison road, for the erection of a memorial to commemorate the engagement of June 2, 1866, between a force of Canadian militia and a body of
Fenians.
Battle of York, Toronto.—The Provincial Government and the city of
Toronto have granted authority for the placement of a bronze tablet on the
Province of Ontario building, in the Exhibition Grounds, to commemorate the
events associated with the battle and capture of York, April 27, 1813.
PRAIRIE PROVINCES AND BRITISH COLUMBIA

Lower Fort Garry, near Winnipeg, Man.—The Hudson's Bay Company
has granted permission to place a tablet at the gateway of Lower Fort Garry to
mark the site on which Indian Treaty No. 1 was signed.
Lethbridge, Alta.—The civic authorities have provided an area in Gait
park for the erection of a cairn and tablet to mark the development of the first
coal mine in Alberta and the services of Nicholas Sheran, the first man to
recognize and assist in developing the coal resources of the province.
Fort Steele, B.C.—The executors of the R. T. Galbraith estate have donated
a plot of ground, 25 feet square, adjacent to the Fort Steele-Bull River highway
for the erection of a memorial to mark the site of Fort Steele, the first fort of
the North West Mounted Police in British Columbia.
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McKeand, D. L., asst. director,
N.YV.T. and Y. Branch, 9 m. at
3,720, 3 m. at S3,900

$ 3,765 00

PERSONNEL PERMANENT—Suite

Moran, J. P., head cik., 8 m, at $3,000;
chief cik., 4 m. at S3.120
3,010 00
Gibeault, A., prin. elk
$ 2,280 00 Rosborough, V. M., sten., gr. 2.
1,380 00
Hamei, E. C , elk., gr. 3
1,560 00 Stewart, L. L„ sten., gr. 2, Apr. 1 to
Hamilton, N. M., sten., gr. 2, 4 m. to
Nov. 1 at $1,380 (resigned)
803 83
July 31 at 51,380 (transferred to
Thomas, A. S., asst. ong
2,700 00
Outside)
460 00
Higgerty, J. J., prin, file elk
2,400 00
Mining Lands Branch—Division des
Hoad, W. F., elk., gr. 1, 1 m. at $1,020:
terrains miniers
clk.,gr. 2, 11 m. at $1,080
1,075 00
Humphrys, H. W. R., prin. elk
2,400 00 Batterton, W. P., depth acct., gr. 2 . . . .
2,700 00
Ince, R. A., prin. elk
2,400 00 Bennett, C. H., prin. elk
2,400 00
Langford, K., sten., gr. 2, 4 m. to Mar.
Blue, W. A., elk., gr. 4 . . .
1,920 00
31 at $1,080
360 00 Busby, B. A., sten., gr. 3
1,680 00
Leclair, J. A., elk., gr. 4
1,920 00 Chamonard, L., sr. map draftsman
2,160 00
Lochman, J. J., elk., gr. 2
1,380 00 Clifford, T., elk., gr. 4, 6 m. at $1,800,
Lothian, W. F., elk., gr, 3, 6 m. at
6m.at$l,860
1,830 00
$1,560, 6 m. at SI,620
1,590 00 Cross, W. J., elk., gr. 2
1,440 00
McCann, D., head elk
3,000 00 Daly, P. J„ prin. elk
2,400 00
McRorie, W. W., sten., gr. 2
1,380 00 Donaldson, E. I., sten., gr. 1, 12 m. at
Neville, H. J., elk., gr. 3
1,680 00
$1,020, less 3J d
1,010 18
Neiisen, G. M., sten., gr. 2, 6 m. to
Durocher, E. J., elk., gr. 4
1,920 00
Sept. 30 at $1,200 (resigned)
600 00 Esdale, R. J., depth acet., gr. 1
2,220 00
O'Grady, W. J., oik., gr. 4, 12 m. at
Gagnon, F. F., office app. opr., gr. 3,
$1,920, less 24 d
1,906 21
12 m. at $1,500, less | d
1,497 98
Payton, G. W., prin. elk
2,400 00 Gauthier, J. H. D., elk., gr. 3, 6 m. at
Pereira, G. P., head elk
3,000 00
$1,560, 6 m. at $1,620
1,59000
Richardson, M., sten., gr. 3
1.6S0 00 Genest, S. M., office eng
3,240 00
Robertson, J. E„ sten., gr. 2
1,440 00 Gillis, W. C , asst. office eng
2,580 00
Shields, J. A., prin. acct. elk
2,400 00 Gregoire, A., sten., gr. 2
1,440 00
Stothers, J. H., asst. office eng., 9 m.
Higgerty, H. J., cik., gr, 3
1,680 00
at$2,520, 3 m. at$2,580
2,535 00 Kelly, H. K., sten., gr. 2
1,380 00
Walker, E., sten., gr. 2
1,380 00 Lafiamme, R. J., cik., gr. 3
1,680 00
Watson, I. L., sten.,gr. 2, 9 m. at $1,140,
Larsen, E . C , sten., gr. 2
1,080 00
3m.at$l,200
1,165 00 Leslie, M. I., sten., gr. 2
1,380 00
Webster, W. V., prin. cik., 12 m. at
Lock, J. W. K., prin. elk
2,400 00
$2,400, less 15 d
2,302 16 McDermott, M. I. C , sten., gr. 2
1,380 00
Weir, C. M., sten., gr. 2
1,380 00 Metz, J. G., head elk
3,000 00
Wilson, C. A., sten., gr. 3
1,680 00 Mitchell, F. J., elk., gr. 2
1,500 00
Winters, A. T. C., prin. elk
2,400 00 Pelton, A., prin. elk.,
2,400 00
Witten, 8., prin. elk;
2,400 00 Ross, J. M., sten., gr. 3
1,680 00
York, B . L-, controller of timber and
Rowatt, H, H., supt., mining lands
grazing lands, Apr. 1 to July 14 at
branch
4,620 00
$4,320 (superannuated)
1,242 58 Shiels, E . E., elk., gr. 3
1,680 00
Spence, C. F., asst. supt., mining lands
branch
3,480 00
Norih-West Territories and Yukon Branch
Stewart, H. L., elk., gr. 4
1,920 00
—Division des terriloires du NordWestlake, W. E., elk., gr. 3.
,
1,560 00
Ovesl el du Yukon
Dominion Parks Branch—Division des
Anderson, M. G., sten., gr. 3, 8 m. at
pares de VBlat
$1,440; elk., gr. 4, 4 m. at $1,620
1,500 00
Beilby, R., elk., gr. 3
1,680 00 Balmer, E „ elk., gr. 2
1,26000
Bracken, T. F., elk., gr. 4, 3 m. at
Barber, D. M., elk.,, gr. 4
1,920 00
$1,740, 5 m. at $1,800; prin. elk., 4 m.
Beatty, F . B., sten., gr. 2
• 1,380 00
at $1,920
1,825 00 Blenkarn, W., elk., gr. 3
1,560 00
Champagne, N. W., elk., gr. 3
1,680 00 Brace, W., elk., gr. 4
1,920 00
Clunn, T. H. J., office eng
3,120 00 BrOwn, J. P., sten., gr. 2, Apr. 1 to
Doyle, J. F., elk., gr. 4, 8 m. at $1,800;
Sept. 17, noon, at $1,380 (resigned)..
638 25
prin. elk., 4 m. at $1,920
1,840 00 Bryan, G. W., prin. elk
2,400 00
Finnie, O. S., director, N.W.T. Branch,
Calderhead, W. G., draftsman
1, 680 00
9 m. at $4,620, 3 in. at $4,920
4,695 00 Carnochan, G. A., elk., gr. 3
1,680 00
Graham, M., chief, wild life division,
Casey, C. M.t sten., gr. 2.
1,440 00
4m, to July 31 at $3,420 (deceased)..
1,140 00 Corcoran, J. B., prin. elk., 9 m. at
Macdonnell, J., sten., gr. 2
1,440 00
$2,160, 3 m. at $2,280
2,190 00
McCracken, A,, elk., gr, 2
1,480 00 Corp, F., messenger
1,300 00
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Clarke, H. H., investigator, N.R., gr. 2 $ 2,340 00
Collins, G. H. A., sr. photographer, 12
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1,035
1,380
1,440
1,800
1,920

00
00
00
00
00

1,005
2,400
5,220
2,580
1,380
2,400

00
00
00
00
00
00

1,045 00
1,560 00
635 00
1,680 00
1,380 00
1,670 34
1,560 00
1,125 00
1,170 00
1,95000
2,700 00
1,335 00
3,300 00
1,680 00
1,380 00
1,380 00
1,920 00
2,880 00
3,120 00
1,680 00
1,440 00
1,380 00
2,160 00
2,400 00
2,880 00
4,140 00
2,700 00

Natural Resources Intelligence Branch—
Division des renseignements sur les
resources nalurelles
Adams, M. E., sten., gr. 3
Atchison, M. B., elk., gr. 4
Bastien, J. A., investigator N.R., gr. 2
Birchenough, A. A., geographer, gr. 2..
Bray, R. P., investigator, N.R., gr. 4 . .
Browne, T. A., investigator, N.R., gr.
2,12 m. at $2,580, leased
Cameron, D . D „ elk., gr. 4

Montant

PERMANENT EMPLOTEES— Con.
PERSONNEL PERMANENT—Suite

vernement civil: TraitementsSuite

Crown, E. M., oik., gr. 2, 9 m. to Deo.
31 at $1,380 (transferred to Outside). $
Currie, M., sten., gr. 2
Daoust, A., elk., gr. 2
Durie, W. A., draftsman
Ebbs, E . J., elk., gr. 4
Featherstone, R., ston., gr. 1, 3 m. at
S960, 9 m. at $1,020
Hand, S. E., prin. elk
Harkin, J. B., com. of Dominion parks
Harris, K. D., asst. architect
Hawkins, L., sten., gr. 2
Heaslip, T . S., prin. elk
Herscovitz, B., sten., gr. 1, 7 m. at
$1,020; sten., gr. 2, 5 m. at $1,0S0....
Lafranchise, M., elk., gr. 3
Lennan, M., elk., gr. 4, 4 m. at $1,800,
Aug. 1-7 at $1,860 (resigned)
Love, G. A., sten., gr. 3
Macdonald, M. B., sten., gr. 2
McElroy. K. A., elk., gr. 3, 12 m. at
$1,680, less 2 d
McGahey, H. P., elk., gr. 3
McGuire, M., elk., gr. 3, 9 m. to Dec.
31 at $1,500 (transferred to Outside).
MoRae. D. C., sten., gr. 2, 6 m. at
$1,140, 6 m. at $1,200
Murphy, A. J., prin. elk., 9 m. at $1,920,
3m.at$2,040
Nagle, C. E., asst., wild life division..
O'Brien, A., elk., gr. 2, 9 m. at $1,320,
3m.at$l,380
Pinard, A. A., chief, historical sites
division
Rogers, M. F„ sten., gr. 3
Soharfe, V. J., sten., gr. 2
,
Scott, E., sten., gr. 2
Shea,J. J.,elk., gr. 4
Spero, J. E., head elk
Stronach, R. S., park supt., gr. 4
Von Charles, F . ,sten., gr. 3
Waiters, D . R., elk., gr. 2
Ward, E. M., sten., gr. 2
Williams, E. R., sr. draftsman
Williams, J. L., prin. elk
Williams, M. B., head elk
Williamson, F . H. H., deputy com. of
Dominion parks
Wood, J. A., park supt., gr. 3

Traitements a Ottawa

1,440
1,860
2,700
3,060
2,940

00
00
00
00
00

2,538 39
1,860 00

Dennison, M. I., sten., gr. 3
Deshaies, M. E., jr. map draftsman,
May 27 to Jan. 6 at $1,440
Dickson, D . H., draftsman, 12 m. a t
$1,560, less4 d
Drew, D. A., sten., gr. 3, 6 m. a t
$1,620, 6 m. at $1,680
,.
D'Orsonnens, A., sr. relief map maker,
6 m. to Sept. 30 at $2,640 (deceased).
Flanagan, C. M., sten., gr. 2, 5 m. to
Aug. 31 at $1,080 (resigned)
Gagnon, J. S., elk., gr. 2
Garvin, E. R., elk., gr. 3, 12 m. a t
$1,440, less i d
Gaudry, G. A., ohief, economio geography mapping division
Gauthier. A., map draftsman
Gibson, A., elk., gr. 2
Grindlay, T., geographer, gr. 1
Harvey, E. R., investigator, N.R., gr.
3
:
Hilliard, L., elk., gr, 4
Hopkins, G. R.,prin. elk
Hughson, W. G., asst. office eng
Jodoin, R., elk., gr. 3
Kitto, F . H., investigator, N.R., gr. 6
Lynch, F . C. C., director N.R.I.
branch
Maefarlane, J. H., elk., gr. 4
MaoKenzie, L„ sten., gr. 3
Marsoiais, D., elk., gr. 3, 3 m. at
$1,560, 9 m. at $1,620
Master, O., economic adviser
McCallum, H. A., investigator N.R.,
gr. 6
McClymont, P. J., head elk
McFadden, M. E., library asst
McMeekin, E. J., investigator N.R.,
gr. 3
McRae, A. D., investigator N.R., gr. 3
McStravick, C , elk., gr. 2
Murphy, A., prin. elk
Murphy, M. E., typist, gr. 2
Odell, R. K., asst. dir. N.R.I, branch.
O'Keefe, J. J., investigator N.R.,gr. 1.
O'Neil, R. F., depth librarian, gr. 3 . . .
Ouimet, E . G.,photographer
Peaker, R., head elk
Peaker, W. J., office eng
Petrie, J., geographer, gr. 1
Pilon, E., sr. messenger
Piunkett, R „ sten., gr, 2
Proulx, A., sten., gr. 2
Ritchie, I., elk., gr. 4
Routh, C. T., prin, elk.
Ryan, T . W„ elk., gr. 2
Shea, A. E., elk., gr. 1
Sim, J „ cartographer
Slade, W. T., elk., gr. 3
Sproule, F . A., investigator N.R., gr.
5, Apr. 1 to Jan. 20 at $3,300 (resigned)
Sullivan, A., grographer, gr. 1
Thomas, L.O., investigator N.R.,gr. 6
Thompson, I. M. C , prin. elk

1,680 00
883 58
1,543 23
1,650 00
1,320 00
450 00
1,600 00
1,438 06
3,600 00
1,800 00
1,440 00
2,820 00
2,820 00
1,860 00
2,040 00
2,580 00
1,680 00
3,780 00
5,220 00
1,860 00
1,440 00
1,605 00
4,920 00
3,600 00
3,000 00
1,200 00
2,820 00
3,060 00
1,380 00
2,400 00
1,440 00
4,320 00
2,040 00
1,860 00
1,800 00
2,640 00
3,240 00
2,700 00
1,200 00
1,380 00
1,440 00
1,860 00
2,280 00
1,600 00
1,300 00
2,340 00
1,680 00
2,652 42
2,700 00
3,600 00
2,400 00

P a r t K—67
DETAILS OF EXPENDITURE—Con.—DETAIL DES

DEPENSES—Suite

Vote-Credit 287—Lake of t h e Woods Control Board—Commission de contrdle du
lac des Bois
Salaries and Wages—Traitements
et saiaires:—
Ottawa
Outside, detailed under Surveys and Investigations
Resources, etc

of

Water

(Page K—29)
and Power
(Page K.—65)

Travelling Expenses—Frets
de voyages:—Detailed
under Water and Power
Resources
(Page K—65)
Materials,
Supplies, Repairs,
etc.—Materiel,
fournitures,
reparations,
etc.:—
Detailed under Water and Power Resources
(Page K—65)
Miscellaneous—Divers:—Detailed
under Water and Power Resources
(Page K—65)
Total as shown in Summary—see Index, Vol. I, Departmental Summaries—Total
paraissant au Sommaire—voir index. Vol. I, Sommaires deB Ministeres,.. .$

2,160 00
5,033 39
7,198 S9
1,470 28
371 07
254 75
9,289 49

Votes-Credits 281 & 519—Canadian National P a r k s — P a r e s nationaux du Canada
GENERAL EXPENSES—DEFENSES EN GENERAL

Salaries—Traitements:—Ottawa,
$83,721.95, less $3,621.94 charged to Vote 535
(Page K—29)
Travelling Expenses—Frais de voyages:—J. H. Henderson
•
Materials, Supplies. Repairs, etc.—Materiel, fournitures, reparations,
etc.:—Watson,
Jack & Co., Ltd., Montreal, 4 Evinrude pumps, $1,500; accounts under $1,000:
badges, $40.72; brass plates, $62.40; compresso meters, $30.90; 1 motor cycle
engine, $275; flags, $714.66; fire pump, $148; map material, $73.54; photographic supplies, $116.87; 2,000 gun seals, $86; sundries, $84.90
Printing arid Stationery—Impressions
et papeterie:—King's
Printer: printing,
$10,925.40; supplies, $8,621.59
Miscellaneous—Divers:—Express
and freight: American Railway Express Co.'
$506.07; Can. Nat. Express Co., $1,846.42; Can. N'at. Railways, $578.53; Can.
Pac. Railway Co., $1,805.15; Telegrams: Can. Nat. Telegraphs, $617.42; Can.
Pac. Ky. Co.'s Telegraphs, $630.45; advertising, $15; customs brokers' fees,
$82.44; land registration fees, $76.50; legal expenses, $1,236.28; membership subscriptions, $34.73; premium on guarantee bonds, $575.41

80,100 01
340 50

3,132 99
19,546 99

8,004 40
111,19k 89

PUBLICITY—PUBLICITE

Travelling Expenses—Frais de voyages:—J. C. Campbell, $561.31, deposited to
Casual Revenue, 1928-29, $5; J. A. Rigby, $415.58, allowance, 81 per diem, $28;
A. W. Ross, $165.10
j 174
Materials, Supplies, Repairs, etc.—Materiel, fournitures, reparations,
etc.:—Associated Screen News Ltd., Montreal, motion picture film, photos, etc., $2,417.82;
Natural Resources Intelligence Branch, photo supplies, $2,575.15; W. J . Oliver
Calgary, Alta., photographs. $3,576.25; Worlds Poultry Congress, exhibition
effects, $2,000; accounts under $1,000: press clippings, $118,75; covers and boxes,
$108.78; draperies, $820.12; electrical supplies, $276.97; labour, $1,808.26; lettering signs, $70; lumber and furniture, $417.84; motion picture films, $628.75;
mounting moose specimen, $635; photographs, $26.50; projection machine, repairs •
etc., $316.34; screens, $25.47; steamer trunk, repairs, etc., $22; sundries, $70.09..'
15 914
Miscellaneous—Divers:—Advertising.
$400; express, freight and cartage, $530.68;
float, Diamond Jubilee celebration, $350; hire of cars, $988.50; lectures, $26;
light and power, $378; packing pemmican, $57.54; rent of furniture, $150; subscriptions, $13.73; telegrams, $6.15
,
2 900
19J89
HISTORIC SITES AND MONUMENTS—SITES HISTOKIQUES ET MONUMENTS

Salaries and Wages—Traitements
et saiaires:—CaretakersJ . Adams, F o r t de
Levis, 11 m. to Feb. 29 at $25; J . E. Beaubien, Fort Richelieu, 6 m. to Sept
30 at $25; L. J. N. Blanchet, Fort Chambly, 5 m. to Aug. 31 a t $1,380; J . C.
Boudreau, Laeolle, Oct. 25 to Mar. 31 at $25; V. Bransconnier, Fish Creek,
6 m. to Sept. 30 at $50; J . D. Bryson, Fort Chateauguay, $25; W. Callan,
Mission of St. Ignaee, $25; J . Connell, Fort Howe, $50; G. B. Cookman Battle
of Odelltown, $25; A. Courtois, Fort St. Jean, $25; R. J . Craig, Glengarry House,
$25; D. J . Creighton, Cariboo Wagon Road, $25; E. Deechamps, F o r t Chambly,
149 d. at $3; U. Deschenaux, Fort Grevier, $25; M. Desmarais, Madeline de
67045—5}K
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